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'st cal(;ml4W-n an•d accelerated testing of parts for cavitation resistance.

The w-ili tfa¢cor leading t~o cavitat~ion erosion in diesel engines are

"-an-lyzed; the, effect on the damage rate of .water temperature, design

and :,peraing fact~ors, and the like on z.he damge rat* is described.

The th+eoretical fundamenials of cavitation in the presence of

vibr•at~ional fields are presented. Metehods of caleulating vibrational

characterilstice of systems are set forth; estimates are given of the

possibla ozplitudes and critical accelerations of vibration# of surfaces

swept by waLer, .

The book to iatended for engiLneering-technical personnel concerned

with dieba! engine desi.gning and construction. It can also prove useful

to students at higher educational centers in the appropriate specialties.
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FOREWORD

Directives under the Five-Year Plan kor the develnpment of the

national economy adopted at the Twenty-thqrd Congress of the CPSU

provide for increasing the capacity, operpting economy, reli&bility,

and longevity of machines, instruments, apd equipment, and increasing

the potenti.l of motors by -ne and one-hf if tl th-i-0v- ripm',.

Advances in modern diesel engine-Lillding arv related- to the eteady

growth in the level of uprating engines by increasing the degree tf

supercharging and the engine rpm.

Increases in high speeds and the mean effective pressure, along

with the trend toward reductio.n In weight and overall dimensions, lead

to cavitation damage in diesel engine parts. Cavitation damage is

encountered not only at surfaces of cylinder liners and the block swept

by coolant fluid, but a.so at the surfaces of the main and connecting

rod bearings, and at the parts of the fuel feed system and water pumps.

Cavitation damage can be detected at the surfacas of parts operating in

various conditions, and also in liquids with different properties. There-

fore eliminating cavitation damage in diesels Is a most important and

urgent problem.

6
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Various points of view have been expressod in the technical

literature concerning the causes leading to the intonsive failure of

cylinder liners. Some investigators state that this is the rcsult of

electrocheai•cal corrosion, while others attribute the failure to

cavitation erosion. The complexity of the physicochemical processes

leadint to cavitation failure of cylinder liners hampers the direct

study of individual stages of these process4. ,

Numerous experimental studies nave dealt with the proolems of

cavitation and the damage it causes in machine building and shipbuilding.

However, the problem of cavitation damage in diesels has not been

sufficiently discussed in these works.

The present study examines problems involved in finding the

causes responsible for cavitation and caiWtatian damage to the surfaces

of the parts of diesel engines *wep tby water, as- wll as methods of

investigating materials used in diesel engines and dieselengine parts

for their cavitation resistance. A relationship is shown betwee, diesel

engine characteristics and cavitation damage: A method is outlined for

calculating diesel engine cylinder liners with respect to cavitation

resistance and measures to suppress cavitation damage to diesel engine

parts which thus far have not been generalized.

The material for the book was provided by experimental studies

conducted by the auzhors at different times in Central Scientific Research

Diesel hngine Institute.

We request that all comments and suggestions concerning this book

be sent to the publisher.
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CHAPTER ONE

CAVITATION DA4AGE TO DIESEL ENGINE PARTS

I. Cavitation Damage to Water-Swept Surfaces of Cylinder Liners and

rnla- of Dilesul Enginea.

Diesel engines with high specific weight and built vith thick-walled

cylinder liners and blocks did not suffer intensive damage to water-

swepc surfaces of these parts. Later, && lighter-designed diesels were

built and as they were uprated in their mean effective pressure and

rpm, damage to cylinder liner walls and cylinder blocks began to be

encountered in many engine models. This damage also shows up in the

formation of local accum,'lations of deep pits, in most cases with a

clean surface, without the presence of deposits of corrosion prducts.

They develop independently of the general corrosion pitting of the

cylinder liner walls and blocks which is observed in enginec that are

cooled with seawater.

Iu most cases, before clusters of pits appear on a cylinder liner

wall, the wall is coated with an oxide film at the site of future damage.

8I



With further operation of the engine, pits begin to appear, very

rapidly enlarging, and in several cases continuous flaws are formed

in the cylinder liner walls.

The first clusters of pits appear in the rocking plane of the

connecting rod on the side in the direction of which the piston side

pressure is applied in the power stroke. If one faces an engine so that

the crankshaft rotates clockwise, the first local clustcrs of pits will

appear on the left side of the cylinder (on the water Jacket side). With

further operation of the engine, the area of the damaged section enlarges,

and sometimes even new zones of pit clusters appear.

Tb. first investigators stu.aying the causes for this aelect

(1935-1939) concluded that it was electrochemical in nature. They

sug8etaid that the c£ffct is caused by unam cooling, stagnant zones

in the uooling system, metal contamination, the presence of dissimilar

metals in the cooling system, and other similar factors. Therefore,

they recomended controlling the piatlng of liners by installing zinc

protectors and by modifying the water flow direction in the cooling

systems. The ineffectiveness of these measures compelled designers

and :esearchers to study more closely the causes and conditious leading

to pit clusters appearing on cylinder liners and blocks in diesel engines.

In 1948-1952 it became possible to establish [17, 22] that the

cause must be souglht for in cavitation processes brought about in diesel

engines by high-frequency vibrations of the walls of cylinder liners.

When the walls of cylinder liners and blocks in diesel engines are

damaged by cavitation, failure and electrochemical evesion are observed

935 .



The mutual role of these radically distinct processes depends on

numerous factors and has not yet been adequately studied.

In severil cases (damage to dielectrics, cavitation in chemically

neutral liquids), cavitation erosion is manifested as mechanical damage

without the presence of electrochemical processes. The progression of

the damage is associated with surface fatigue of the metal. This is

based on the fact that in the initial period the surface undergoes
work hardening and only thereupon do pits appear rto). In contrast to

this point of view, other authors noted that fatigue phenomena eo not play

an appreci&ble role in the progression of cavitation damage. In their

view, the chipping, of material is caused by each of the individual

conditions developing in the collapre of cavitation bubbles lavitie8j

[3o].

oheories state that thre initiation oi -'alat

temperatures in the latter stages of the compression of cavitation

bubbles promctes the spread of damagc.

At the present time it now has been reliably ascertained thi t

damage to cylitcder liner walls and cylinder blo~ks is caused by cav.L-

tation processes initiated ip the cooling system of the engine by the

action of high-frequency vibrations of cylinder liners excited by piston

blows resulting from piston slap from one cylinder wall to the other

on passing through the top dead center [173.

The presence of a heat gap between the pistc.a and the cylinder liner

lea;s to the piston striking the liner wall and causing it to undergo

high-frequency vibrations in slap (change in direction of application

of piston side pressure against the cylinder wall). When the liner walls

10
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are in vibration, alternating elongations and compreseions occur in

the water Jacket, leading to the formation and implosion of cavitation

bubbles, which then causes cavitation erosion.

Depending on the model of the engine, the desigo of the cylinder

liner, thp ratio of the cylinder wall thickness to the cylinder diameter,

the gap between the piston and the liner, and several other factors, the

number and arrangement of the zones of pit clusters can vary. However,

all cases have the common factor that the first clusters of pit# appear

in the rocking plane of the connecLing rod. Thin-wvlled cylinder liners

vibrate, forming several antinodes in the cross section, and in each of

these a damage zone appears. Significant damage !s also encountured at

the sealing and support shoulders and In the block*. Rere the damage is

accompanied by the formaticn not only a deep• pits4 but also of longitudinal

depressions.

Thus., cavitation damage of two types appears at cylinder lMera and

blocks:

1) clusters of deep pit* with clean surfaces in the rocking piano

of connecting rods (when there is cavitation erosion caused by vibrations

in the acoustic and ultrasonic ranges);

2) clusters of pits at the locatlons of water outflow and inflow

(when there is corrosion damage caused by the combined action of hydro-

dynamic and vibrational cavitation); and

3) pitting of support and sealing shrulders (the result of the

intensifying of civitation processes in narrow water jackets with the

probable participation vf crevica corrosion).

11



Tyyical of. cavitation damage in cylinder blocks is the fact. tbat

preventiov'of liner damage by applying a solid coating (chrome plating

"- or nitriding) leada to intensified damage of block* at locatioca that.

are opposite th4 zones of cylinder liners v•iere their pitting had been

earlier detected (before the coating).

The vibration of liners causes alternating elongation and compression

of the water in the coolinis jacket. This leads to the formation and

closure of cavitati<,n bubbles (CAvI106es.

Figure 1 shows the cylinder liners of a diesel eugIl.z. after ,42

hours of operatlorn. Clusters of deep piLc are clearly discernable oo

their -surfaces in the rocking planes o• tMe connecttin rods,

zFLtSU I:ý 2 ?11 iN isw ~Lh i '&-;Ao ~ir -,~ hr Zrr .! ,- U-NO-....... ~ d C..t :,;;-

An the result Qf pita foraing at the upper teating ahoula4e of iV.nerN,

crack, appoar of.ten In the linetr hcieath the sealing souldr, which

completely impairs the line-.-*.

An example of dacuat, to a iiner that had been ic ger-vice ?or a

total of 106 hours, in ,.Lk x:teg inflow Icatioga, is shun iu .g ire 3.

The arrov. rointe o t:he locat.on of vater inlt'w. This kind oi cylUnder

lUnoir damage difiera appreciably !rom general Liner pitting caused by

erosion when cooled by oeawater. ,his corroieon process 2ccoupasnies

tjrver electrochentcai pitting of thi, uncire liner surface, on which

a pvt:iiu. of corrouion products and trmacea of graphite from the liner

material (cast iron) remains. However, even here lineur vibration leads

to simultaneous cavitation dasag.e, %&Lch aggrovates the Sonecal dawage

to the external liner eurfeus.

12
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Pigure 4 shown the cylinder liner of a marine diesel *ngin.* AeLas

250 hours of operation. TIasCOS of cavitation damage over large areas

ca be noted on its surfaces, aousg with traces of corrosion and salt

deposits.

/I

:1'1

I,

Figure 3: Lintr Damage in the Areaof Coating WateT Inflow

figure 5 sa•e the initial etage of 4amage to a diesel tugnse block.

blocke mad.o oý cast ,'ron undergo damage most Intensively. AlnUsarm

klocks pr.ve to be mere resisatant tc cuvitation eroalo. thaL cast Iron

blocks.

aDnalpa Lo the wall& of cylinder leuars and diesel engine blocks

c€used by "avitatlon erosion &1&ugificaitly reduces the service Life and

relisbili•y of 4teeal enr.,.Jne, eiaue au* d&mae causes cracks and

14



eosetim&s continuous flaws to appear. This leads to water enterlnb,

the oil and the diesel engine nalfumetioning.

i "i
* - ./ -

4rgreA: Dazage to Cylinder Liner of
a ]arneLoiu-Speed Diesel Engine

/ iiI•

ligu~re 5: Damage to (Cyliader Bhock of
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2. CavLtrtiort Damage to Bearing Shells and Fuel Feed Equipment Parts

Increasiogly, damage to the surfaces of crankshaft bearings is show-

ing up in uprated diesel engines; this damage is caused by cavitation

processes in the oil layer. Usually these consist of poinr chiFping of

the bearing material (most often lead bronze) situated in the zone of

maximua pressures in its oil layer. By its nature, this chipping differ&

appreciably from t.he damage in bearings caused by other factors, for

example corrosion, fatigue, and wear.

The location of the damage in the zone of maximum pressures in the

oil wedge shows that cavitation phenomena caused by the abrupt rise in

pressure in the oil layer of the bearing after the cavitation cavity

leaves the mini-- pressure zone represents the cause of this damage.

Most often this damage begins at a slip rate of 9-10 c/sec and a specific

pressure, P = 200-250 kg/cmn. . However, whereas cavitation damage

depends on the design of the bearing shell and thu maLeria)., for a given

combination of all factors influenr;. ng cavitation, the dmagu can begin

even for other combinations of velocities add pressures.

Cavitation damage to fuel system parts is relati-ely infrequent

and Is generally observed at the plungers of fuel pumps and nozzle

noodlee.

Damage consists of pits and gouging of metal. The cause of this

damage must be regarded as cavitation phenomena caused by abrupt fluc-

tuations in pressure in the fuel, It must be noted that this damage

quite rapidly causes the fuel equipment to malfunction and methods of

controlllug it are thus far inadequate.

16



This kind of damage is observed in fuel lines and refrigerator

coils. In thts case the cause evidently lies in the pressure changes

in the liquid flow.

Quite often, the impellers of centrifugal water pumips of diesel

enginec and cooling unit covers undergo cavitation damage. The main

reason for the damage is the improper designing of the part, causing

separations in the liquid flow and the formation of zones with reduced

pressure.

CRAPTER TWO !

THEORETICAL ESSENTIALS OF CAVITATION AND CAVITATIOU DAMAGE
IN DIESEL ENGINES

3. Cavitation and s urisLialt of ,yicoche.ical lftroc•alcs Occurring

During Cavitation

This book examines the theory of cavitation erosion a. applied

to daemage in liners of working cylinders in diesel engines.

Cavitation iu a liquid meditua refers tQ the hydromechanical process

of the formation of voids in the continuity of a liquid at the flow

locations where the pressure drops to the saturated vapor pressure of

this liquid -t a given temperature, or else to a certain critical

pressure at which gases or air dissolved in the liquid begin to be

evolved in the form of bubbles (cavities).

The formation of continuity vvids (cavitation cavities), just as

their annihilation, depends to a significant extent on various factors,

the fundamiestal of which are those that lead to local, alternating

increasas and decreases in pressure in the liquid.

17



In diesel engines, variable pressure in a liquid is caused

principally by.vibrations in surfaces surrounding the liquid, and in

a number of cases -- as the result of Abrupt changes in flow velocity

and direction.

Damage in surfaces surrounded by & liquidaccurs in zones where

cavitation bubbles collapse (are annihilated) under the effect of increased

pressure. When thls takes plgce, local pressure peaks develop, and

surface damage occurs upon exposure to these pressure peaks.

Hany studies t', 12, 3 i have dbalt -with problems of the theory

of cavitation cavities as well as changes occurrIng in the physicochemical

structure of a material subjected to cavitation failure. The aim of these

studies was to establish a relationship between hydrodynamic characteristics

of a flow and parameters describing the failure erocoes.

In view of the complexity of phy'sicochemical processes occurring

during cavitation and cavitation erosion, it had not yet been possible

to fully clarify the physical nature of the buccessive progressioiu of

these phenomena. Thus far there are various points of view as to the

physical nature of cavitation damage.

Host investigators agree that the primary cause of failure is the

impactive actiou of liquid aginest the surface of a metal occurring in

the collapse of cavitation cavities. Views of workers differ widely on

the role of electrical factors in cavitation damage, and also an problems

associated with the kind of progression of successive scages of cavitation

damage in the surfaces under attack.

Opinions differ concerning the causes leading to electrochemical

processes during cavitation. For example, it is suggasted that owing

18
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to high temperatures in the implosion of cavitation cavities, thermo-

electric effects are observed. The electric currents induced in a

material are explained as due to the action of highly localized com-

" pressive stresses caused by the small area which the dynamic forces -

act against at the intant of cavity collapse. The hypothesis of the

strong effect of purely oxidative processes on the trend of cavitaticn

damage has many adherents. There are experimental daca confirmirng this

hypothesis, but directly contradictory fa&Ls, as well. Cavitation

erosion develops in chemically neutral media and also on specimens made

of %lass, gold, and various plastics, that is, nonoxidizable materials.

In view of the extraordinary complexity of the phenomena in cavi-

taefon damage that are caused, on the one hand, by the rapidity of the

processes of the last stages of failure, and on the other -- by the

diversicy of processes developing in different materials subjected to

multiple exposure to a field oi collapsing bubbles, cavitation erosion

has not yet been fully studied. Moreover, there is not even a hydro-

dynamic theory of cavitation erosion that wolild permit estimating the

order of magnitude of the developing conditions and the effect on then

of such parameters of the medfum as velocity, prcssure, and so on.

During cavitation damage depending on the inten.ity of the cavitation

process (including the formation and collapse of cavitation cavities),

the medium, the material of the internal cooling surfaces, and other

factors, electrochemical processes can participate to a greater or lesser

extent. However, we can state that local pressure peaks at microsurfaces

are induced In cavitation erosion.

19



The main cause of cavitation and cavitation damage in diesel-

cooling areas is the variable pressure in the medium caused by vibr itions

of cylinder liners. ]
Variable acoustic, and at _imes ultrasonic pressure in a liquid

Ican cause, at a certairn intensity, the formation and implosion of

cavitation cavities, accompanied by hydraulic impacts, increased tem-

perature in the zone of imploding cavities, and so on. We refer to all

of this as the primary effect of cavitation, manifested directly in the

coolant liquid. The action of these primary cavitation effects on

enclosing surfaces causes their material to undergo stress peaks, heating,

electrochemical processes, and so on, that lead tG failure of the vibra-

ting and fixed walls. We call these processes secondary effects.

In our further examination of primary and sacondary cavitation

effects cauged by alternating acoustic pressure in a liquid, we made use

of data obtained by the authors in studies conducted on cavitation damage

in material specimens in MSVfmagnettstrictive vibrators] ir. diesel engines,

as well as the data of Spengler [46]

The interrelationship of phenomena cccurring during cavitation in

shown in Figure 6. Her* all the primary effects that can be a cause of

cavitation damage in cooled diesel engine surfaces ara noted with thin

hatching. The influence of other primary effects on surface damagc has

thus far not been studied.

Figure 6 shows that the phenomenon of cavitation damage to surfacs

cannot be classified as due to only one of many tfctors. Evidently. in

any case the cause of cavitation daeege is not only the high pressures in-

duced in the implosion of cavities and the Increa&ad temperatures, but

2C



also the electrochemical and diffusion processes occurring at the

liquid-vibrating surface interface.

The nature of the primary effect is extremely diverse. Let us

first consider those that directly cause secondary effects leading to

the failure of diesel engine cooling surfaces.

A rise in pressure in microvolumes of a medium is associated with

the collapse of vapor and gas-vapor cavities induced during the elongatioz,

phase. We know that the pressures developing during the collapse of

cavities many times exceed pressures requirsd to form the cavities and

again attain thousands and tens of thousanda of atmospheres. The pressure

rise in the microvolumes of the medium is accompanied by a tempera sure

rise of the mediam as a whole and, in particular, of its individual micro-

volumes.

Heaoting caused by surface friction' is local, that is.

it appears at the surface boundary. By the
1

surface boundary we mean any surfac.i at which external friction can &rile.

The absolute temperature rise of the medium pa a whole is not dftectable i?

thc- overall level. However, the local rise can be appreciable owing

to its effect on other phenomena, for example, on chemical reactions

occurring at medium boundaries.

Heating due to surface friction is very distinctly manifested. If,

for exnaple, we imerse a thermometer in a cavitation fountain, it will1

show +300 C (that is, the temperature of the liquidl however one ciaonot

hold it vith thi hand owing to intense heating at the glass-ekin interfacc.

Beating of the medium caused by sound absorption Isa onother fora of

the effect. Rare some of the acoustic energy it ccnverted into thermal

21



energy, which then causes a rise in the temperature of the medium,

fleating depends on the absorption coefficient and the intensity of the

acoustic vibration& giving rise to cavitation.

C p
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Usuve 61 5ysteimatLi.ation of Various C~av. atial Effect*~

Uk.~y an following pageuJ
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Key: A. Acoustic and ultrasonic fields in a liquid
B. Cavitation
C. Prirnary effects
D. Secondary effects
E. Pressure rise d g
F. Tichan.rcal damage
G. Tc.rperat.ure rise
H. Teraperzture damage
1. CondeasA ion
J. Ogidst ion, reduction
K. Dfgasiong
L. Dtiffusion
M. Luminescence
N. Di• pers ion

0. Depolymerizat ior
P. Variable and constant flows
Q. Electric potential
R. Change in heat transfer coefficient
S. Cavitation damage to cooling surface

If some voluxwe of thei medium is subjected to acoustic and ultrasonic

cavitation and within it total absorption of the ener-v thus davlnpod

occurs, the intensity of heat transfer 1Z is equal to the total acoustic

i.ntenzi-y received by the vibrating surface Nac ac - acouBticJ . Let

the irrAdiated volume of the medfum "iave the thickness a. Let the sound

incenaity oa entering the layer be represented by 11, on exiting f1:om

the layer -- 12, the cross section of the acoustic fie-.d -- F, then the

Intensity of the nound developed in this layer is

A'.,", I, - • (i)I

La expen.rid in heatIng the medium.

Vying equattia (1) and beer's law of variation in sound absorption

lu a medium, we ,;xt

where t Is the absorptivity of the medium.
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The rise in the water tempereture, if we neglect thermal conduc-

tivity, is

where T is the heating time;

G is the weight of heated volume;

c is the specific heat capacity.t

The temperature rise caused by the friction of layers of the liquid

and by the absorption of acoustic energy can be appreciable.

During cavitation, high temperatures in microvolumes of collapsing

cavities also develop due to the high pressures arising, which Is some-

times accompanied by the &lowing of indistinct arers in cavitation zonas

of the liquid. The temperature rise in the microvolumes of the collapsing

cavities, significant as it is, does rot load to an appreciable rise in

the mean temperature of the medium. IImweev** loe*J- pont.a with high

temperatures are very dangerous since they cause the secondary effect

of electrochemical erosion of metallic surfaces located in the cavitation

sone. The nature of secondary offee.ts is emtremeLy diverse, but they are

cimilar in that they all lead to damage of surfaces swept by the cavitating

liquid.

As a result of the qbt-upt pressure rise in the microvolumes of the

liquid adjoining a solid surface caused by collapsing cavities, gradual

spalling of solid partiales of the wall material occurs, which then leads

to surface damage. This damage is usually local and occurs in Areas

where the cavitatiov. cavities have collapsed. Damage can develop at a

high rate, which dtpends entirely on the intensity of the cavitation

process. In addition, teuperatuwe damage to the surface -- its me'.ting
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space -- may also occur since a &harp rise in the temperature of the

microvolume corresponds to high pressures in the collapsing micro-

volumes of the liquid. In those caees when the collapsing of the

cavities occurs at a liquid-surface interface and if the temperature of

the microvoluaie exceeds the melting point of the wall (or a specimen)

material, the surface melts. If the temperatures in the microvolumes

of the liquid Are below the melting points of the material of the wall,

then changes in the surface color (opalescence color) are observed in

the area of the cavitating volume of liquid.

Simultaneously, at the liquid-surface interface oxidation-reducLion

processes occur, ultimately also leading to damage.

The constant and variable flows !n the liquid and the dftfunion

processes aggravate secondary offe.7ts -- effacts of cm-age owing to

acceleration in the entrainment of particles of the damaged zurfaca. Thus

far the specific role in surface damage of frequency of vibration .4nd the

material. remains unexplair.ed. Study of thees, reiationships will make

poaaibL. a precise selection of n.zthods of control for Xiven cavitation

processet.

4. Causes of Cavitation in a Liquid &ad Cavitation Da&age of Vibrating

Surfaces Swept by This Liquid

The hydrodyngmic theory of cavitation shows that for a gas-vapor

cavity tu appear and grow, an initial focus of a void in the continuuty

of a liquid is necessary.

In other words, an initial bubbie Is required, which under favorable

conditions begins to grow i, size, and then collapses in the higher-

pressure zone. However, when the liquid is under dynamic stress, a void
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Y,• can occur In the liquid durina the elongation phPue, ac-ouipu•nled by thv'ý

forrmation of c.avities, which collapee durig. 6ne ,;owftission phtz

ev,:n withous: the prationce of tka initial, void. To caube disconutirAty

I:i the liquid, the cohesive force of moleculLa inrua bt ovtrcome. l a

deg.a#-od liquid not .un.ainirng fixzeigx impurities, •teosees equal to

several atmospheres are rtquirad to prodiuce i, voi1d. &si: if these cavities

collapse, then high preAhures bui-ld up, which ca,) 1,,a as high as several

thouanads of atwospneres. These press•ra lead to the inception of

numerous eentern of vecondary cavitation. The detrimental con.vcuucCces

of caritation in equipment are well kuown, for example, damage

to h'i:-specu turbine b'ades, And vibrai.ing cyll.uder liners and blocks

ut dM-bel eugines even iwhen vde oi the beet wateritile.

Cavitation deve*cpp. during the elongatiov phuse of a liqs3 d

occurring with vari~ible acLuuttiC prievure in Y-he acoustic and Atraisonic

ituld of th2 l.quid caased by a v'4 osting surfaie. Cavita.ion is ,accom-

panie- by the noise ft produces 'n the liquid.

Cavit4.tion cannot arise in weak acouimic fields Ci53 since for

eavitation to ap~t~r the mLntum• Intenoity must be *xceedad, which is

referred to &Ak the: critical threshold of cavitatiou.

This threshold value depend& ca the frequency of the sound, the

amplitude of the vt.bratiorn6 of the liquid, nd the forcos of cohesion in

the liquid, and incressea with rlie 1.1; the *xtera'l yressure *nd wi, ,

decre.Lue in temperaturi,.. Coavitat 4 on proves to be especially severe at

the interface of zwo adi&a, since he-_e only forces of .-oho*Lon aw'e

operative. The ae~pearaucc of cavitd•fAon Is particularly fav"*d by the
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prestene 'a goo-avd-irrDadt~ated liqUid Of COVitAtion nu.z],i. which may be

aQibstaincez disno?.ved in tlzr_- liquid, anauli particles, ardi Saa bu~bles

undetctable sý-th t~he unaided eot. IEaar these uuclei the forces of

cobesiou are cevQe~tty weakened. 7-a purificd, degassed liquids, due qo

*th4 abaetc~ of (umoleeudar) gas iin'.Lustons, the number of c-a'Itat1on

rnr.clci Ls at; a uwinlzwx, tMreIforo cavitation cart appear in this inat&DCe

at even hJ.1ther vibrati-on in-retsitie&. but If c"vitation Is iruduc*e Ina

Liquid in which dieiolved gas is present, under tao effect of elongation

this gas vi.Ll be evolved in minute 5;bbles * Thests btiubles, diak to hydro-I

dynami'c forces, ;nerge i~yio larger bitbbies and! rise to the surface c1f the

lq'iid. If the fx'equencits of the free V!.bL'ationh of the gaiý bubbles of

i givi-n size vibratt~nE In thi. liquid arrive t~it. rmoonance with the frtL.-

quezey of che hydro-accustic tio14 of the liquid, cAvitation forcer can

1w oil-,nJittently incriaa&44. '14e resonance treiqutrcy ci gas bub)-les,

aiecordinf, to the dati,, of MI. Hatauzbek-, Is det~ecminti approxinately by the

where p in tha inteahlfty of LhC Liquid;

p0is thie hydrostati~c preaea-re Il the liquid;

X1 is the ratio of the apecific heat cupacities Cir the gas Ini the

bubble. (4mckiabat Index);

d ia thke bubble rlieamer.

In the range of ultrassnic frequencies, tho frequency daperdenne of

cavttation evidoutly I@ decernined by zt* smali inartý& of tbi, effect, sincee

moo*. tLeue 16 required to form the CAVItIAS. Ic..refors at vibratioa fro-

%4u00Ces up to 20 kailz, cavirstion in dieei~m engines appears at lpier



intentsities that, in the high-frequency range of v'braticutso

At very high u7trasonic frequei'cies (abov* 5 Wiz), cavitation has

"thus far not been produced by eukerimentai n•ans.

The critical threshold of cavitation' rises vith inczease in viscosity

of the liquid. When the actu'l value of this threshold was measured1

extremely dis'-milar are obtainea.

Based on new st:udies [463, to excite cavitation in tVp water at

20 kHz, an irtensity of about I w/eCs is required, and at ar intensity

of iO0 k~z -- WO w/em2. .Aoustic and ultiasonip- ravitation induced In

cooling jackets of diesel e.agirtes leads tvs the failure of vibrating and

fixed surfaces of the diesel engints that are water-swept. Thus, when a

high-irtensity vibratory field is excited in a liqvid, the iniL'ial cavities

'ýaa app~aar In ther abosaan,, o lazapuritias 'An the form of susee~ided foraign

particles and gases in the liqaid due to the datacmuent of the vibrating

surface from the Ui'juid and due to voids within the liqAid as the

acceleration and velocity of the vibration& are increased to some critical

threshold W.,'r -€? ' critical and V' .

Tht level of vibratizn in die&A engine cylinder-6 as we know, it

evalupted by dynamic factors such as amplitude, velocity, acceleration,

cud frequenc.F of the vibratory proceas, which are specific for each par-

ticutar cieael etngine. On exposure to vibrations of the cylinder vail,

a hydro-acoustac field is produced in the coolant liqui•. Mara this

happensi gas-vapor zavit;ies aptear, more Fxrecisely, the cavitation of the

liquid begins. The inteaaity uf cavitation depends on asverJl variables,

which include -- besides vibrations -- first of all the teperature of the



medium. the prejuure at the given point, the viscosity of the medium,

its flow rate% the presence of impurities in it, and its gas composition.

The cavitatiov process will begin also wetn Lhers is a pressure drop

* at a given point in the medium down to the cri •ical pressure or the

usaturated vapor pressure, Pd

In a meeium that has no displacements of the liquid flow (standing

liquid) under the effect of the vibratory fiel'd, cavitation will begin at

the Instant uhen zhe velocity of the vibration3l motion reaches a czitical

value V at which tho liquid suffers discontinuities and gas-vaporr er
eavities fents.

The critical velocity of vibra•iorns depends to a large extent on the

phys•cochemical properties of t.he liquid.

rang* of vibration frequencies can te determined by the formula

-.. .. '2 - ':3--)

wherta c is the speed of sound in the medium;

V to tLo amplitude of velocity of par'.Aicl vib-atit.i,,,

p it the amaplitude of the variable Pe6aLVM..t

A is the amplitude of the vibrations;

V is theu amplitude of the accal--ation.

Vibrational motion of the mediwa particles, as the p.ecsure wave

propagates, lead to the in.eption in the nediua of variable pressure p,.

which varies periodically at the frequency of the vibrations

pp sin W.
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If the plane pressure wave with intensity I impinges against an

obstacle that completely reflects the pruseuxe waves, It will exert the

followingoverall pressure on the obstacle:

a C

If the obstacle partially damps the vibrations, the overall prespure

will be smaller.

The oscillations caused by the vibration of a surface lead to the

particles of the surrounding liquid adjoining the surface to undergo

.,Ibrational motions relative to the equilibrium position and simultaneously -

cause their displacement, that Is, a constant liquid flow. This phenomenon

shows up in the form of intense currents 1c, diug to vigorous agitation of

the medium and is brought about by the viscosity of the liquid. The nature i
of the..............."A 4-ing tests at the I-AQV is .houvi in Figure 7.

According to experimental data obtained by 'the authors, and also from the

work .25] , the flow intensity inc':eases with increase in radLatioon iute-

aity. The direction of the flo-, remains unchanged.

The variable pressure in the acoustic range of vibrations and the

constant flow play a major role in fovming gas-vapor cavities, in the

reduced-pressure zone, and in the collapse of these cavitiet In the

increased-pressure zoneos These phenomena are teen responsible for cavi-

tation damage to surfaces. As a rule, a vibratirg surface and a fixed

surface located In the zone of the variable pressure wave and the spouting

liquie are damaged.

The vibrational intenitty necessary to cause cavitation to begin is

a critical value and depends on the frequency and asplitude of the
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vibrations, as well as several other parameters characterizing the con-

dition of the medium in which the vibrational processes take place.

Based on the equation determining the acoustic pressure, let us

• write an equ;tion for the plane preasure wave in the liquid:

P . .(4)

uhere g is acceleration due to gravity.

-/?r, 
Vi

Figure 7. ficheme of Liquid Motion in the
R.gion of a Vibrating Surface of
a Specimen:

I - Direction of motion of cavitation cavities

2 - Vibrator

3 - Specimen

4 - Direction of motion along specimen

Key: A: Water
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A void develops in the liquid when there is a decrease in the

4pressure pac down to a specific limit at which it will be equal to thf

difference between the static preasure pa at a given point in the liquid

and the saturated vapor pressure at the given t*mperature:

P. = 'P -'9'

Here

Pac a d 1'ac cr "

The velocity of the vibrational motion of the particles of the

liquid will be assumed to be the critical value

The critical'acceleration (f the vibrational motion of water particles

is

cr PC

wLare p4 is the saturated vapor pressure at the specified temperature.

From this equation it follows that the critical velocity of vibra-

tions of the liquid molecules depends only on the physicochemical pro-

parties and ita temperature. Data characterizing the critical velocity

of the vibrations in technically pure water will be as follows for

various temperatures:

t in eC 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

V In cm/sec 7.15 7.13 7.1 6.99 6.7 6.34 5.7 4.77 3.46 1.98 0
er

As follows fro% thes. data, the critical velocities are not large and

decrease with Ln,.rease in temperature. At 1000 C cavities can begin to
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II
form spontaneously in the water, that is, the water begins to boil.

Specific critical accelerations of the vibrations of the liquid, which

Increase with the vibration frequency, will correapond to these critical

velocities. Value. of W' at 150 C when V' - 7.1 are listed In TabLe1. 1IScr cr

t i../;.. . > L'N. . -'l

Figure 8. Diagram of Molecular Forces

Within and at the Surface of
a Liquid

KEY: 1 - Gas-vapor medium

. - Liquid

By exarining Figure 8 we see that the interaction of the molacules

A and A in the surface layer of the liquid and situated within its

volume (v.olecules A., A3 and A ) difters. In the surface layer

the attractive force F in the direction of the pair is many times

smaller than the attractive force F I toward the bulk of the liquid. The

diffarence of these forces, per unit surface, is the internal pressure

and mounts to 11,000 atm. That is why water is so resistant to

compression.

Damage to a fixed obstacle in the hydro-acoustic field of a liquid

will occur the more rapidly, the higher the velocity of vibration., given
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the condition that it is higher than soxe critical velocity threshold

V at which damage begins. The proportionality of the intensity of

daii-c at a fixed barrier in the liquid to the velocity of vibrations is

observed because the pressure drop leading to discontinuity of the liquid

is directly proportional to the velocity of the vibrational motion of

particles of the liquid.

Tajble 1. VALU'S OF CRITICAL ACCELZRATIN

I... I I"u

.'•.:; ~ ~~1,13 l, l •., g t. .•

KNI: A- f in Hz
b - W'cr in cm/sec2

C-A Inm

'rhe rate of damage at the vibrating surface which is the source of

the hydro-acoustic field is proportional for a given liquid, to the

acceleration of the vibrations of the surface, assuming the condition that

the acceleration of ths vibrational motion is higher than a specific

critical acceleration threshold Wi at which damage Sogins. This correla-

tion in the damage at the a vitrating surface is accounted for by the

fact that the void in th* continuity and the collapse of v cavity results

from the action of the inertial forces of the water. As shomn in Figure

9, during the first period of the vibration of the surface, (position I),
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the inertial forces induced in the liquid P v Cv "ibrating, i - inertia]

do not exceed the forces of cohesion Pcoh, therefore there is no void in

the liquid and thus no cavitation. When during the first period (position

11) of vibrations the forces Pcoh are exceeded by the forrvc Vv? , a'void

will occur in the liquid at point A and cavitatton vi•L begin. When

during the second half-period of vibrations the forcfs required to collapse

the cavity Pr 1 are exceeded by the forces PVi (position III), closure of

the cavities will begin at point B, and cavitation damaga will sat in.

Since the amplitudes, frequencies, and their derivatives (velocities

and acceleration of vibrational motion) differ in magnitude for different

diesel engiles, depending on their design and operating condtions,

cavitation processes in the liquid cooling the diesel engine and processes

of cavitation damage can have different intensities for each type of diecci

engine.

The vibrational acceieration it characterized by Zhe.following

expression;

Lhat is, acceleration is a function of 7oaplitude A and frequency f.

Therefore for the same acceleration o. the vibrational motion, Vaere it

is somewhat larger than W' cavitation damage will always o~cur. Hoveveir,
cr

here the amplitude of the vibrations must be someahat larger than the

threshold.

It can be assumed that In cavitation damage occurring in the range of

relatively low frequencies to 2000 hx, generally pressure forces will act

destructively since due to the removal of heat to the ambient environment,
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the tempmrat;xe factor w-,l not play key role owing to the relativaly

low cycli.city.,of th• temperature- (&-teor wLt.h A Low exposure ttLw. When

cavitatl*n Occurs in the b.gher fi'equoncy xarge, ti, the wahaical

factors in a•*iA• the t.eperature factor, and as a result of which ala ctro-

chom.cal processes are thus inL6e1elfied.

i I
o 2-Ut;

Figur• 9.- Plot of Cavity Formatxon and
Collapse-.

I - V m- ax, - 0
I, - v - 0, V = max
11 V - 0-0, w - max (A in the instant of

discontinuity; B Is the instaut of
cotlaplal

Y:2 V P
o- Pbo
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We k~iow that for a vibretory tntensity of high-(requency devices

of I -at &re4ency of 1600 Rz surface cleaning procoeese occur. When

che intensity of the devict to increused, at thc same frequeiwy, metals

"plared on the vibrator undergo heating and melting. At inteusities ;f

20 - 30 ku, hgh alloy steoel and refractory matals will melt on the

vibrators.

In tha g8neril case, the intensity of cavitation dama&& (uelght losa,

() .is a function of pressure p anad temperature T in the microvoluma,

potential V'., and current strength I betweern the heatud microvolume of

the ambient medium and the surface being damaged;

However, the'Intensity of s-irfce damag6 is also a functiout of

s%7eoral other factors. ?irct oý all they v.t be rag'ied as. including

the following: the material of the surfaces, the kiuieh of the surfAces,

the temperature and moisturc content of the mnediý, the acoustic characteris- 4

tizs of the vibrations, and the flof rate of the mediun.

For a preliminary estimate of the acceleration motion ct which a liquid

begins to expar.'euhc a vold in the layer directly next to tae vibrating

surface, leot us exaine he forces applied at the microvolume.

Let us delimit the atcrovolumz. Av frow. the adjoining layer of liquid

near the vibrating surface and executing motion according to the vibratLonal

laws of this surface. It is ausumed that discontiruity in a liquid with

the formation and collapse of cavities directly at the vibrating suriace,

thet is, at the interface surface-adjoining liquid layer, ta thd most

dangerolso from the stanodoint of erosion. Here, the irartial force of
the water w -wi dw/dt, the cohesive force of the liquid P , tCe drag
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of the layers, and the force of friction against the other layers will

act at the delimited microvolume.

Neglecting the forces of drag and friction in view of their small-

nohs$ [24], let ux set up the equation of tortes;

pVI -, ma, dw/dct - Pcoh -

where m is the attached mast of liquid, ausumed constant; and

dw is the accvluration of the hydroy'lums or• the liquid.

It is assumed that discontinuity of the liquid at the boundary

of the ricrovolume will occur 'f the sum of for.•s arplied at the micro-

volume exceed the cohesive fc-rces of the liquid:

m d - Poh d .

utegtatinig the equation w ger

a ddt o•. w-P td

at d -coh 0  at w coh

The velocity of vibrational motion at which a discontf.nuity will

occur will be

vPoh" t/m•.
v rc o h t-/ a t

Since the frequency of the vibrations is inversely proporcional to

the time W.t) - lit, then v - Pcoh / M at W . Acceleration of the vibrational

uotio'k is

Acceleration of vibrational motion at which the liquid tuffets a

discontinuity, at the boundary of the vibrating surface is a conbtanU.,
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independent of the vibration frcquency.

The vibrapional acceleration will depend only on the cohesive forca.s

at tho bou'ndary of the vibrating vurfs.n. with the liquid of the mass of

adjoining water. Schematically, this can be shown by the diagram in

Figure 10. No damage will occur in the sulcritical region. When the

accaLeru.1o, of vibrations is incre:ased beyond W aviLtation d&Axage willCr.

begin. This IL valid for the formatiost of cav:zatiou and erosion in

die•el enj-tnes, mince thi vibratine surfaces oxiscute v1rat•ni~s £n the

high-f-requency region where the adjoining mass of liquid iv vIrtu41ly

independent of vibration frequetcy. Mascd on the dta given* in [4Z.

2
the streas for dlzcontinuitv to occur is 3.ý6 kg/mr for water.

Therefore, the cohesiv& forces of wý.ter per cm' cf svrface awous,(n

to 0.36 g. Tc determine the errtio:al acl.oi•ratlnn- wiý rnliqt hoIW the

adjcin!ng mass of liquid. It can be deternm!ned by rhe differoncrw In Lha-

frequencies of the free vibrations oZ the g-vcn surface in air and iu

voter. The mass of vater per cm• of surface area is 0.00002 g . ecica 2 ,

-seed on the mass of the adjolniLng water, wo-can also detcrmine Khe

thicknko of the adjoiLAig layer, uhich proves to be 0.02 ma.

Therefore. acceleration of vilbkational motion at which tha liquid

begli'l to exper'ence discontinuities at the surface-watqr region is

approximately 18,000 cu;/sec% or 18 g.

The coLlapae of cavities and alao the orpcess of cavitatiun damage

begin at somewhat higher accelerations. Experience In building diesel

engine3 shows that at cylAntder linei iibraAons with an acceleration of

20 g, trace&. of the IniLta. stage of cavitation damwse are already
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cu~used raa~ujly ~by hip.'t-frequ.~qsizy vibhrations of tyliaiear linaras. The

kochange&v in the flow velo'A.teis of tht ,.:*61apt. fluid ar.C the coaxresponiurig

P~ICuure decreuases and increnues U,.at Pr indu.ced can prom~ote Qavoitattori

dawage.. This ecaa be moct grayh~cally timade te'rident .~thrc Iveations cloa;ý'

to tile inflrý,% Of VUL- into the uuter 'acket. Calvitation PLCX.1-EPU

1i1duced iWnO flow eccui&F-ia r asyrixietric-profile BoL1iJ bodies (typical

of propk.j~lcre, Lub~cs pumpuil aki so on) arenco-ed In -ise enginas

in t~he wster pumip, sspec~ally a~t hIgh ILItake heights.

Tblde 2. k~aturatid Vhpor Preswure of Wa~ter ac Vazt~us
Teupere cure.a

- ~ ~ ~ . 1'.5 i j.S : 4 .12 7, 2 I1Id

~ -t irt oc
pa in kgI,"

The pea~~u~ cange apt oczi, poinit on the suL face of ttLe tbody SbepL

t'y a liquid and wr~d itrtd LFZ to it, depth LL froaa the free muxtatw la

w#Jat~ b:- the r1imers onl east coefftcleidt of local raetamctlon

1Hmre q pv/ -- the velocity pren;sura of thea iv 1 .ldont flow (r-loc:At,' Lead);

PO in the hydIrittatic pressure at the partitAAL p4?%nL VU~ LIAO ZVtjc

body;

111and V I are Owi pres.84'e and tlowvei'ck-Ly at diL same I.oflat.
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Th , maximtn :arefaction will occur at the point where the coefficient

becoame a %:Lxium and the prevsure at thia point will be:

Tho ca.,itatioin pr.ocess iuiIl begin when Pl-min becomes equal to the

critical. praast~re p,, & and then attains the saturatAd vapor pressure of

S. water 1d at thet given temperature.

The pcusibility of a cavitation pro-cess developing when a solid body

Sis swept by a fluid is evaluated by the cavitation number % by comparing

it with the coefficient

, -.. ".2 -hA;

cu.-tattoa aOu9ber t there will be n.• o.•.v'tai.iou. It develops given the

.he v.i. at Ot corresponding to tLuc: initiation of tie cpvlý, ttion

pz.oc-c(' S .x bpe taken ek %.Aie crittcal cavita41ýiv nuaber.

The vrLticil v.ocitleo vi at which the preisure An tta fUl:w o± t[:'i

fl i.d pait the solid budy 1r reduzed to P or pd will be equal to th.,

'A '7

I/C1

Ziopeiidivv. '; le)pr .b~ r- f'_7 t.i .. .. Lr.i 8L the OUTa- vO:-

..14e swept bou), In hydro-,astics a .iLatinctioxt is J6 ae between g&Ljoi's vn
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gas-vapor cavitation, and the latter can have two stages.

Gaseous Cavitation - cr) tbcgins when due to the diffusion of

gases and air at the sitta where the pressure reac'_,s per cavitation

bubbles develop, which on moving along the swept body collapse under the

effect of increased prassure.

The first stage of vaporous cavitation ( k' d) begins if the local

pý'essure drops Lo Pd (cold boiling oi water), When this happens, the

8aaeous bubbles earlier formed will grow by being filled with vapor from

the liquid. This stage in the development of cavitation represents a

danger frc- the standpoint of possible rhpid appearance of cavitation

erosion.

The iiecond stage. oi vaporous cavitation d) is characteristic

cf a auLctantial expansion of the cavitation zore.

;,rt experimental study of flow pSst various profiles in cavitatiou

cuudltions shows that the instant of cavitation onset can be determined

by the lbeginning of its first stagc when pl-min Pd* Therefore the

critical cavitation number can be -xpressed as:
• •i The -";ref'actio-1 Peak &t. th~e sur.face of a segmented p~rofile can be found

• fXrom thRo plots (Fig. 11) of Shenkhetr from Gutschle's materials. Mlt.,

showL the depemdence of the maximum rarefaction coafficient

Ap/q)U at the suction sWoe of the profile (as applied, for example,

to tht: blade o! a water wheel), relative profile thickiess 5- a/b, aid

the lift coefficient calcularid for a p'ofile of infinitj sixe.

4Mt the p'reeent t-me problems of the cotibited role in cavitation

erosion of hiU.-freqvenuy vibrations aud Loth preseure drop and

rise resultcg i1:em changes in flow velocity V they are not large and
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cannot by themselves produce cavitation have not yet been adequately
studied. This is because in vibrations the formation and collapse of

cavitation c.vity occurs at the same site. In a variable-velocity flow

the formation of lubbles occurs in tho section where the maximm .-flow

velocity aud the minimum pressure are found, while collapse occurs over
t

. - the section where the flow velocity drops and the pressure rises. In

eatituating the combined effect of these factors responsible for cavitation

erosion, in each individual case, depending on the intensity of vibrations,

the hydrodynamic properties of the flow, and the general level of pressures

* and temperatures, one must make appropriate calculations to determine the

conditions for the formation and collapse of cavitation bubbles. The most
objective data here can be vbtained by experimental means.

0

-2~

Figure Ili Effect of Cavitation on the
Local Rarefaction Coefficientý

at the Suction Wall of a Frofile;

1 - at the first stage of cavitation
2 -" in the absence of cavitation
3 - in the second stage of cavitation
4 - propagation of eddy in the second stage of cavitation
5 - propagation of cavitation eddy in the second stage of cavitation

Studies made to determine the flow rate of coolaut water showed that

as a rule the fluw rate is lusu than I m/sec and only at the locations of

Inflow in individual caves is the value &s much ab 2 - 8 m/sec, that is,
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the critical values required for cavitation and cavitation damage to

develop are not attained.

Thus,-bigh-frequency vibrations are the main cause of cavitatiou

erosion in diesel engines.

' The hydrodynamic process of the formatioo of cavitation plays the

main role in damage to crankshaft bearings of diesel engines, since the

flow rate of the oil in the 4edge of the main and butterfly bearings of

diesel engines affects damage. As a result of a sharp preusure drop in

the oil layer, gas-vapor cavities are formed in the oil wedge, which then

collapse in the increaued-pressure zone and damage the bearing surface.

Cavitation phenomena in bearings (especially cotinecting rod bearings) are

also affected by vibrations along the column of oil in the drilled

lubricatin6 passages in connecting rods.

Damage to bearings is still not widespread. However, with increase

in the operating speed of diesel eugines, cavitation damage to bearings

can take on a more serious nature. l ierefore bearings must be designed

with allowance for the attainment of minimum flow rates of the oil wedge

with minimum pressure drop.

The hydrodynamic process of cavitation is intrinsic also to the

fuel equipment of diesel engines. There have been cases in which plunger

pairs of uprated diesel engines have Jammed due to cavitation dawage.

Damage caused by cavitation at fuel pump plungtrs Is thus far quite an

Infrequent phenomenon. However, there it every reason to assume that

continued uprating of diesel engines in terms of power (ircreasing the

cycle feed) and in cpo (reducing the time required to feed a given portizn
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of fuel), that is, an increase in the dynamics of the cycle, would lead

to Intensified hydrodynamic proc,,sses of the formation o.f voids in the

mass of foul and to more frequent lamage and jamming of plunger pairs.

6. Vibration of Cylinder Liners As a .ource of Cavitation in Diesel

Engines

Intensive vibrations of cylinder linets leading to cavitation in
water jackets of diesel engines are caused by piston blows. When a piston

passes the top dead center, the direction along which the side pressure

force (sign) is applied changes and the piston shifts from one %all of

"the cylinder to the other opposite wall. Piston slko ta"es place.

Sln-:.. there is a gap between the piston and the cylindtr liner, the

Slap occurS WiLh i1uPAL. IL La uwviouz that when the.e is a large gap

between the piston and the liner and when the side forcc is large, the

velocity at which the piston striker, the cylinder wall.will. be higber. The

impact energy will increase.

Oscillography of liner vibrations and gas pressures in an ongirue

cylinder and their comparison with the plot of : Ide pressure forces for

"a piston reveal thf following [17].

1, Bursts of intensive ylinder liner vibrations develop with each

change in the sign of the side pressure forces P. Cs - side] , causing

piston slap. The greatest dispetsion is found for liner vibrations caused

by the piston impacting near the TDC [op dead cente*4 when the iorces

are large. Two additional bursts of intensified vibrations, but at an

amplitude smaller than in the first case, develop when there are .repeated
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changes in the sign of side pressure forces.

2. The frequency of-liner vibrations is practically independent of

t&e load at which the engine is operated and its rpm. This has an effect

only on the amplitude of the vibrations due to changes in the forces P.

and in the size of the gap between the piston and the liner.

3. Under the effect of the first piston impact (ne.ar the TDC) and

the $as pressure forces in the cylinder, the lijer wall undergoes signifi-

cant bending. Flexural vibrations occur.

4. When liner vibrations characterized •y appropriate amplitudes and

frequencies occur, accelerations can reach values high enough so that

the 1 *uid is detached from the liner surface and also internal liquid

voids occur, leading to cavitation.

5. These vibrations in most cases are vibrati'ons of the liner wall

with the piston pressed against it, pr are natural vibrations of the liner

distorted by tho effect of the attached mass of the piston which impinges

against the liner wall at an angle or with part of its lateral su face.

In approximate terms, a calculated determination of the vibration

frequency ca., be made by the method of calculating the frequencies of

transverse natural vibratioms of a weightless beam with a single concen-

trated mass. In this case the number of vibrations per minute n -

3001•oTf B.s is static deflection at the point at which the concentrated

mass (piston) is applied under the force of its weight, in cmJ.
6. Slap of the piston and the beginning of intensive liner wall

vibrations occur not at the moment of change in the sign of forces P. , but

with some delay, determined by the time required for the piston to pass
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from one wall to thn other. The time t 2  of the transition of piston

from one wall. to the other is found from the expression-

where t os the thermal gap between the piston and the liner; and

k'0 is a coefficient.

Thus, to determine the piston slap time we must know the thermal

gap for a given diesel engine operating regime and for a given mass of

the parts in translational motion.

The studies [16, 34, 35] proposed a formula for eastiating the

intensity of vibrations of cyiinder liners in diesel engines. During

the slap of the piston in the power stroke of a diesel engine, the

Intensity of cylinder liner vibrations I induced by the impact of a piston

agaLost the cylinder wall. is evaluatod by the r-tia of the impact

momentum S' to the area of piston contact with the cylinder liner FV

1=
re

The solution of several equations set dp to determine the piston

slap time, the veLocity and acceleration at the instant of impact, and

also several other quantities, made it possible to find an expression for

the intensity of cylinder liner vibrations in a diesel engine at the

instant of piston slap in the region of the working TDC

d- v) 2 __,._.__)" (

Here k is the coefficient of restoration equal to the ratio of the

velocities after the impact v2 and before the impAci v,

( k- v /v);
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V
.n is the diese) engine rpm;

G is thi weight of the parts in translational mo!ion;

A' is tOw radio of the q°rank radius to the connecting rod length;

'4 is 6v.• acelerttiem if the piston in sideward motion;

SP iv the forcc: v . pr*:Aiure at the piston;

iý is the wvi;!h': focc.g

From AquzAioii i" t foliows that the intensity of cylinder liner

vibrations in various d'.eseL tngix;ea depends on a nmber of design and

operating paraneters which must be regarded as primarily including thb

rpm, cylinder size, combustion pressure, piston weight, material of the

cylinder and the housini parts, thermal gap, area of piston contact with

the liner at the inutant of impact, Rnd several others.

The extent of the area of pietqn contact with the liner is variable

and depends on the overall moment TM acting at the piston and rotating

it within the limits of the thermal gap.

In the absence of piston skewing relative to the wrietpin axis, the

maximum area of contact Is determined by the expression

c tk IDcy.'

where It is the length of the trunk section of the piston; and

k IrDcy is the segment of the circumference along which the

piston is in contact with the cylinder liner.

The coefficient k1 lieg within the limits 0.2 - 0.3 and depends on piston

design.
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The minimum area of contact is observed when a piston undergo..

slap in an inclined condition, when the overall moment FM acts on

it, and is determined in practice by a lit.e whose length In k1 'wD 0y.

At this instant the specific stressen in the liner rise sharply, whieh

then is the cause of more intense vibratione.

The magnitude and direction of action at the piston ,M are deter-

mined by the ratio of four moments of the force couples actin& at the

piston. They include the mo;ients arising from the forces of gas pressure

at the piston M and the piston rings M'g I, mometux arising from theS~g

forces of inertia of the head Mh an~d tLe picton trunk Ht induced as
£ i

the piston changes its sideward direction.

The force Pz and the quantitles dependent on it can be assumed

constant for the small crank angle during vhich pistoa alap occurs

(5 - 10 0 C). Accordingly, the ccxnponeot's of the overall moment acting

c the piston when tle riston begins contacting the liner are representea

by the following equations:I Mh:L
H 

i.(G

2
to P P~r ~5

M' - P 'r (D2  -D 2 )/4 V,-.
jc tot t..

where Gh and Gt Are the weight oi the piston head anci trunký

11.12,0 andE I are the arms at the forre couple#-

P is the total foxce acting at the piston;
tot

D and D ere the diameters of the cylinder and the piston.
07 P
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The total umoment roratl.ar the piston defends or- saveral factor's.

The magnitude of the mo.eit iIt be greatar the greater the weight of

the piston heAd aud the shorter the trunk section.

" S2
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Figure 12. Oscillo6gram of Liner VibritionB o( a
6 Ch F.5/11 Diesel Engine (1500 rpta,
100 Load)

KEY: 1 - Pressure of gases in cyl'nder
2 - '.iter vLbrations
3 - Dead center markers
4 - Current with a frequency of 50 cycles per jecond

In confirmation of the fact that the vibrations of cylinder liners

arising at the instants of piston slap can lead to detachment of the

liquid from the vibrating surface and, as a consequence, can be the cause

of cavitation in the cooling water and cavitation damage at surfaces swept

by tht water, measurements were made of liner vibratior.. in a number of

diecal engine. [17].

In the 6 Ch 8.8/11 diesel engine, the vibrations of the cylinder

liners were recorded with the diesel engine operating according to the
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xcftrual tnd generator charactexistics. The vibration motor was mounted

on the s9.dc aL which the piston impacts in passing thr%,agh the TDC At

the btgInning of thi poxor intalm. As we can see from the osci 1logram

shown in Figure 12, intense vibrations arise durfng , ch cycle of diesel

engine operation. Interpretation of the oscillogram (Figure 13) ahowo

us that the inception of intense vibratiorxs coincides with the instants

"of piston impacting against the liner, Vibrations of cylinder linerd

occur at frequencies of liner free vibrations, w1ose first forms have

values of 800-3000 Hz for various diesel engines,

The wrst intense fast-damping vibrations occur during the combustior.

period of the fuel when the normal pressure P8  causing piston slap

from one wvll tQ the other is 4-on3lderable. Two additional bursts of

vibrations wich an initial amplitude that is smaller than in the first

case coincide with the repeated changes in the sign of the uide pressure

forceA and the -repeated pistot. slap they caused.

..t a constant rpiu, the frequency of low-frequency vibrations is

virt•ially independentL of the load at which the diesel engine is operated.

The dispersion of the vibrations increases somewhat with decre-se in the

ditsel enginu load ( Firure l14). This is due to thv fact that as the

load is reduced the piston temperature drops atd, as a conaequenoe the

gap betwren thn piston and the liner wall increases and the impact energy

rises.

Liner vibrations even in a low-power diesel engine occur at

accelerations that are many timts greater than tht aLc.leration due to

gravity.
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At some instant tho liaer vibrittons are characterized by an

am ,.lItudc that in somu casaes reaches 0.008 mm, and by a fr.aqiaency amour,ting

Sto 7!3J( periods per second Pt lZCO rj.n. In this case, for the 6 Ch 8.5/11

diesel engine, the acceleration of the liner vlbrations is 45 p asit

cavitation damage to the lit-ero occur& after 500-600 hours of operation

Sto a derth of 1.3 mm.

When btudies were mnde on this 4 Ch 10.5/13 di'e.sel engine, 40 hp,

at 1500 rpui, clusters of pits up to I imu in fiiamr-f:er and up to 0.5 ma

in depth were found aft-r 30 hours of operation, anl 400 huurs of o,)eration

pLoved to be suffMc.UIa .or moSt o' Lhl. juace of the liner to be damaged

(the pits had diameters of 6-7 mm and were 5-6 ,,u deep).

Experiz-encu condutxed on 4 Ch 10.5/13 diesel eagines estab].s~t,-d thAr

the cylinuter lin-rs are st'Jecced to pitting erosion as a rule wh•.n thi

4 Ch 10.5/13 diebel engines operate wlth pistons ma-ls of AK 4 aluminum

alloy. If the engine oper.c:ts with cast iron pistons, no LUnr damage is

obscrvel. This IS accoutered for 6y the different gals between the pitons

ard the liners. Whi an aluminuk. piston is uz'ed, the diametrol gap in the

cold &ý it ,' 0.52 for the test ,Iie I enginte, aod 0.15 w. -- for a cast

Iran piston.

The acceleration of f1iier vibra:ions during the operatinei Lime of

the d pr'ovided wizl' aluminum ?istons w-as 58 g, and when provided with

cast i'om pistons -- 23 g (Fi.vre 15).

Further trsts made on ieesel engines with different cylinder lirer

vibrations showed that dam.-Age is the more intense, the more intense the

vibratioks. For vibrations with accelerki ona below 18-20 g, no damage
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withir. the limits of diesel erxgltuc se.*Ijc,: per.'.Qdsas~ des..,ctetu The

t ~greatr--!t vl 'ratLJUB~ occur ait (Avý fre jsenL.eBato f.zee vE.'rat.1ovv,

OILi. Kato,).

i raueo neln~e 2 Ji%(rVC C; n TDza e

/4 - Tine- m-rker

~~~b .P,- P

r~gur-) 14.. of DievnarsionI
I - Alurii'pairl piato/2 i. ol. Liner4 in the
2.?. C1a3t Iron pistori C6 -h %&.5/11 Diesel. Znitain

ou Po-we~r N..
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Itwi foundz that t:1e main foctor In cav%.tat~oy) rin diefgi). eLr.

i') tht. vilbr.'tions ef surfaces sew.pt by water. The intenailty 4Df Vzbr.CLIVIA

za~c be e~st majed by equation (5.The magnitudec of the vibrations 1,3a

iunction of numerous design and dynamic paramoters. E11viinhatiog cavktack)s,.

isf directly rel~ated to redui-ing the vibrationxv; of surfacus swept by water.

A ,A

Fiuc 15.*y'-gmvo inrVbrton in'h h1051

I Tim mikr 2-I~ne reuc irtoa4 TCwre

/ VC

HaieCylne Liners. '

I~ ~ PI cuce15 atlo ogn of th Leuion of V ribLtOnraions the 4 el 6h 1. a

Iheortixae detaerai2 -o ofine thee urc 3 -aYpibratt ofa -rt vibC atiotker
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diyaci engine cylihlders is neceasary for a ehccretiJn ov4 a:•i-to of

all vib-atifn parameters of cylinder linorG. This In t'•rn in the future

wiLL prrmit'a par:icil;,:1finsel engini design to be calculated freir- thC

standpoint of the engine's cavit.ation reaistance.

.vidently, the maximum vibrational acc4,elerations leading to t0.

1.* collapse. ol' caviti-a and to intense damage of surfacer. awept tw I.iter

in thM ran!be 300-2uOC hours can be observed izt thu region of high.frequency

free vibrations, since processes oi cavitation damage in the region of

lowur frequencies will take t.ho-usands at,d tens of thousands of hours to

develnp ;ýrvd therefore aru n-it dangei-ous from the standpoint; of diesel

c.nine longevity.

To determine the accelerations of cylinder liner vibratlons in

diesel engines, we must first of all calculate their frF(,-vlbratinn fre-

quoncte6 with adequate preciuion. We can select several systems of

calculation. The simpleat system must be regarded ai considering the

cyiinder liner as m prismatic rod. The frequencies of free vibracions

determined in this fashio~a differ by an order of magnitude from those

actually meaaured by resonatict and other methods and therefore cannot

serve an a basis for calculating liner accel.erat:'ons, To determine the

frequencies of free vibratioua of liners, a mor'e -omplicated but also

most exact method of calculation iv used, which Mcuu•ts to considering the

linars ari thin-walled cylindeco with different conditions of clamping

(fixing) along their mcrginb [433. Calculations based on this method

make It possible to aett. mine the free-vibrativa frequencies of liners

having the first form with an accuracy of 8-10%, which is quite adiquatc.

for practical calculations.
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From the theory of vibrations of thin cylinders we ktow that when

a cylinder wall of this kind is struck, flexural deformations and elonga-

tLon of walls are observed .14. In the sections perpendicular to .te

cylinder axis the vibratione are characterized by some number of waves

diatributed along tfe circumference. If the amount or if the number of

waves in the plane of the circle is denoted by 01 , the first three

shapes of the vibrations are of the form shown in Figure 16. The case

when ni Is less thant two cannot occur for a cylinder liner, therefore

we will consider the simplest case when nI - 2. Here there are four

linen on the liner at which the radial motions are equal to zero. These

lines are called the nodes of cylindrical vibrations.

ýIowever. owing to the tangential displacement, the nodes are not

positions of absolute rest.

Actually, there can be the most diverse formo of vibrations, depending

on the combinations of cylindrical waves nj and axial waves H,

The frequencies of free vibrations cf diesel engine cylinders evLdently

lie within the range of free-vibration frequencies of identical cylinders

with freely supported and rigidly fixed ends. Therefore it is useful to

determine the boundary values of the free-vibration frequencies for these

cas)s. The sequence of calculations in, both cases is approximately the

samae.

We a~opt the following notation for the calculatimona;i

a is the mean radius of the cylinder

al is the external radius of the cylinder
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a is uhe radius of the flange

b is the length of the axial halt-wave

c' islthe constant of the axial. frequency coefficient

* .d is the thickness of the cylinder end

d I is the thickness of the fiange

I, ly, 1 are the noumal strains

x 7 z

Xy, yz, 1 X are the shear strains

ffr "&1/2-r is the frequency of cylinder free vibrations

g i the acceleration due to gravity

h is the thickness of the cylinder wall

k Is the ratio of the hyperbolic coraponent of vibratioi to sinusoidal

component (fixed ends)

1 Is the cylinder length

m is the number of axial half-waves (m + 1) -- the number of nodes

of axial half-.waves

n is the number of cylindrical waves (2n,) -- the number o- nodes

of cylindrical waves

2P P , P are the compcnentd of normal stresses

P P. Py are the components of the -uporimposed stresses

t is t ime

U; V', A' are the cc,.onentv of the displacement of the central point of

a cylinder

X. Y. z are Lhe coordinates in the axial, raidial and peripheral direct~ionz

A", B, C a•o thi maximum wnplitudes of the vibration&

E is Youn&'us modulus



K0 * K1  K2  are the coefficients in the frequency equation (freely

st8pported ends)

0 A R1, R2  are the coefficient& in the frequency equation (rigidly fixed

ends)

S is the strain work (potential energy)

Tk is the kinetic energy

t -h/a; hz/i2a2 -- coefficients

A -is the frequeony coefficient

ip V 2 are the normal strains in the central section of the cylinder

019 0•2 ur the fonctivnspj1/a (fixed ends)

z- s-.al !.s the. coaffictuaxt of the length of the axial wave

(freely supported eitdR)

S.b the equivalent coefficient of the length of thee

axial wave

is the coefficient of the length of the axial wave (fixdd ends)

p is the density

a- is Polsson'a ratio

S) ir the angular coordinate, and

a)-• 2*rf is the circular frequency.

For a cylinder with freely supported ends, the displacements in the

directio of the X, Y, and Z axes (Figure 17) based on the data in [43]

are adopted in the form of the folluwing equations;

U A' cos --2 - cos n,D) co-t; wl

V' B- si3 !lk ---2 -- sianln~licusw~t; (j

A' C 59i cos nyI cos wi
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SFigur"e 16. F~orms of Vibrations of Cylindrical Shellsand Liners of. Dese). Engine Cylinders:

a - cylindrical vibra~tions in the plane of
the circie; b - axial vibrations (I -- liner,. A ; 2 -- node of vibrations)

I in ..... uhý,o that.. eqatn (6) &LIAy •Lie condit:ions at the ends-

and are• ccx.patible vith tho relative strain*

'rho vibration& take on a more complicated form for cylinders with

fixed• ends. The followiog conditic is mu¢s be vatinfied at each cylinder
end-.•

x 0 /

TFit shows that the rad•.fs. displaceent occurs according to a Nlktuoidal

lror, just as do the axial displacemunts caused by these radial displace-

To simplify the, analysis of cylinders with fixed ends, let: q.s

soumo a polt In PUm c1n6ral plane of the cylinder and let r consideril

ndividually tm candi.tioua for tyn even and vdd tjisber of nodes of axial
vIbratiash. Professor t. Ft. Arnold p() oses that the displactent In the

and ra wpaibleidt th reltiv stain



aglal. and radial directions be conuidered In the following form for

the owtin number of ncdas:?

I.I
,, , 5. C . , , , (7)

•irmthequa~itie "U Vand A0are funtie~ons caly ef t•zue,, nd ..

mnf.' the value oI j is given as 1"
The root# of the equation will be -- . -

in accordance wiLh the numnlleL orioa 2, 4, 6, 8..., correspat:i.ng to

the nodes of vibr.tions.

Let us considti an element. of a cylindrical ehll having le-ogth 1,

thickness h and with &.ean rad~uv a. This el.menits, bourdied by two planes

shown in Figure 18, perpendicular to the X axis aind at a distvnce Jx , and

by two radial planes at the aogle e) to th, ,i.7xis. hie xtressres P., Py,

and P are applied at the cylinder element partallel to thae X, Y, &ad, Z

axes. The sheer .stresses Py, Pyz, and P X which are dectinedd on

analogy with tue first-named •tresses, are applied aloa a r i perpendL-

cular to the X axis in the direction ot Y. The ,itraitnc in the direct.Lon

of the axes can be estimated by 1x , 1 andr l,* Neglectiitg the t-'apezoidal

foar of the surfac.,% in the direction perpendicular tu the X axisa the

work of cylinder utrain can be written as

sJ J2JL+(Pz.1. t1V1 1 +
00 I

+ PMI.,,) a dU dxd.. (d)
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igure 17. Nodes of Cylindrical 1 and Axial 2

Vibrations of a Cylinder

Y -- I .1

x --. . . . ../ .-

Figure 18. Element of Cylindrical Shell

Proft nor A, Love [48] showed that to the O5rst approximation

Otresea i 74 and shearing strains .y, and I are equal to zero. Based

on Hooke's law, we hav'e

1,.-;._ _-:-•U, -- (TI,,!; t',,--- _ --- of)

P 1 ~ 71
..-- (I o) "x•.

idter tu•ubtiLuting these vailuev into equation (8), we got the expression
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Let us additionally designate t as the strain in the X-axis

for tho central surface of the cylinder, and £2 as the strain in the Y

axis for the central surface of the cylinder, and let ki stand for the

curvature of the surface along the X axis, and k2 -- along the Y axis.

We will denote the strain in shearing by-r , and the strain in

torsion by r. The strains then at the distance Z from the central surface

are detervined from the following expression

Let ur assume that U, V' and A' are the instantaneous displacements

of a point in the central surface in7 the directions X, Y, and Z, vhile

the &.rain and curvature can be given in terms of displacement, and

their derivatives can be given as follows:

:- - -- .,
1, CL!,• .I .. I D IV

,*." : ,'• 1 .::' lIV

In expression (10) 4 determines the angular positions of the point

of interest. By expressing the strain in these equations in term of U,

V', and A', inserting the data obtained into equation (9) end integrating
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A

it, we get: the following equation for the st.rain work

.1.11 -f, IQ. T'--, QA 0  -

Here
1a -2

The expressiooi for the kinetic energy in any came of clamf tag Vpixin93

can be represented as follows

" 4. ' 3 • t--- -.: , ( ,±, )

"' .. I- 7 (-:'• "r ~ ' l-Id

Since-f tV, 0 are independent variables, uring Lagrange's equation
we got d :T."_b• ••.

and two analogous equations for V and A0.

Insertt-ng U A'1cOS(-)I; V B cosowt; A CCoS(,

and writing j

we get the following equations: -

i
'1
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- -- ( I -o• piz1 (3 ., .'- o~tU.,C .= O;

* titi1-- ( - ... ,,) ,,o1t2 1- A)
". - (12)

It (1 O7) 1n1,2cA" -

i- { t -F (2- a) 0 ;

-- - ( Y)- 2 i.)] C - 0.

For an odd number of nodes of axial vibrations, th. displacement

1w represented by the following equations:
( 1 ,, -,. 2 i 1)3

- ~ ~ ( - +~~ ~-

+ 6L'- 160 -in 2!t o1121 J~)C=0

In equations (13), the quantitles r are eaxpressed in terms of

rt, 2 f. t( !2

The roots of equation (13), -- -; -- ; . ...

then correspond to the number seri'is 3, 5, 7 .

The considerations concerning thu odd number of nodes of vibration

along the cylinder axis are anaiogous to equation (12) for the maximunt

amplitude A", B and C and are applicable for any number of mcydas of axial

vibrations given the co.-aoition that = 1 =I-(--1))+'k.?;+= • -l)•t S7_ sin k7' _p.

ILI
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I..
If we cancel out the quantities A4, B arnd C from equation (12) we

geo the cubLc equation
-A'0,

for which Lhe frequency of free vibration* is

f r - .,. . . . (14)

Here the coefficients RO, R1 and Rv will be as follows:

- 0") 12"0

2, 0. "f43)j, (1 -- o--2 -) >, _ j II.: -f~- (15)

n- -tiI - .o (z - --:-

0. - I;'-.7
+ (3+ 2! 1•., : -,

661
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The equation for the determination of the frequency of free

"vibrations of cyl.inders with freely supported ends can be derived as a

particular case from the theory of the frequencies of free vibrations

of cylinders with rigidly fixed ends when e 02 - 1. Here the

* axial fotmn of the wave becomes ainusoid.J, in turn agreeing with the frcely-

supported end casa. Then 6quation (15) becomes simplified:

AX - '., K . -- A,, 0, (161

where

ffr P 0 i .)

Th6 coefficients K01 K1 and K2 will be as follow'.

1=-. (I - C,)•-'I- G) ;,,-(1 : 0- hI.. ~•(z -q

- 2 (4 --- c) X tiI - , "I'l 4 (I -1. &) ;.4
4 :;4

+.• ~-I t-)J- ;{ *:) o(".~ 't) -,- 7'
.. . I 3 -- o +

2I -- r) 'I -- ( I. "'I-',--.;

and 2)

-.2(1 (2 , ) (3 - i

, 1. I+ = (3 -- u,)(? -,)=

Since •3and K2 A2 are small in comparison with other terms in the

cubic equation, the followvig linear equation can serve as suitable

approximation:

in which the coeffJcient KO, K, and K2 are determined by the followir's

equations:
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IA

,stiia quO reunyo Ie*06ationi (of5 PA"%drwt

crde, while in asctual coýrating eor::flclcrxc int). iAtlestil ciigiw.% %:ie'n p(;

ofa 1±L'pr v"xev.4. v~braticnjs cutecbr whiti tli ulock and thec,4for.a are

notr~b94t[yrigiL. ',!ic,? the ttftczy of fixed tnidm ck'ea kLot fultly

"orrarrt.4 te clit ectala cnCL.hexa-1't C&aLcuh'Ari, fyro dtift..uL: Ito

p'arform.. Xn-cr exACt ,XLXLALk r o2Xt't"'A t4 y ) i . A

(lbý isý soalved for v-,rf. 'riftwu.r~s tce&o'. -q-%p.pov!ted *nd.,. Prn)ýiuuo.r R. N.

kxwz~d vonidero t;& rjt1tt crvious; UCAs. a1 g).ven cytlild.s?: 4tih lokiqth

f.4c,, at. It& 4ude anu atte wi~t. b pri-,od,'r. force cnrl be rd'dby

FI*c~ltva~A~v~sstcyi.ýndor wifdA freo~y 6)AptCjr.d eanJea o ii tha am cresd

sec~cn s'oIt. .agthe sam. Lroqumicy of vtbrar4~kne if .ths lengt~h I~ C-

In tLhu case

This In turn, inks'w It, pmna.tbt to mot uJp tl-a relatior

Lire CL Is a fuccitii fa at u&And and aiso Ot cyL!ndet 04&4.
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Based Ork chwv et~ ic, f43] ,t.11 cFtita]. value of cin 0.3 f~or

1'8iOL '~@# ~'.icdklcuflarjle Is perfor,2id with the same procedureui

f'Jw A cy1Albdo--r with flanges, L~uc only tho equivalent dOLamoter d. Lv

calcuiated -c~Lordt.ng to th;ý formula

Ti'. tqu1, -Jont ~ixja Irequepizy CUetfICLw.-it LO ~eLftMiVe'1 1'y tboi

CY:)Y.>zbf -i

Lac. urs thesmt tri4taireAcaJ. prereuuisituao, the protoceiuro for derer.-

sirl- t~it frequew'Aoa of i'rau vibr..tionv of cylinder linars ini eicaul

utrginuk~ cat. b4 ca f ol).J.IE:

1) that .'titst'~ E, h andj p tvst be &o.ect ad for sthei litter

*ace&-Las,; ati

Z) then *hi J.f~i. 4 the l.engt~h df the az-lal wave A thfi

CQQ%:f!hint@ K~, uai~d X7, t~hs frequenc.y coofflcierv [A, the frequency

of thi. free vAbratLcria ol tne cylindar lintr f ft the coe'fficxenua of the

A.Ltaihnd viaas .uf water, aud the cootticii~nt .WUAL lbo dotorminiod.

Prur Ott Came -Yi.71. 1 , the calculation wase mad,, for the frequency of

Irao vibr~tiono of a litter with allowan--e for the flange, and the fre-

quancy of free vibrations of a cylinder liner &Ae calculated with millow-

ance for the coefficient of the attached mama of waler.

In the #*ecAkiP atop the caIlculatioaie were made for comes off freely

"09
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Vr

supported and rigidly fixed ends of A liner for differenL combirations of

axial and cylindrical forma of vibrations.

As anr example~we prement the calculation of the frtiquenctes of free

vibratIonu ot a cylirder liner in a 6 Ch 15/18 (Figure 19). For thiu

angine we have

a - ?6.25 mm, h - 6.5 m,

I - 276 •In, '2 - 87.5 Im,

?sAt -19. -

~!1

of ;, Liruor 'In

"~~2 " "",

G (I 1518Mve P.n;

z 2  . . .. k. O. 4, O

2 2

we got th- :"ffIr.IenL•:

.,.

The i~r wa ma• o•?•8K•.H'/ • 1'•7•€l fo w~l,5 e ••,I



K ';3*!'. -(8% 802i, - N21n'rt 1

!( L,~7( ;I-U - 0,37,z' 0,0007') +~2 tI-

Fcr a given c *lizider liner. we have A IXK J\ ) A.

For a cylinder liner with freely supported ends vten m -1., L),-

~ ('S~1* ;,~(),792, ).4 ,07

Here K0  0.282, K, 0.028,, &nd K2 -7.56.

The frequency coefficient is

* ) 0,0.02113. I
Thui., the fr~qjuency of froz vibr;%tions of~ a lin~er 'w.th respect to

th~e first form wIl be

Y -T 11 3 ad m 1,I the 'tiu4uex, of the quantit~itc tri no fo.Lo'ssi

(I 0,792; 0 (.07.

1.7.,(., -k ,~ ',0 4 41

,W4 090 ftL~qiu,.cy of the free vibrations in the aecond form in

f-Z.. 27 Hz.

VWi'erj 2 a nd i- 2, th e valu*# (it ths quantitites are as follawat

I, 3, ; t. , 2.9; 1 Y 10, 0 5;
IIIt5 ' ~ 010.8,5



an& the b'vyjancy of tht frea v'b ations oia the third form is

f !OiUja,.7 *G Liz.

When, we conside'- a liner ai,' a cylinder with fixed ends, we must

again determine r.he values of theac .;Litrlties. For the first form of

vibratLons, when n. - 2 and m - 1, we haveL

Y. A:

and the fNequency of the free vibrations of the first form will be

f - 2490 lHz.fr-l

For the second form of vibrations when nI - 3 and m - I, we have

and the frequency of f-ee vibrations of the vecond form is

fir-2 ' 2570 Hz.

For Ow -hir'd form of vibrationb when n- 2 and m - 1, we have

* ( ,1; 1.*5.
*.-. , 27.:: I.•0j; ,\ 0.1715.

und the frequency of free vibrations Li

fir-3 " 445.0 Hz-.

The most exact r, sults in determining the frequency of free vibrations

is given by calculating a liner with fraely supportod ends.

Since q - 87.3/81.5 - 1.075, which to less than 1.1, we do no- have

to determine the frequencies of free vibrations oi & liner as a cylinder

wirh flanges at ir.s rnds.

Iln a similar faa'tion, the frequencies of free vibrations of cylinder

liners in other diesel engines are carried out. Those calculations were
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made when the medium surrounding the liner was water. Actually, the

cylinder linera swept with water, some of Wlaich participates in the

vibratoryp.ocess. And the mass of the liner must accually be increased,

and the frequency of the free vibrations somewhat reduced.

The ratio ofLthe frequency of free vibrationr of a body in air with

respect to the frequency of frte vibration& of the this same body in another

medium, or when it# mass is increased, is called the coefficienc of

attached mass,

According to the data of P. N. Lefonova, a formula for 6eteraining

the coefficient of the attached mass of water is as follows:

whereV is the coefficient of the attached mass of water

a 1 is the external radius of the cylinder

is the density of the liquid (water)

is the density of the cylinder material

'i is the thickness of the cylinder wall

D is the n,,mber of nodes of cylindrical half-waves;

Here I is the length of the liner irt contact with the water.

The calculated values of the coefficients of the attachtd mass of wa.er

are listed in Table 3 for oeveral diesel engines.

Therefore, withi consideration of the thel •etically culculated values

characterizing the attached mass of water, the frequency *Jf free vibrutions

of cylinder linere i ir,at 't.- attached] will be smewhiat lower, since
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f ffr~t " ffr"

Table 4 presents the frequencies of free vibratlong of cylinder

liners of diesel enginee designed for the case of freely supported ends,

and frequencies of free vibrationa with consideration of the &•:tached

mass of vater.

When a liner is rigidly fixed in the block, the frequencies of free

vibrations will. Increase, however, according to the data in f18] we must

also take account of the attached mass of the pxston, which in turn again

reduces the frequencies of tbe free vibrations.

Table 3. Coefficients of Attached Mass of Water
for Several Diesel Enginec

g.1 ,.W .1 .1 l t .'1 : 9 • 5 T •,J, 5U 1, . . rIJ ;

S7 1.2 I...,.

• :',l 3 / 1 61 6.5 6,. 1..: -,!.5 1,dt 1.'' ,6lii

64 I.7

1 13 2A 1') II

2 .2; 30 13 1 275 r.Iuv 1.21

I' -+

KnY: 1 N. Desel engine modelt - Ch 15/18
2 -s • ctw.d nuniel'eal valuea 9 - a 18/20
3- 1 am 10 - Ch 23030
4- An kga/0 2 -06 7.1 - D 23/30

.- h 6.5/l1. 12 .. Vote. '(he tollowing value's W0:
Ch 10.5/13 asiumed for disel ongivs shown £i

7 -C I,44 '14 the n I -,, - 10"6 kg/=03

13 - Calculated valuem

74 .4
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.4*4f4*%~- . m l . t. ° - •rc--- ~ .. c . ~.r .,- W

.abte 4,, Frequencies of Free Vibrations

1,2,

° I " . . 'L - ... . . ... .. j I .

1 " 1 37 II1 h ." 3 'i1

1:flj~ 2. j 2' lj .I ' I•

KEY: 1 -Diesel engine. model 9 - Ch 23/30
2 "fir 10 - ) 23/30

3 - f*.'a
3 r,at

4 - Ch 8.5/11
5 - Ch 10.5/113
6 - Ch 12/14
7 '- Ch 15/18
8 - Ch 18/20

Ic is difficult to determine the attached piston mass, mince

&,.;ording to the data in [34, 35, eiring thi operating tiae the piston

C,.1 Le in a canted position and not rest fully against the liner.

Therefore, we adopt as an ascwmption in our calculations tha't the

1.tlcrease in the frequency of free vibrations resulting from the more rigid

fUxi.ng of cylinder liner ends is compeznsated by a drop in frequency

due to the attached piston mass.

Am shown by experience, the actual. frequencies of free vibrat.ons of

cylinder liners in diesel angiveo, det-ermined by the resong.U.e method aS

well as by the Itupacr method. is closest ( wit. a small error) to calculationa

7S



vade assuming freely supporting ends.

Table 5. Calculated and Experimental Frequencies of
Free Vibrations of Cylinder Linere in Diesel
Engines

P.. , ;,' ,zac ',,': .:,' ;,. I 1  3  ."O.,,,0e m aI,,

S.5 1 1; . : 1 2 11l A1 Ou / 2

I 1 , , lu j

,11 .5 i !1 -1.5'ju 3 I''m I m . j --

KEY: 1 - Diesel engine model
2 - Calculated frequencies for f frat

3 - Experimental value& for ffr for the indicated forms
4 - Ch 8.5/11
5 - Ch 10.5/13
6 - Ch 15/18

A comparison of calculated and experireti-cal data for the fr..quencles

of free vibrations of cylinder liners for a number of diesel eng'nes

Ch 8.5/11, Ch 10.5/13, and Ch 15/13 is shown in Table !. These data indl-

cate that when the coefficient of the attached mass of water V is taken into

account, the first vibrational form agrees thoroughly well. Therefore,

this method of calculation is entirely suitable wher estimating the fre-

quencies of the first vibrational form. Calculated data for frequencies

of free vibraLions in air without allowi$ng for the attached mast of water

are closer to the frequencies of free vibrations of higher

orders, since the attached mess of water depends on the frequency of

vibrations of cylinder liners and evidently # is close to unity for
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vibration frequencies above 3000 lz.

8. Theoretical Estimate of Accelerations of Cylinder Liners at Free-

Vibration Frequencies

For a theoretical estimation of the vibrational atcelerations, we

must determine, in addition to the free-vibration frequency, also the

maximum amplitude of vibrations at this frequency.

To detei'mine the amplitude of free vibrations of cylinder liners

and thus accelerations of vibrations, we must consider the displacement

of a liner acted on by side force P applied by the piston against the

liner according to an increasing linear law P - kt (Figure 20).

Let us assume that a load increasing during the time T from zero to

its maximum P acczrding to r, linear law, th-.t in,

P -= (t- P X

is applied at a liner is in equiltbrium when the piston is at the TDC

(T - 0; j9 - 0; v - 0) under the action of a.force.

The displacement of the liner for the time interval t< T can be

found fron the expression
- t

!•i, ,0 4 ý) !: k , . ;*- . ' :" )'ii:'•-.---*'i.'Ž .. . t *1.i:,*,(t ..V,)d:j. (2-I1
J... , '

According to the data in brackets [37], we assume, instead of P

(t.the expression P Ia T. Integrating equation D213 by parts, we

get j
f sil ,, t -- bil:- - . t . . Le, u t)

00
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Fi~ure 20. Variation uf Side Force
* Acting at Piston in the

Region cof the Working TDJC

Note that A, that Is, the static dizplacevaent

of a liner cvirresponding to th4 miaxi~um nortua~l force F
max

Therefore,

I' 2i

where itt&-e vibratioia). peid

Yrcrl. Caism equotion !.ý foL].owg thJL w-hen t<Ct, the velth.cL;y of liner~

vi~'zratioga wiil renin positive. Th~e great~eut cisp1MacemIew. will occ-ur in

the alubsequiti:e dinplce~mei-t. of ic. 'itner, that is, whe&' t >T.

The dipacmr i.o th~e liner when T) 1; i

bilo o1(

± -~]~ co ~~ )j £T) +

CnsJ) (L



-i t I COS wi'If I1)

;. . In . l--T -. . / AI .) m , :-~i v (. (2-cc I,,t-7) ] -

=• /1 , , . -. .l-m ., --7) - '' "

, I ... . i f l-*c s .,1fA 7)
.. ,.[ - 7 ill •-T cos -," ,21- T) •

In its j-n.al form, we have

A A I - --. c s-- (2; 7") (22)
0 a t i I

Whet, T decrzases to zero, equation (22) becomnes simplified and

is transformed into the expression for the liner displacement when it

Is acted on by an inst.ntgneously applied load

Equation (22) shows that the di.placerent of a liner Uben t < T is

a hacmonit: vibra:ion occurring in the vicinity of its static equillbrium

poeition A t w'th a period equal to 'he perlod of free vibiationsIC and

an mr.pLituie equal to the difference between tie dcflections of the liner

wJey a force variable accordinF, to the assumed law is applied and its

def.eccioua whan the max.x.um furce P is aprlied statically,

Therefore, we have

A - A0 -, AS•.
0 a

According to tLe data of engineer I. S. Aniahchenku, the greatest

liner diaplacement will oLcur wh-n cos - (2t -- T) :L-.1, P'tenai the sign

next to ntaera]. I .uurit be taker. aa the oppelite of the sia of sin irT/'-.

Thias, the maxima ampl~tude ia r T \lI
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The quantity appearing in the parentheses in expression (23), is

the ratio of the maximum displacement of the liner body Aeax to its

greatcsr static displacement Ast and characteri z es the dynamicity of

the load., It can be called the coefficievt .f load dynamicity.

41

Since an exact determination of the ratio T/T is vLrcually impossible,

then by assuming an error within a safe margin, it is quite natural to

assume the coefficient of load dynamicity K1 to he is follows, for practical
d

purposes:

The formula

A - 2 p /Ký
IDA&A~ ma• U

iaclude6 liner mass 1 ýtis mass must be applied at the point whose

deflection is under consideration. Let us determine the reduced stiff-

ness of the cylinder liner

Sred " Ced =teduced)

The point on the cylinder liner corresponding to the center of the

piL;ton wristpin when the diesel engine crankshaft rotates by 300 is used

as the point of reduction, that is, at the instant the maximum side force

P is applied.

It can be shown that Mred - that is, the reouced mass of the

body is equal to the aum of thq. products of the masses of all points by

the sqvare of their displacements i, which they acquire when the reduction

point ,qual to unity iE deflected.
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For the assumsd displacement along the Z axis, we can expi:ess the

function i as follows

--- lii (1),

V ,iI -'" j

where c is the distance from the upper edge of the cylinder liner to

the point corresponding to the position cf the axis of the

piston wristpiti for a 300 crank angle (c- c0 + x);

co is the distance between the upper edge of the cylinder liner and

the wristpin axis when the piston is at the TDC;

is the distance that the pistond traverses when the

crankshaft rotates by the angle d 300 without allowing for

Briks correction (H is the piston travel).

Earlier it was asesumed that the maximum side force P will occur when

the crankshaft has rotated by 30o, that isi

x (I cos 3(9 0,0J6711.

Then

cl - 6,067!i.

Inserting the value i into the equation for Mrs• we get the following
expression:

i 2a'

XJ 5:1* /.. P.sil-'

2.n



I'hug'

where i'3 trigLn unsit tass

(2-1)

Ito det~ermine Vin axitlwsn deVJ.BcL tm ot it litvcwhimske w~rted on bpy force

Pin addition Iý n&o ' 4r V~x w4ht CalculAte thet diwph~ceaant Velocity

(f the piston so ix nl-Iyu iiLtIiib zv 2nfeof the thermal stp. Using the

data I., rL]~ I htC~CL*S~Jv~AC 4e tor~ 30 ( C-Gan

& tl 1, ;e furce P~ rksu,' XIZIM Z~iT to the usniwmum apprcztsately linearly,

that L4, P' r k 0 t. (0; hu -.ho tiiUvU ceawi to tkzs ~crak auglUt of 3Q0).

The accojeratgon #t ;.he phitcznA Aias.lacement fvon Poei cylinder wall

to the ozher Is

The platcr veLocity durir4s"a to#



The piatoin travel is equal to the diametral gap

The values of the integration constants are obtained £rom the initiai

conditions f-r which t - 0, 0- 0. and V. a 0 at the be8innIng of the

notion, here C', - C2 - 3.

Thus, the piston travel velocity at the instartc of impact is

where t is the time requ:ic.d for Lhe piston to pass frcom ou vail to

the other, decermined by the expresaton

Tha maxtimu normal furce corzo-poriditig to a 3C° CA In fouend to be
LU follovs I' ".;'

.. ./. p.

Here r R -/L (R it the craitk radiua and L Is thi length of the connecting

rul)

p ii tht mean etfecti%,* presiure;

F iis lh pintun area.

The diametral i;xp 4 beowLen the pli.tca and the ILiter, Ah&cLh to

usU4ily g5'vea for the cold di•esl engtne. a~ppeara in the formula for the

a determinstiou of t. We musat know the zhrsal gap w~un ths diesel etiLcv*

it ,.i opexation. Takol-l aA an exosple, the fact that the liwr w ll

zewperatuxe rise& by eon average of W0" V f',r r. 100% load, and th,

A 3 •',•j



temperature cf the piston trunk rises to 170° C, we find the 1p Ln

the heated utate,

The diameter of the l.iner during heating increuar-, by

6 1) (100 - 20) C1

1 cyU

where 1i is the coefficient of the temperature ex: ansion of the liner.

The diametr'al gap between the piston and the 1inr will be ao

follows when Lhe diesel ergine Is in the heated atates

where is the diametra] gap in I..hu cold otawa.

Table 6 gives gap vaLuu& for working diesel enginea.

The reduced liner ta•i•eu are deterLived based 'n tormulw V

valjem of rhe reduced masses are given in Tabln / £9ctivol 6•a.te..k

.ngines. Wa next flnd P t, and v, whose values are given In 1A',.4

Use uaAimum defiections when acted ork by s statically appli,-d 13.'.i

P are determined Qn the basis of conclusions mad,: by •u. A. Sv imarsLy

[3/i
Pn " -x/kr '"

V 4t mIx re

where k -W 2 H the reduced *?iffnesv of the iLiner.re re

Ca)iulations of A are showti in Table 9.2 t

To obtain the amplitude of accelurations ol cylindcr liner vibrations,

too uv use the expression
A - X

max atdy Y3

Hvra A Is the Pa&1mum deflection of the liner acted on by force
mPx

KPu- 1 t/1;



A - A --a A ii the amplltude 'of -he vibrationi; anzd

K - I 4- - /r T (T is the time during which the norm4a forte rfles
d

from 0 toP ).

Table 6. Table of Values for CalculatiLng the 7Thermal

Gap Between Piston and Liner

' . I

I' "/ I '1I ! • :. U . F I,' I', I , 'l , ,' .1." O i.

I -I
I I h )..:

DLIul w > i"ne TI 8 - CU 10,5/13

2 - D in am 9 - Zh 12/1.4
LO - Ch 15/18

3 - I t, an ir - C./ 18i20
72 - Ub 23/30

4-t{ In vw. 13 - Di3 1-/30
S14 - Xort, Tha numerator correspondsa

P n .xu to a c.st i'-u, piston, and the

6 •j In Mm p la to n, ft Ch 1U.')113 dieslso
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Tablo 7. Deter.•.natton Of the Reduced Masses of
Linurr in Several Diesel EnZgines

S.- K' i7

"J 7

; ~ ~ , .2 3 1 -. 7 J-5:.• 5 .. .

2 nInm 9 -..... . .. /1

- I1"1

l•I **.,.,., C3..o L.;*, !' J u '. ,,.uv

I '11 - h 2 Ii

IT•Y: I Dje~jeI orn~ine n.,cdel 8 - Ch 8.5/0_
2 - in w 9 - C 10.5/13

10. - ch le1203 - ti~ i,/u':• Ii - Chh/i

,• , i2. - Th l•/204 1 ri, 1n,/mn" - 10" 13 - :h 23/30

5 -in m 1.4 - L 23/30

7 - M redn kg.eo.2 * M

Th'e fiUal calCul.ted value of thr vtbraviov;tl a.ccoleratoon of a

cylinder linair in dirj.al engities Is determined by the oxprexsion

wcat 6 A(21r f ft) hz (,cal - calculated]

Calculated and experimental values of the ac•elerations for cylinder

lUner vibrations in several diadal enginea are listed in Table O0

The calrulited ,aaxialJn• asplitudes and acceleratiotin of free vibratLions

of cylindar liners ac..ted oni by rorpual forcn P agrees quite closely for

ccrvurai. diesel engioes with the actually measured quantities. Some
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assumptions -~A WC. ,,qn 11 0,,!flwIWfi~ufl$. Tey USWlUSe th

VT

Lf following:

1) in determiniang the wa4.ciu~vr (yn~amic deflectio)n It was aonrc.U1e!

that the force P Oct!;:j -Ata the pictonD against the liner varies from zero

to itjs maximum ghyn the pistoo iP. pressed aga~nsc ou.e of the siýdes of

the cylinider liner, tILOUgt tht' I'tu2 (yf& ±.;r'.- notý & I'VAy so;j and

.. RO:-2) the greatest doýflect ions tf the cyiin'iev liner from the dytuaoo~i_

and static action V'f the nwu i~l ±ti3 Will. C.CCUC at the lo'ýarioui Corre-

spoinding vu 0-. peeriv-,n c.,, the piot~on vristn.in axle for a crank angle of

JQO AL-t '~S, When thO iurcd re-s1ChtUs 0h0 m,1udanuM P lEo'4.x1r, in variouts

diesel Lngin'%s rhe side tmciL re~aches irtq nrtYvmn~m for ,C*-anL ann.1.! ;ol,'-

Pwhat differentL fr-om a and. the angle dcuudtmU oin ueatgn f.Lctoro.

TaWl.t 3. 'Calculation zif P a~cnd v for Several Diesel 4'býgines

____4.__-5_7______

1K t 0.b I LLt 01i' IC ~ <---j



4

V(EY: 1 - ieGeL VLuginc model 10 - v in Cn/2c

2 P in kr./ciu;1
e I - Ch 8.5/11

3 V I n C,0 12 - Ch U.5/113
is 13 - Ch 12/14
mxP in kg 1.4 - Ch 15/18

15 - Ch 18/20
5 t I in ietc 16 - Ch 23/30

17 - D 23/:3}0
6 k0 in kg/8ec.O1

7?- m0 in k.;/aec

& - d =n cT':

9 - T in sec

Table 9. Calculati.on. ;f 44 .,.,
Tal . C~Lu;to .o .ar..c f•£.ecti~ot, '.•f ..... v

1bfin ;ct~ed c' n by a Force

1'2/1 .1 U 1' :6,7 t; .I~~~5 .......-... .. ." L ' . . d

t I

I l, .' 2 .... 3.21 L', . 2. '.KU ,Ul5

1KCY to Jub'e 9 is On thui.: 17,j I I



KEY:-. - I s etigine utDdel C Ch 1O.,§/1 3
9~ 12/i!'

2 -*P fng)~ Ch 15/18
1.1 Ch~ 1.8/20

* i a~3ct 12 Cht 23/31O
rej13 Z 23/39

* 4 ýO ' ý 227

*5- le .~ kglIO"

4 S38pXc Olest.(, aýIr-il sei h!tL4..f (:a1CU1atUO.-m makes-

it pvcb~ o olntaiv a tcwicdeat,_mate ot the vibr~tiowa1l field

of a Cyii:1notr Tin A". %I.:et:iat . turia, wheni combined with data on

_.a ex1;,-Aiv ioI Atg' 1 'ý,o k:.cion 0.t nhralýcnal ficid intensity,

enabies usa to fo-.cuia4c --7 wctbodý for ¶;tuaigcavitation damage 1.,

cylinder liners in diebel engines.I

9'. 1'a1tles 0&, Ac'zelecatfemnn Heyvad 'PI.c!. It;ýCnsive C.Ait,2tior, Cartcmiuri

Ainalysit' of daute,ýps cuuve6 by cavitation in diesjal. ieoav, of various

~Mdi~'q~catxs v, viz iou-i e].i'uatic zones anO dtftfecent si tuations

thu~ie, lý die:so1 evgitirý- with increaned vibraticnal -leveln, are. rTott

subject. to damwzge. aud broakrduwn. Diesel engines with low ¶b~tot

level& are leiw ii4ji--oc to crc?&Lion d4-mage. The Wibrational lc'voL depends

tr~o .)1ny ou t~he r.emi~n 'ixecutlin oi the dicedL engine, but a1.io on lthe

opBraLIing tt~giuwe. The pocrceýst conditions invo'lve operating in tile,



Table 10. Calculated Amplitudes and Accelerations of Lniner
Vibrations in Diesel Engines and Theit Experimcntal.

Values

32

o.3 i W ".J

7 : 3 .. :3 .l..,.6 *? '

U. , .. . . . .,

3l., 2 JO

3. I 13•

I I

14r, - 1: I'.Ii",:

l1e toC Tib I J i o t e 1f

Ni

' . 1 I ,1 -/ II . . : . ,I ; 1, . ,. '; 1. . '

I ...'. .-i l

I1 -. 4;, I

toTb '0 n h i.x
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KEY: I - Calcul-ated and experimental data
2 - Diesel er.gine model

3 - Ch 8.5/11S4 - Ch 10.5/13
5 - Ch 12/14
6 - Ch 15/13
7 - Ch 18/20

8 - Ch 23/30
9 - r 23/30
10 - Calculated values
1] - Experimental values

with low cooling temperatures. and with frequent load changes. Therefore,

under otherwise equal conditions diesel engines operating in these

As an example, !gare 21 a, b, and c present photographi of

cylinder liners cf a diesel engine after 1000 hours of operation with

variou3 vibrational characteristics..

F'gure 21a shows the cylinder liner with initial stages of damage

at a surface in the connecting rod rocking plane. The depth of the

cavitation pits over a small area is 0.2 - 0.3 m. Specific damage areas

amount to 0.05 g/cm". The thipkness of the liner wall is 7 mia, The

thermal gap between the piston and the liner is 0.32 mm.

The cylinder liner in Figure 21b also served in a diesel engine for

1000 hours with 30 g vibra is. The pit depth is 1.6 me. The area of

damage is much gccater than in the liner that had operated with 25

2vibration. Specific damage amounte to 0.45 g/cm and the liner wall

thickness is 6.5 mm. The thermal gap is 0.45 mm.
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Much &reCLter dami-e is obtained fo:- a cylinder liner of a diesel

operatan-, zor 1000 hours with 40 y vibration, (Figure Zlc). T I-
.agi extendeJ 'o v greatetr area alori3 che height of the liner. The

22

pit depth w/as 2.5 - 3 wm. The spec•iic damage was 0.98 g/cm2

Tbese results graphic&,!ly show the iLtensified dawagc for the sami

opc.rating LAme %,hCn there ar" d fii-cent levels of cylinder lUiner vibration

in a diesel eng]b;e.

iL was *.ýý-eriraenL.',lly esta!,Iished that up to lB - 20 g accelerations

oi vibratic.rtal motion of cylinder liners pro.-esres of erosin damagke

occur slowly and do not cause dangers with xespecL to dawage, since the

eroeiin damage c'rae is looger thae: t~.e c"linder wear time. Under" the.%e

coaulltluus a cylinder iLner con se-Tve tot AnuU - O0UO ho-rs. If the

accelerations of the liner vibrations exceed 20 g, the grocesses orc-r

more intensively. At accelerations of 35 - 40 g, marr.ed damage bQeuns

already after 300 - 400 hours of opivazion, ar-d in 2000 - 25U0 houns

of operation the liner must be replaced because of erosion damage to

the maximum allowable values.

Thus, experimental data on the accelerations of vibrationa beyond

which corrosion damage processes begin to be intensified agree with

theoretical data.

It must be considered that under otherwise equal conditions, a 20 g

acceleration is the critical acceleration of vibrations.

Figure 22 presents generalized data on the damage to the surfaces vf

liners swept by water, as a function of the operating time and the vibra-

tional level, enabling us to make an estimate of how much time for a

given vibrational regime will elapse before damagp of the extent we are
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interested in will appear. Several factors affecting the cavitation

dam•.ge to v'xfaces were constant for the experimental points of the

curves. The flow rate of the water was 0.5 m/seo. The water temperature

"was 40° (. The surface finish was V3.

I S " ". .

Fiur 22. Wegh Lose g of Sape

Mantstitv Vibrators, a i/."

. ' " 1 . $

S.- t h "

Qi r. ./ . ...

//

r" /

Fignre 22. Weight Losses Lu g of Samples
of Materials (I) When Tested on
Magnetostrictive Vibrators, an•

7hSamples of Loneps (2) in Spent

e kDiesel Enginesa an d Functionof the Acce.>~aion of Vibration
W and the Oper~iting Time

KEY: .• - •/cm2I B - t, h;.ura

IY•T11ODS OP ThVU$SGAT3ING AIVI'ATIOi UAMAU•

10. Modern •ethods of Intv•.t~igatirag tL. Re•'ikbtance of Speciaens of

Various Mat.eril.~ When They Utizi• Cavitation D~amage

Tha •~omplexi~y of processes occurring in actual condit.'ons when

propellers, va-iojs kinds of Iiyd•'n'ulic machhnea and devices, as well as



t]

parts of diesels undergo cavitntlcn jaaage hampers studies to find the

effect particular factors have on the intensity of civitation erosion

and to find effiictive ways of controlling cavitation damage. In several

cases pita on parts subjected to cavitation erosion appear after a

relatively lon- operating time for the machinc or mechanism. In these

conditions studies on the phenomeva occurring in cavitation erosion become

very lengthy. Therefore several methods of accelerar.ed investigation

usiwn various kinds of simulating atands were aeveloped.

Methods of evalu--ting the cavitation resistance of macerials include

the following: the impact of a jet against rotating and fixed specimens;

tests of the erosion resistance of materials in conditions of hydrodynamic

cavitation at the specimen surtace; study of the erosion resistance- of

materials for fixed specimens with circular vibratory exclLurs; and study

of cavitation erosion with mignetostrictive vibrators.
.m'tlntý of ets _ kinst a rotat!Tev secimen. The sample is sec.ured

on the periphery of a rotating disc and in each revolution interaects a

jet of water or wet steam perpendicular to the plane of the disk,

(Figure 23).

A device of this hind it called an iwpact stand. Tests are conducted

on it for difierent tip sp.eds of specimen revolution and for water jet

diameters of 5 - 10 mm. In the paCes tJO, 38] the tests were conducted

at a tip velocity of 78 m/sec. Increasing the tip velocity to 225 m/see

ltd to a significant acceleration of the drex~age process. It has been

reported tiat at the yresent: time tests are conducteo Rt tip vnlocities

up to 600 m/ser. These devices are most advantageous in sttqying erosion

in steam and ga" turbines since the conditions for speion damage in



them are analogou,; to daniage to turbine blades. T•ese

devizes Are unsuitable for investigations dealing with diesel engine parts

since the proc-ess of cavitation damage in this case is not simulated with

thens devicc.

"--inct of j..r ,vaint•n fixed specimen. This method is analogous

to the precediný: technique in terms of the conditions of specifnen damage

- and in most suitable for simulating damage to turbine blades. ITe atudy

D361 presents results of testo made at jet velocities up to 600 m/see,

and the paper [331 presents the results of testa made at velocities up

to 10M0 m/see, which led to intenslifying the damage process. The device

os shown schematically in Figure 24. Thin Etand cannot be used to

1imulate damage proce.ses in diesel engines since the kinetics of the

procoss do not take account of the specific details of damage caused by

cavitation in diesel e4ginea.

1/'

Figure Z5. Stand with Rotacing -'pecirens:

I- Specimen 2 -Nozzle 3 -Water ,jet;

Tests of the erosion resistance of materials in conditions of hydro-

d_.amic cavitation at: the surface of a specien. Cavitation tubing and



nozzlea are used for this, purpose. Figure 25 shows one of the poAsib]e

designs described in the studies Lio, 30].

Figure 24. Stand With Fixed Zpccinen

1 - Speciuien 2 - Nozzle 3 - Water inflow

The sharp decrease in the flow-through cross section in the nozzle

cause a rise in the flow rate and k drop in the pressure in the tlow

down -o a value leading to cavitation, The test specimen 2 Is Moun.:ed

in the diverging section of the nozzle where the pressure in the flow i1

increased and cavitation bubbles col.lapse. Wben this PI-thod is used, the

process of cavitation evosion caused by hydrodynamic cavitation phenomena

is simulated. A disadvantage of this wethod is that the time required to

test each of the apecimens proves to be relatively long.

InvestigAtion of erosioui resLEtý'-ce of materials with fixed specimens

usiAng a circular vibratory excitor. The stand (Figure 26) consists of a

cylindrical beaker filled with water, with a barium titanide ring. When

an alternating electrical field is applied to the surface of the ring,

the volume of the ring changes in proportion to the frequency of the

ii



field vibrations. Standin,, waves ,rc formed in the liquid, which

yield a greater amplitude of vibraLions and greater pressuren close to

the plate at %ýhleh the specimer., are secured. Cavitation develops in

the liquid, and the speci-n.n is subl,..cted to c:,vi.ation erosion. This

is q relatively neily developed ,.,ethod [50, 531]; its use makes i•possible

to reproduce the erosion of a 3pecir.on that zeprcsents a fixed barrier in

a hydro-scovstic field. The. conditions for specimen failure with this

test method Ppproach thv actutl conditions in the cavita ion erosion of

cylinder liners if they are regarded as d fixed barrier. By this

method rapid tests can be made in fro- several minutes Lo 2-3 hours.

However, the device is cuAbersome and inconvenient for tes'.ing a large

number of speclmens.

Fieure 25. Schcme of Cavitation Nozzla:

1 Set screw 2 - Cavitation zone 3 - Throttle 4 - Specimen

KEY: A - Flow directioti

InveSt2tiatianc of cavitation erosion on magnetostrictive vibrators.

Essentially, this method consists in securing the tent specimen on the

end of a nickel tube (or concentrator), imersed in the working liquid,

where the nickel tube executes longitudinal vibrations at fir uenciLe

from 5000-25,000 Hz and higher with different amplitudes (1igure 27).
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The vibratio1ns of the rod or concentrator occur under the action of a

variable ragnetic field produced t)y the excitc.tion winding. The tests of

the cavitation erosion of materials with magnetostrictive vibrators (MSV)

are of intere-t Jue to their idetntity of the processes with those

occurring for cylir.der liners of dienel engit.,?s, and rlso owing to the

* rapidity and possibility of conducting tests with variations made in para-

meters such as temperature, viscosity, and f'ow rate of the medium. Use

of these !_nstrtnents makes it possible also to conduct investigitions at

varioun accelerations, amp]litude.s, velocities, and frequencies of

vibrations, that is, for different valuci of the numler S c vf/g, and
C

variations in several othei parameters.

I i

Figure 26. Scheme of"Device With
Circular Excitor!

I - Beaker 2 - BaTiQ 3 ring - 3 - Plate 4 - Specimen

The specimen test time is limited to minutes or hours, and the

erosion diamage to material is estimated from the difference in the weight

before the experiment and the weight after the experiment, and also based

on the depth of cavitation pits. A small amount of water and low power

levels not exceeding 2.5-4 kw are required for the tests. This method



is described in a number of sources F3r, 353, TiAs apparatus with

various ranges of excitation frequencies was used b, the authors for

rapid investiatioas of the cavitation erosions suffered by materials of

cylinder iliners ýtnd blocks in diesel engines.

2

Figure 27. Scheme of Magnetostrictive
Vibrator (MSV):

1 -Vibrating specimten 2 - F.SV 3 - Water 4 -Fixed specimen

irom a briet dle.cription of the various methods of rapid laboratory

tests it follows that in the first two cavitatien erosion occurs directly

due to the impact of a jet or droplets Into which the jet'breaks up. This

quite precisely simulates the damage- to blades or stearD and gas turbines

and does not correspond to damage conditions'in diesel engines. Thus,

these two mnethods are unsuitable in investigating cavitation erosion in

diesel engines.

The next three methods each simulates the Individual processes

occurring in the cavitation damage in diesel engines in their own

individual ways. However, the last method (the method of investigation

based on HSV) makes it possible to study the process with the greatest

approximation to the damage conditions in diesel engines an various para-

meters are varied, with the minimum outlay of time. Therefore in addition

100
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to full-size tests, It !-as found the greatest application in research.

The questlon arises as to whethsr it is possible to compare the

rejults of testing the resistance of materials obtained on the various

stands. Several Investigators have made comparisons of this kind. For

examuple, De Haller, and later Mouibon [491, after comparing damage to

a asieable number of various metals on the impact stand and In the cavi-

tation tubing, concluded that when tested by both methods materials are

ranked in te same order in terms of erosion reaistance. S. A. Keller

reached similar conclusions based on results of tests made with the jet

technique end with the magnetostrictive vibrator,

L. A. Glikman [i]htas reported or the analogy of the comparison of

test results with the MSV and with the impact stand for specimens of

various steels, cast irons, brasses, and bronzes. However, it must be

roted that when cavitation erosion in several cases, mechanical

(playing the fundamental role) as well as electrochemical factors parti-

c~pate in metal damage; the electrochemical factors evidently do not occur

when specimens are tested for erosion resistance on the jet impact stands.

Therefore it must be noted that when comparative tsts are cinducted

carefully (in various conditions and media) using devices that differ,

such as those described earlier, a difference can be detected in the

naturo and intensity of damage to the test specimens.

Mechaaical factors are paramount in specimen damage. Therefore in

waking a comparison o-- the results of tests made with the various methods,

the authors obtained the identical sequence of the ranking of test

materials by corrosion resistance, in all cases.

Rd'1i



SIn cd•tr;iting resihtance to cIvitation erosion for a particular

-material, one nLust aso tLake account of the intensity of cavitation

processes. M.tcri;,l th-t Is re- ist;int to erosion at a certain level

of c-vit-atica intensity can prove not to be resistant when the intennity

I is 1 ncrea.;.-c.

In the saLidy [351 it was shown that the degree of damage to a

specimen secured to a concentrator rises with increase in the vibrational

-- accelerations produced %ith different amplitudes and frequencies. However,

there are c.rtain thresh')Id accelerztione and amplitudes up to which

specimen damage is not observed.

The presence of threshold amplitudes is accounted for by the fact

that even for high levels of accelerations of the vibrational process in

I ...... and at vay 'Lw mpziudes, rhe tensil stresses required to

form cavitation bubbles are not induced. This becomes especially sensitive

when the damage to a fixed specimen 'placed in a liquid at some distance

from a vibrating specimen secured c L MSV is investigated. This specimen,

acting as a shield, simulates the wall of a cylinder block. Here it was

concluded that the intensity of damage to the fixed specimer increases with

the velocity of the vibrational process. In studies made of the resistance

of materials and different coatings using the MSV, comparable (qualitatively

and qiantitatively) results can be most clearly obtained.

11. MSV for Cavitation Damage Tests

The vibrational speLLr4 of diesel engine parts sublected to cavitation

damage lie in the broad range of frequencies from 5 to 10,000 Hz. The
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mort intense tonal compotwnts of the vibration exceeding the critical

accelerations os it rule lie in a narrower frequency range from 800 to

8000 liz, .nd fUr certain diesel engines they are situ ted In vzirious

spectral re.ions, related to the diusign arid dynanmic parameters oF each

npecific diorol engine. Therefec,, in rapid tests made of samples oi

mitcrialr or coatings, it becomes necessary to conduct the tests in

different frecu-ncy spectrum ranges, includinZ the higher region of

vibrations thzn is emitted by the lietel engine, that is, with different

its V.

Vibrations of a test material specimen on the MSV are produced due

to the magnetostriction effect. This effect consists of elongation and

compression strains being induced in a rod of a ferromagnetic

material placed in a variable magnetic field oriented along the rod.

The strains as functions of the magnetic fleld have been studied and

discussed in close detail in the literature. The magnetostriction effect

depends on temperature. It decreas s with increase in temperature, so

the j.Svitacks are water-cooled.

The amplitudes of MSV vibrations when it is excited at the funda-

-4
mental frequency are of the order of 1.0 is (I is the length of the

stack). The highest frequency at which relatively intense vibrations• 4

can still be excited is 60 kliz.

In building the MSV, only those materials that in addition to a

well-pronounced magnetostrictive effect, also have high mechanical strength

can be used. Pure nickel has proven itself particularly excellent as well

as the alloy Permendur, consisting of 2% vanadium, 49' iruo ani 49% cobe• t.
0
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A sheet made of Pertnendur alloy id the most suitable in fabricating

MSV for practical use in the laboratory. The MSV consists of a stack (rod)

fabricated of.Permendur, an electrical winding of a conductor in a moisture-

resistant brain tng, and a concentrator. The concentrator is needed to

increase the arpjlitude of the vibrations of the MSV face, since the

amplitude of the stack vibrationa is negligible and does not exceed

When testing Epecinwn, of materiala used for diesel engine parts,

MSV of any frequency range can be built. b1SV for 5, iC and 20 kHz and

several vibrators at intermediate frequencies have found the greatest use.

The overall dimensions of a M4SV depend on the frequency of its

vibrations. Thus, a 5 kdaz ýSV has a 380 umm long stack and a 570 mm long

concentrator. A 10 kHz MSV has a 150 mm long stack and a 200 mm long

concentrator, while a 20 kHz XSV has a 120 m long 3tack and a 130 mm

long concentrator.

The specimen of material to be subjected to failure at the threading

can bL mounted in the concentrator and immersed in water. In this case

the conaitions of damage to the vibrating surface are simulated.

A specimen clamped under the concentrator simulates the conditions

of damage at a fixed si *face.

HSV designed for 5-20 kHz encompass the entire range of vibrational

spectra of diesel engine parts subjected to damage and with them covditions

of damage observed in diesel engines car. be reproduced.

Each MSV has its own amplitude characteristics, which is determined

with optical instruments for MSV designed for up to 8 kHz. The frequency

of vibrations is recorded with an audio generator, and the amplitude --
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with a microscope, from rhe size of the blur of a calibration mark made

with a diamc,,d cutter on the lateral surface of the concentrator end.

The emplitudc-freque•cy characteristic of HSV desigred for above

8 kliz is mesurcd with a vibro-measuring device. To record characteristics

of N1ýV up to 10 k~iz, A-3 vibrotransducers are suitable. Transducers built

by the Bruel aud Kjer Dinish company are used in the higher frequency

range.

Figure 28. Avplitude-fcequency Characteristic
of a ". kIlz HSV

KEY: A- kHz

Figure 28 shows the aaplitude-frequency characteristic of a 19 kHz

MSV. The maximiLili amplitude of the vibrations for this MSV it at tb.-

frequency 19 kliz. However, tests with this vibrator, as with rny other,

can be conducted over a broader frequency range.

When conducting tests at a frequency differ-Ing from the resonance

value, the test time is increased since the amplitude of the vibrations and

the vibratory acceleration drop off.

Specimens of the test materials are placed in special baths in which

the temperature of the medium and the pressure are measured in MSV tests.

I X.



A study of damnage can be carried out either on the vibrating

speci.,en or eire on a fixed Bpecimen placed under the concentrator of

MSV,

12. calcutntio,' of MSV C"'1nnints NTcSSaryfo.- EýI:.rlmerLti

A IISV, by tr.Insmittinf; clast-c m.cbhýnical vibrations of acoustic

or ultrasonic frequency (from the location of their generator) to the

point cf application (specimen undergoing damage) is the main c=-pone it

of the device. 'ho calculation of osci l latory systew components is n-ide

based on the methodh outlined in the study L4]. As a result of cal-

culation for a kV.SV with a specified vibration frequency, the amplitude

of the stack vibrations iu determined, along with stack cross sectio!.

number of turns and the cross section of the turns of the excitation

wir.Jin:,,, However, wa know that to obtain an amplitude of stacK vibrations

greate" than 20 111 is not possible for appropriate stack dimensiont.

Increasing the amplitude of the vibrations at a given frequency can be

achieved by using transformers of the longitudinal elastic vibrations.

Sometimes they are called vibr•ation concentrators. Their function is to

increase the amplitude of the vibrations to the required value, exceeding

the amplitude of the vibrations of the end of the MSV stack by several

times. Increasing the amplitude of vibrations at . given frequency leads

to an increase in the vibration accelerations and to higher intensity of

the damage of the test specimens.4 The increase in the amplitude at the end of the concentrator is

characterized by the transformation factor N. This factor is determined by
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the ratio of thc dL1aretero (for the case of a cylindrical concentrator)

of thic itiput f.'-c ,e 0 which to large in cross section, contnected to
0

the 11WV stack, t- the output face d', which beers directly the mat,'rial

spef.inoiz undcrgoi o,•,. djm.9e.

The gain f.'ctor incteasis linearly, for an exponc.cutxal conctntrator,

wiLt, iocreaine in the ratio of the input to the outlut. dimensions. The

exporicntial concentrator is caIeulated In the fol1o'4ing sequence. The

tranrlo.t'ion factor in detsrmiiied froM the assuigrd diameters d' and

d TiThus, for thf; concentrated ue In a W0 hKz 4•SV bearing a stack
2

with an 80 x 80 1i1-M croon section knd for a 30 mi, 'ameter dardge specimen,

N is 60/30 - 2.66.

L,,ii uu On, A.te deLermines the i ongt h ot the concentrator Uir&g the

following formula

I..', I

where c Is the speed of sound in the metal, iuhich in 5.1"10 cm/sec; and

f is the resonance freqiuency of the MLFV stack.

The length of a concentrator in a 20 kHz MSV, for a 30 mm diameter

specimaen, is 13.3 cm.

The following forcula is used to cAlculate the exponent of the

concentrator:

-t d ' ^" 1 - X

0Ocon'

where d' is the diameter of the concentrator In the cross mection
0
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* . . .. . .. .. ..... ..... . - .. .. . . . .... .

calculated by lez;gth; 1 1n N/I
con

In the Calc'1itLion we r.,ust divide the length of thd concentrator

into n .ections (i.ce Figure 30) and flit:! for each section along the con-

centat-or len-th the value of d' . 11L cr.ncentratUr of a 20 kMIi MSV.is"x
divided into 13 rections in the calculationro. T'hus. x varies ire the

calcA.1intiona Lro-, 1 to 13.

Vnen a concentrator is in operation, heat is released due to

mech;ýnical striair,. and the con'.ntrator ternperature r~ses. With increase

in tn-peraiAure, the vibration Ioplitude becomes smaller and tCL(- conCen-

tr'ator efficiency ulffers. To eliminate this phenomenon, some of the

concentrator toigethor with the M:ýV atack is water-cooled.

Tne lower face of th,c cooling jpcket is connected Lu the conCete-

t-aro- with soloer~r,., and wel.linrg and muct necessarily lie in the node of

the coticentrator vibrations. Figure 29 rhows the lower sleueve A of the

cooling jacket made ar one piece with the concentiator. The node of the

vibrati-os for this conicentrator li. f 's.5 m LO'.ci from the face of

the stack.

&A
I.I

• I .

SI

Figure 29. Concentrator for tha Stack of
a 20 kliz Wi;V
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Ualng concenrr.tlors for any HSV ataclut makes It possible to

increasie by two - five times thi vibration amplitude, and to equally

increase th1e vi.brat ion ac,.eleration and Agnificantly intensify the

damage *,,:;,e to specinens of rniterials and co-atinge in ;,ccelerated teats

usoing the I:SV,

13. Dert•#-,t.ration by Calculation and Experir..cntal MHens uf the

Fr.ve-Vibrat Jon Frequenclen of Test S1 ,,,cimens and Vibration

Amplittides with NSV

To conduct tests with the HSV, the weight and overall dimenoions

of specimunen ust be selected so that tce ",djuaitment frequency of the

HSV stack and its concentrator do not change abruptly.

in practice it i.rove auffiieiit if thit apeciimen diamete- doaa not.

exceed 30-35 tykm for a plate thickles, of up. to 4 mm. Usually round

speci•Cekii 30 tam in diumater and 3 um thick ari used. Other specimen

dimeri.ions can also be used, but to estlimate the intensity of specimen

failure one must record the amplitude-frequency characteristic of the

MSV together with the test specimen. It is desirable that the MSV-

specimen system be selected go that the amplf.tude of the vibrations at

the concentrator face with the specimen mouIted on it is not reduced.

Thin nact:esitatCS determinIng the free-vibration frequency of the test

specimen and comparing it with the adjustmuent frequency of the KSV, which

is achieved by the appropriate selection of specimen dimensions. Th

test specimen is a round plate bearing a threaded stem for mounting on

the concentrator. From the paper [14] we have an expression fot

I o.:;



calculiting the trec-vibration frequency of a plate with this kind of

emplacetmer.t.

A rcou3nd plate of radius R with miss per unit area 1 I has the following

free-vibr;,Lion frequency:

where a' ic the coefficient. that allows for the method of securing

Lhe plate;

I. is the fluxural stiffness of the plate (E - 2.1-

1 0 6 kg/cm2 is the Young's modulus for steel, E•- 1.2"106

kg/cm2 is the lourq;'s modulus for cast iron, and for

aluminum, E - 0.7.106 k8/cw2 )r;

cj -z 0.3 , FviSaol'o r±Ltio for Bceel, o - 0.25 for cast iron,

and for aluminum, o - 0.34; h is the plate thickness); and

-ih/g (here Y is the specific weight of the material, g is

the acceleration due to gravity).

The coefficient Ck' has various values, d-epending on the methods of

mounting an( the types of vibrations. When mounted in the center with the

ndges free and when the form of the vibrations Is umbrella-shaped, a' -

3.75. When mounted in the center with three edges and with the vibrations

in the form of two perpendicular nodal diameters, a' t 5.25. When a

specimen is mounted in the center with its edges free and when the vibrattons

are in the form of a unimodal circle, a' - 9.07.

The free-vibration frequencies of specimeria 30 mm in diameter and 3 mm

in thickness, made of various materials, when a' 3.75, are as follows:

- i0



;Frequexicy of Vibrations
Specimen M'!aterial of the First Form in Hz

5 tee 1 12,700

Alu.iizwn 12,500

Cast Iron 9,550

, In practice, the value of P' is selected in each specific eas. in

relation to the kind of mounting. The effect of specivien mounting is

checked on calibration or magnetostriction stands.

To estimate the error of calculating the free.-vibration frequencies

of specimens of different sizes, experiments zan be conductcd to determine

them experimentally on vibratory audio-frequenLy range calibration stands,

A VKI-D model stamd, which has a working frequency range of 50-15,000 Hiz,

can be recow.•iended.

Fine quartz sand is used for the visual detern.inatLion of the instant

of resoziance-onaet, arnd the resonance frequency is recorded with an audio-

genera or.

The experimental verification of the free-vibration frequencies of

specimens shows that the error in their calculated deterTaination does not

exceed 5%.

Since itulies on cavitation damage of specimens can be conducted

with various MSV, with resonance frequencies of 5000, 10,000, 12,000,

19,000, and 20,000 Hz, and therefore, with various vibration amplitudes,

one trust find the amplitudes of specimen vibrations for each MSV. They

are determined in the frequency range to 10,000 Ez by an acoustic method

using instruments of the type IVPSh, PIU, and so on, and in the higher

11] ,
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friquency rang, -- by an optical technique usihg special microscopes.

The amplitude characteristics of stacks are recorded as a function of

the output indicators of the amplifiers to determine the vibration

amplitude. by the optical r.athod.

14. Results of Testing Specimens of Various Materials for Cavitation

• Dacme ge

X-Si ace videly used by various authors to determine the effect of

nuraerozhs faci:;:ri; oia c.avittion damage in vibrating and fixed specimari.

Properties of tYe wateri.al, ,,fttet:t of the mediuw, vibration characteristics,

and other paraiat'er.- on cavyi~tio:, damjyec are studied. Since the HSV

used for these purpobec rod, si,;i c:. y more intense vibrational

fields than the vibrational fiel-ds of dic..Ai engItes, the damage pracenses

S~~Of the tetMn jpi'.ri;,eo_ [*• }'I C •.e=U -.:;=i, '* . f:,etab1e daua6e •uificicnt

to estimate their extent begi.ns eve'.i it 0.1-3 ho''A J, 1s an example, in

Figures 30-32 are shown photographs of :speckjenu of somm ujaterials used in

diesel engine construction after sý,.aza]. hour i of t-•.ntf'Sk. Damage pits

can be clearly seen on the specimens, as deep as 1.o' ium. The area of

the surface of a specimen subjectud to datiage deprendL nit fhe experimental.

conditions and the mathud of mountinB the specimen. i:,-v v-1l materials

without exception, the e,,'tcnt of damage iiicreaseu in pi. j^.rtion to the

test time and vibration a.;, lersotion. The extent of dimqý-.L is affected by

the hardness and m.IcrotAru,.'.t%%tre of the mat'erial, 3arf.ive f£.nish, temperature

of the medium, viscosity, g,\e content of the liquid, aadl Its impuriLy

content, electroconductiv.t.A, o! the liquid, and other ,t-'rs. A hyper-

bolic function is obuerved i,', tweu thk extee,%; of dazn•.je ,to u &pecimen
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(weight loss) and the test time (Figure 33). The weight loss of a

materia specimen is characterized by the following function

AG, a AGOSp1 (tX/to) k (-/)

where a' is a coefficient that depends on the specimen material;

6cG, is the weighL loss taken as the zero threshold (0.1 mg);

Sc V /g is a dimensionless coefficient characterizing vibration

ppacceleration (Wp is the acceleration of vibrations of the

concentrator face);

t is the specimen test time;

t is the time taken as the zero threshold (1 min); and

n and k are exponents.

Figure 30. Specimen of AK 4 Material After
9 Hours of Testing on a MLSV (Weight
Loss 50 mg, Initial Weight 7.79 g,
Final Weight 7.74 g)

Tests made on various construction materials used in diesel engine

building for cylinder liners and cylinder blocks, using MSV, showed that

the greatest weight losses in Yhe some test time for the same vibration
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accelcrat ion and for other equal conditions are recorded for aluminum

alloys, Then come cast iron and steel material. The least damage is

found for spedimens of material coated with opal and hard chromium.

Figure 31. Specit.en of Snh Cast IroEn
After 14 Hours of Testing
on a 12 kIaz MSV

Figure 32. Specimen of 38KhMYuA Steel
After 3 Hours Testing on a
10 kIz 14SV

An analysis of experimental data showed that the ratios recorded for

material damage agree with those of other experimentort investigating

the damage of specimens at different times.

Adopting as unit damage the damage suffered by a specimen of

38 KhHYuA steel, given otherwise equal cotidltions the damage to a specimen

t .S **



of gray cast iron SCh 24-48 will occur 6.8-7 times faster, and

10 titea faster for an aluminum specimen, that is, an aluminum elloy

is the leat .cavitation-resistant as We can see from the curves in

Figure 33.

., q

't I . ._- _,-w< • .. '

/3

Figure 33. Damage to Specimens of
Various Materials Deter-
mined a .qV-

I - Steel coated with opal ch, .•mium 2 - 38 KMYuA steel 3 - SCh 24-44
[Text in paragraph gives 24-4=j cast iron 4 - AK 4

KEY; A - t, hours
B LG, g

From Figure 34 we see that after 3 hours' testing of steel specimens

with different excitation frequencies and vibration implitudes, the

greatest damage resulted when maximum accelerations were applied.

In conducting tests of specimens on vibrators, it was noted that

sometimes the progression of cavitation damage to specimens dies out after

some time following the beginning of tests. This is associated with the

change in the amplitude characteristic of the MSV, which is pencil-shaped.

The maximum amplitudes are obeerved at the resonant frequencies. Thirty mm

.- - -.-- --'---..------- - -- ---.--- ~-------------,---



mpecbmens were selected for the test and they exhibited free-vibration

frequen ieis in the, runge 7500-12,700 Hz, depending on the.-specimen thick-

ness wid its .•eterial. The free-vibration frequencies of the specimens

depend on their thickness and ru.iss.

Figure 34. Dai.age to Steel Specimens
at Constant Water Temperature
as a Function of Various
Accel,-rations (The Numerical

Valuesj Next to the Curve Stand
for the Vibration A.mplitude,in si.,v)

KEY: A - mg/cm
2

B - kliz

With increasing weight loss during the dat~age process, specimen

thickness and mass change, which causes a change in the free-vibration

frequency and shifts the system'from the resonance zone into the lower-

acceleration region. Here the damage rate is significantly slowed or

halted altogether, Damage occurs more intensively in materials if the

surface finish is reduced. Under otherwise equal conditions, a variation

in surface finish from the second to the fifth class reduces the damage

by 5-10%..

Thus, tests of specimens on the MSV permit an estimate of cavitation

damage to a material apecimen, in a very short time interval, under given

JIC



conditions, without conducting expensive and laborious tests in diesel

engines.

15. Use of Data From MSV Tests of Specimens of Materials and Coatings

to Datenrine the Cavitation Resistance of Cylinder Liners of Diesel

Engines

We know that in diesel engines the process of cavitation damage

develops over hundreds and thousands of hours. This process proceeds

more intensively in diesel engines with high vibro-activity. Therefore

it appears advantageous in the finishing of diesel engines to st.dy

phenomena of cavitation damage in conditions of the more intense course

of the process, that is, on MSVo

Difftzre&iL v4Luea of !'iSV c harcter! a c-~ pzrmft

obtaining failure in specimens over several minutes or hours that are

commensurable with damage in cylindt-r liners obtained in diesel engines

over hundreds of hours.

Studies of the cavitation damage to material specimens on the MSV

and diesel engirie cylinder liners show that in either case the extent of

the damage 4G obeys the same law, which has the following form

where a' is a coefficient that depends only on the specimen material; and

0 and n are exponents.

Under this law one can calculate, approximately, what damage will

occur in diesel engines for other values of vibrational acceleration
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when the extent of damage to material specimens obtained on a MSV is

known.

The d.-3.4ace AG will occur in the time interval t if the ratio of

the acceleration of vibrational motion of the surface being damaged io

the acceleration due to gravity is the quantity S ,* C

* Hence

! C.,

to obtain the same damage 6G but for a different ratio of the accelera-

tion of the vibrational motion of a surface to the acceleration due to

fr2vity, S , a dLfferent time interval is required:
'I

From these expressions it follows that with increase in S_ , the time t

du4ring which the same extent of damage occurs will be shorter.

To copare the results of studying damage in various specimens of

materials obtained with a MSV, wit- the results of tests made on diesel

engine cylinder liners constructed of materials under comparolsn, it

peared necessary to establish the time required to obtain the same extent

of damage for different accelerations. Knowing the ratio of these times

i also necessary to estimate the results o' accelerated tests of a diesel

engine for cavitation eroeion and to estimate its normal operating time

until the onset of the same extent of damage as in accelerated tests.

Here the time scale H is determined, approximately, by the relation:

11 .IS 1:• l- .... a I ' ,•,, •/ cm " • . .S {2•'

"11/ --
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Studies showed that one can use the root ' 2 for practical

purposes, with adequate precision.

Therefore', the same extent of damage AG for the values S and S
C cl

* characterizing the acceleration of the vibrational motion of surfaces

"will be obtained in the time t and t, , which are found in a relation-

. ship as

On eatablishing the mathematical dependence of the time factor for

the same extent of damage as a function of the acceleration of vibrational

motion, one must present the true values of the scale factor when working

in different frequency ranges with different accelerations of vibrational

motion.

Calculated and actual time scale data for the extent of damage AG

100 mg - const are presunted in Table 11.

The data in Table 11 show that the error in calculating the time

scale in the range of working accelerations in diesel engines and in

vibrators up to 1000 g does not exceed l0-12%, therefore formula (29)

can be used for approximate calculations.

Thus, the results of cavitation tests of construction material

specimens (aluminum alloys, steel, cast iron, and so on) on ?ISV can

be reconverted to the o,,erating conditions of diesel cylinder liners by

using the appropriate scale.

Figure 35 presents the curve of the dependence of the extent of

damage to a specimen of SCh 24-44 cast iron on the service time for tests

made on a 12 kHz MSV at S - 5100 with a vibrational amplitude of 10 14 m, and

c~i=



figure 36 shows the calculated service time of liners made of the same

cast iron, for different accelerations. The agreement betweei the

calculated and experimental data is satisfactory. In the saine fashion

all Linds of coattin:gs, for enample, drmping, solid, and refractory coatings

can be tested on 1,!V and be calculated for diesel engine performance.

Table 11. Calculated and Actual Time Scale Data

2,.

3,' "~1 75

1 .- t I

, ,- , I *.I' t*U, .. ""

• .1 ... . . .

S- t in hours

3 - t in hours [exp experimental]
epx

4 - Ml [cal - calculated3

5-H a [ac - actualjj

6 - Errors in per cent

7 - Remark. The following notation was adopted: t is the actual
expezimental time: MH is the calculated exp scale factor;
and Hac is the experimental scale factor.
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Figure 35. failure of a, SCh 24-44 Cast
Iron Specimen on a 12 kHz MIV

KEY: A - t, hours

B - As,g/em
2

.4

Wit Difrn , S Vales o o

S/ ,.
S /
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Figure 36, Calculated Weight Loss Curves
of SCh 24-44 Cast Iron Liners
When Serving in Diesel Engfines

With Different S Values: o o o --

Damage to a Caste Iron Liner
of a Ch 10.5/13 Diciel Fn-ine
for Vibration With S - 20

KEIY: A - t, hours ; B - A :,g/cm2
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lu.AdvL~v~o rv~Dir .dvantapeR of Accele-rated Speciimen Test 4e~tho~s

-An dx;naeof acccderated teSt-3 Of ra-.LurLIa SPemL:1bntu.ns on YLSVI

is the r '1difjy of Cli- ~teJ rt K tid loW Outlv k'Cinf 'J~in h:

Tiies(- tcrcn prvd .rbct.tlQfor Ci~e extertL cl* dafage in thIe

* b'.12 c.nrLtCti;.al with rcepmct to ,nother. KS5V tets moake it

* ps~i.l~e to find hc>w hy oceni.prope~rtif- of the VqUid medivi.a)

itu. 4as vatu-u:i..or, vt-veral other factorv, offect failure. SatifactorI.

*reu.jalts iarL '11VV 11CO-Vitl-d by ucitests iri stu-ylJLIP thu 1-noir-twrce o~f

h.-rd and r:eir. ctoa cifuJiig ziU .,:o alL kiri~is of eeast~ic ciaeping coLatingS

applied on 6v?'[acci .zub~ect to .'ailure. The repiu~tt of these tests Can

srcas the bzois for Catinmatirig the~ efficicncy of a umzterJlal c'y a

ccoatinf, in 6ci.-vlce conditions irq a diesel ta-igirne.

Thi - dtjc.1 t e acneipriteq tC cthabO i4ausL x egardoti

as tile fact that; -if; does vot affo~rd an estimaate of efficl-cw.:y over an

exi-.di ti?!f- fintorval. As a rebUIL bf M3V tests af additives for dics(,l

eng~ine cooclait wateo~r, tH,ý rr-,lattve eIffecL of various additivea on reducing

damagre -'a ascruraincd. Hiowever, MSiV teace do not enter the queuotiu? azo to

the serviceablit~y of IL oddltlve ii tUwe, LthIzt Is, 11.1 practical su~tability.

In Actual LX1.IsrJ'2ncc it turns out Oih;U the addiclvc.o that are mo;at attibLe

in time, that do not decomp~ooe into conqt' ionts, and that do n~ot precipitat-3

in 150-200 hours have th,- jreat,.&t cffect . reducivg couling surfare

dama~ge. Therefore on1e cannot judge the efficienc~y of additives from MSVI

testa since results contradicting actual data from diesel engine tents

can be obtained.

ILSV tests alsio do not p(-rmit a full eotimation of thie effect that

mechanical, electrochemical and temperature factors finive on the overall



damage of a .urface, -;"Incv the tests are conduicted in the high-frequency

range and at very hiJh accelerations.

17. Ac-e].cration Hethods of Testing Diesel En~ines for CavitaLion Damage

,r; fit, tests nade of the cavitatiun danmage of specimens on .:sv

it bCcolli.' p3:.:-,- e to tr.cr-ase the vibratory field by tens and hrundreds

of times and thus to uharpiy intensify the process of specimen damage,

in an actual diesel eiigine the caviLation dan:vge process proceeds slowly --

Lakirngs hLadrcda and thuubbnds of hcurs.

When btudies were made on a diesel engine to select active agents

nrotecting. afainst cavitation erosion, to shorten the tes~t time of each

variant ic often proves useful to intensify the cavitation processes, which

is achieved by increasing the gap brt•ween the piston and the cylinder

liner in order to raise the energy of piston iu-,act against the liner,

and this .ýc:eleration in testing is .also achieves by running the diesel

enginr in regim.en durir.g which cavitation erosion is intensified. This

msakes it possIble to intensify the process of damage to parts swept by

water LL the te't diesel engine by several times and to reduce the test

duration by an equal nuimber of times.

By intex.ifying the daurage process by fourfold, damage can be pro-

duced in 500 hours that is equivialent to the damage In a series-built

diesel obtained after 2000 hours of operation.

To ý-itenslf) the process cf damrage to cylinder li ners in the Ch 15/16
diesel engine, one must triple the liner vibrational level, which is

achieved by increasing the thermal gap between the piston and the liner by

0.25 nun.

2f
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a .- . V of IMnW Liner of thCh 1 I t w

Figure 37.Depe Dape ne as a Function ofMedimand Teperature:
a - Change; in Vibration off Cyl~ider Liner of the

Piston and the Liner; b - Increase in Weight Loss

as a Function of L~ncr Vibration; c -,Increase

In Damage as a Function of Mediumn Teip-•rature, for

1.05 atim Pressure in the Medium

KEY: A- L, db
B -AG, g

I

When the vibrational level of 4 liner is tripled, the rate of its

cavittLion damage increases by about twofold.

Uperation of a diesel engine in the cooling temperature range

55-60° C au cor:pared to 78-800 C with normal operating conditions also

intenbffies the failure process by a factor of 2.

Thus, a threefold'increase in the liner vibrational level and

operating the diesel engine in the cooling temperature range .5-60° C

means a fourfold increase in the cavitation damage process, which in turn

2,akes it possible to shorten the diesel engine test time by a factor of

four. i
Figure 37 presents functions characterizing the extent of acceleration 4

of the cavitation damage process in accelerated testing. Figure 37a
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shows the increase in liner vibration with increase in the thercal gap

bCetwcen the piston and the liner, and Figure 37b shows an increase in

damage with a risc In vibrations. When vibrations are increased from

"15 to 44 g, darzLe climb& by a factor of 2

Figure 17z, chows the dependence of damage on cooling temperature.

A temiperature tise from 20 to 550 C increases damaage by twofold. In tests

on Ch 15/18 diesels and other models by the method of increasing the

vibrational level and selecting the appropriate cooling temperature, the

test time for each of the variants of diesel engine design considered for

cavitation resistance can be appreciably shortened. These tests are

accelerated and are conducted under a 500 hour program, instead of

2000-2200 hours.

To, snte-nif th cavitSLation damage pruc~~b~ Uby L pru 14LUr, one'ii

must additionally increase the vibrational .level of the surfaces being

damaSed by selecting the appropriate'diesel engine operating regime,

increp -ing the roughness of the surfaces undergoing damage to the second

finish class, and cooling the diesel wWt!. an open cuo'iiig system, which

increases the gas content in the water.

18. Visual EstiMatLion of Cavitation Processes and the Initial Stage of

Cavitation Damage in Diesel Engines

Estimating the extent of damage to surfaces swept with water, cylinder

liners, and blocks of diesel engines Is usually carried out after" they

have been run for a certain number of hours.
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Diesel engines, both experiecntal aE w,-1i av ivhose'e operatad in

the national economy, run for different time Intervals in different

regimes. And this muearns changea inti te vibriatory ffelds u•'. diesel ergines,

thecir cooling regI.ie, nrd other parameters that. can strongly affect the

buildup of c•,vitztion damage to su::faces.

"The Intensity of the vibratioLi of a cylinder liner (of a specific

diesel engine rndel) depends on its operating regime. As the load is

increasea, the side press[ure force rises. Under otherwise equal conditiona,

this incrf-,;us tthe rate at which the piston slaps from one cylinder wall

to the other (with a charnge in the sign of the side pressure forces), and,

therefore, tho energy of its impact ago.:t the liner, but on the other

hand, as the load goes up the temperzture of the piston rises and the

gap between it Lnd the ixner (Psrprd.lll- for •- n ... .. decreaees

Therefore the intensity of liner vibraioln dan increase and decrease with

rise ir. load, depending on the type of diesel cngine.

0C.e of the Tndirect characteristics by whicb one can evaluate the

intensity of cavitation erosion to surfaces ie the intensity of the vibra-

tory field.

In evaluating damage based' on vibrational parameters, naturull,., the

effect of other paraumeters affecting surface er,,ion it not tak',a -ito

account.

Tran&parent windows are built ir the block for dit'•c obhervwLio'

of the cavitation proceas in dieeel engire cooling Jackets (X.'.igure 3.).

The windowe are made of plexiglas. The col figuration of the internal.

surfaces in the cooling system, when thu windows are'a install.ed, mhtt be

kept iwchanged.

'Ti,
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Fi&ure 33. Trancparent Window in a Diesel Engine
Block for Obscrvation of the Stage of
Cavitation Buildup

I
To estimate the fir•.t (initial) stage of cavitation damage, liners

in a test block are coated with a thin layer of bakelite varnish with

white nitro dye. This coating very rapidly breaks down when subjected

to cavitation erosion and in 3-5 hours of operation dsrk pits are t)rmed

in the coating, which can be readily observed with the unaided eye.

Observing an operating diesel with an experimental block and trans-

parent windows makes it possible to visually estimate the zone of

inception of cavitation bubbles, their approximate size, the direction

of motion, and importantly, to establish that the areas of a surface where

a small volume of bubbles are form d, whose lifetime is very short, are

subjected to damage.

It was found that cavities (bubbles) emerge along the vertical axis

of the external surface of a liner, at the site of the vibration antiuode.
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Bubbles entratv.ed by the liquid flow, whose disin-ter is notý Ic.(; tb'•n

0.?-Co l Dn', arf.ý ob-.crvable. *The time they spcnd '.:1thin the l LIa&.t. oI

vs.:itbility i; "'"out. 1 recv'd. In addition to theoc, smaller bubbleu,

* con2cscinl iiLro l;-rver bubbIcs up to 3 P.xn in dinr.,et-cr ale observea; thL A.e

larger bubbles separate due to lift act ion, float: upward&, and are entxained

"- by tie liquid i]Qw. Also observable are the cloudy region|; consistnif:, )f

larg, nu-,ers of very fine bubbles.

When the idling rpm of Ch 15/18 dice:el engines is increased, a

Cradi•al rise in the size and the nuubcrs of bubbles grouping into larjer

bubbles is visible, Then thc-y are c-tralucd by the water flow. lBubbl[es

smaller than 0A5 rzs in dia'imeter are not observed, just as in tin: calle for

the cloudy regions.

By increasing the diesel engine load from 0 to 100%, that it 150D rpt.,

we observed a reduction in the bubbl~e size due to the buildup in th,

inten-ity of lincr vibrations,

L.ven at a 75% load, the bubbles decrease down to dimensions whiich

make them virtually invisible and they can be tracked only as individ:2a.

persistent cloudy regioas. Using the high-speed SKS-IM-16 n~otion pictl...ra

car.era, the lifetime of the largest bubbles of the cloudy regions was

established, 0.001-0.003 sec. The bubbles appear and disappear on the

spot.

Finer bubbles cannot be observed in the cloudy regions without special

telephoto and high-speed motion picture cameras, since their dimensions

and lifetimes are very small. The high-speed comera uved can provide filmsling

at the speed of 800-1200 frames per second; this can record the buildup



of a bubble with a lifetime of 0.01 sec.

The use of a special coating and its damnage show that small cavities,

in the form of cloudy regiona, are the. most dangerous. Pits in light

• coatirwgs form wost often In their vicinity.

Visual ui,':-'rvation of bubble growth confir-ms that cavitation erosion

* in diesel engines occurr riast intensively at the highest vibration levels

"* and corresponds to the mnxvium speed and load operating conditions of

diesel. enginet., and a ccoling temperature in the range 50-600 C with the

prescure in the cooling sybtem at 1-1.1 atmospheres.

Observation of the buildup of visible bubbles during the diesel engine

starting and warming period shows that as a diesel engine warms up the

number of bubbles becomes smaller. Hfowever, the bubbles forming in these

regimes are larger in size and virtually always surface and are swept

away by the water filow without disintegrating at their inception sites.

A block fitted with trnsparent-winndows makes it possible to visually

observe the buildup of separate bubbles as the vibratory field of different

cylinders is increased, which can be varied by changing the thermal gap

between piston and liner and also by changing the gap in the lower seating

shoulder between the liner and. the block.

Observation results show that as the vibrational level is increased,

cavity size becomes smaller and failure proceeds more intensively.

19. Estimation of Cavitation Damage in Diesel Engine Cylinder Liners

Cylinder liner* fail in the zones of vibration and antinodes. The

most intense damage lies on the surface of a liner perpendicular to the

rocking plane of a connecting rod from the side force lccation. Therefore
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in investigations to find the methods by which to reduce the intensity

of caviitrticti damage in liners, the extent of damage must be estimated

for surfaces at which It is most intense. An estimation of the extent

of damage based on weight loss, related to the weight of the intact liner,

"is highly inaccurate owing to the great difference in the values of the

weight loss and the weight of the intact linor, and also due to the

weight losses associatcd with wear.

! $

Figure 39. Arrangement of Zones of
Maximum Cavitation Damage
in a Cylinder Liner:

1 - Connecting rod rocking plane

2 - Direction along which side force P acts

3 - Zone of greatest to external surface of liner

4 - Specimen

M'ore exact is the excised specimen method. A specimen with damage

areas is cut out of the surface perpendicular to the connecting rod

rocking plane at the side along which the maximum side forces acts, and

a control sample free of cavitation damage is cut out of any part of the

1 :;W
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undamaged surface, for cxnmple, from the area of point B (Figure 39).

Specimens taken from llnore of a 6 Ch 15/18 diesel are shown in Figure

: 40.

" "For the d!iage to liners from different diesel engines to be

"comearable, the ratio of the speci'.,n area to the external aresa of the

* liner is assumed constaint and equal to 0.025. On this basis, one can

obtain the true extent of specimen area S for a liner of any diesel

engine:

S xy,

where x is the size of the specimen along the circumference (Figure 39);

y is the size of the specimen along the height of the liner.

Since Sx/Sl W 0.025, is assumed •1 liner], and S, D D 1 (S 1 is

S - 0.025-O-D .- 1 CM2.
X OLU

"'hus, the absolute extent of damage is determined from th3 difference

in weights of identical-size specimenu cut from damaged and undamaged

liner surfaces.

Cases of cavitation damage to cylinder liners are observed in which

a limited number of pits (only several) appear in the damaged surface,

but they rapidly increase in depth and cause the liner to malfunction, by

forming continuous flaws. In all cases the total weight loss of a specimen

can be small, therefore here an ustimntion of the intensity of cavitation

damage must be madc by measuring the pit depth.

The extent of damage in liners depends on the operating time,
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acceler-ation ot: vibrations, the cooling. iewperiture, the linf'r material,

thp inish of the damaged surface, the pressure in the cooling system and

sevcral other ILict•ors. The level of vibr. tions in the operating time of

the liner' ai tCcS damnagee •o•,ot strongly. Figure 40 shows the curves of

damu~gc intensity ii time An a function of the dienirsionless quantity' S* C

S characteriz',.- the acceler;Ation of vibration moLlon of a surface. From
c

Figure 41 we soc that depLLiOlng on the acceleration, the same weight loss

of a liner 6G can be obtained in dilffrent times, and the shorter the

time, the greater the vibrgtion acceleration. For a vibration acceleration

of 100 g, a 1 gr•:m failure can be obtaincd in 110 hours of operation, and

tor a 500 g acceleration, even in 60 hours.

b)

Figure 40. Specimens from Liners o' a
6 Ch 15/18 Diesel Engine:
a - After Service in the
Diesel Engine b - Before
Service

Figure 42 shows the damage to liners at different vibration accelera-

tions. Analysis of these data shows that the damage curves constitute a

family of parabolas passing through the origin of coordinates and which

Ij



can be described by the equation

where t is thw. operating titce of the liner After which damage is deter-

mined;

>_q is the parometer ch,4racterlzing the acceleration of liner vibra-

tiono ; end

1 is the exponent of the power function, depeudtent on vibration

accelerit ion.

In its final forpi, the exprcssion for estimating the damage in

cylinder liners as a function of vibration acceleration, under otherwise

equal conditions, I.s as follows:

. (30)

Here t is the diesel engine operating time in hours;

U I -,. ... is the exponent for S in the equation, in which

the negative term corrects it for low Sc valucs not exceeding 60..

A

Figure 41. Dependence of Operating Time t Required
to Produce the Same Extent of Damage
for Differeut S:

SAG -1 g 2 G -0. 1 g

KEY: A !t, hours

S... . .. : . _ • . ' _ - . ..
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In estimattir. the extenit of cavitation damage to liners one must

allow for the L.ind of dan1ge. Damage in cavitation is represented by

.¢oru-,o.ped pits tLt.h the apex directed downiward it, to the bulk of the

Metn1t. IE.xparicimcc has showni that if t1.-: pit depth is rhree-fourths of

thc thickness ot the liner wAl., cracks form in the liner extending

thrua:h the danac;c craters anJ the diesel engine malfunctions. For

exaI:.p le, for 6 Ch 15/18 diesel with 6 n,!u thick liners, a 52 tram weight

loss of a liner sv-limen is the maximum. in this case the specific loss

is 1.5 g/cm , At the save time, a specific loss of 0.08 g/cm (absolute

loss 3 g) is not d:|aierous since the pits have a negligible depth. Only

clouded areas and ralescence colors are observed at the surface.

//

Figure 42. Cavitation Damage in Liners of
Diesel Eng .ines for Different
Accelerations:

1 and 2 M Material specimen 3 - 5 - Diesel engine liners

KEY: A - AG, g
B - t, hours

The maximum allowable damage depends on the liner thlckneou and

differs for different diesel engines. Figure 43 shows the coefficient

1L,.



characterI.t:.g the mnaxinaui allowable damage to cylinder liners of diesel

engines as a function of wall thickness:

'., !:3I)

huhre S S S 0 (S0 -. c m2 the area taken as a unit of damage);"

\ . (1\G Is the weight loss of a diesel engine cylinder liner;

1G0 3 -3 k, the weight loss taken as the zero threshold).

Where thie case when only a few pits appear in liners subjected to

cavitation domage, m must be deternined with respect to the increase in

pit depth.

Fig. 43. Det':ndence of the coefficicnt
character'zing the maximum allowable
damage to lincrs as a function of

liner thickness h
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* 20: 1.it-2, i y of Liner Vibrntions ind tha Effect of Design Factors

"* Tlw ftiidan'entital source of cavitation erosion in liners and biocks

of dir-,eýl enaicino is the hig-h-frequeucy vibration, of these cylink.re'"

liners c-'used by p[iton Im.pact passing from one cylinder wall to the

other near the top dead center as the sign of the slde p'essure force

chattges. Slap is aeusad by the presence of a gap between it and

the eylln-d.-r liner. Thus, the rmaller this gap the lower the impact

energy of the piston Pv,ailnst the cylinder wall. A significant reduction

in the gap in the cylinder - piston group is a difficult task since a

piston, allowing for theruma. and mechanical strains arising as the

load operating regime of a diehel engine 1-s varied, must have a (arefully

profilcd 0hape, that is, an oval, in cros:; section , Znd barrel-shaped,

heigh':wise. A. further deccease in the gap between the liner arid the

piston leads to scoring.

The size of this gap depends on the piston material (the coeficient

of linear expanslon), the ]ew-l of diesel engine uprating, the design

dimensions of the piston, its Loniiguration, and so en.

The energ7 of the piaton irpact against the liner wall is deterstined

by the velocity that the piston has in the transverse direction (slap)

and by its mass. The piston velocity at the instant of encountcring

the liner wall will rise with lacrease in tbe &ap i.n the piston-liner

pair and with rise In the aide pressure fortco (allowing fur the gas and

ine-cial forces acting on tlht! piston).
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The striking of a piston against its liner causes a "burst" of

its vibrations with a wide spread of values. Analysis of oscillogranms

showa th;At the beginning of thece intensified vibrations lags behind

the instant of chan-e irn the nign of these side pressure forces in the

piston r.-.chanism by the time nueded for the piston to travel withini the

gap limits frow one cylinder wall to the other, and the recorded liner

vibrationn are caused by piston Ilupact and not by strains produced by

baseous forces or other factors.

From an inspection of the oscillograms of liner vibrations we see

that in Mo3t cases a liier vibrates together with the piston pressed

against it. But in ixidividual cases (but especially when the spread

of vibration values is large), accelerationn of vibrational motion

prove to be so large that the inartial forces induced in the transverse

direction exceed th%, force of the piston side pressure against the

cylinder wal.l, resulting in the piston rebounding and then reimpacting

againut the cylinder wall. This can be seen from the breaks In the

vibra'-on peaks on oacil:ogramm. During the period of these intensified

vibrations, which constitute natural vibrations of the elastic wall of

the liner with tha piston pressed against it, which can be regarded as

vibrations of an elastic rod with an ettached concentrated maos, the.

accelerations of vibrational mvtion at a frequency in the range 900-

2000 Hz. exceeds by tens of times thN acteleration due to gravity, G.

This vibrational process then is the main iource of cavitation in a

diesel engine.

As shown by experiment&, the 25% increase in the gap leads to a

2.5 to 3.5 db increase in vitirationwi for a number of diesel enginos,

nI 50a ':'W incrc iro'I i ,, a 5 l'o 6 t.v.c 1•w1 it•c-re;,t;,. Testsa
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on a 4CHI0.5/13 diesel engine showed that a 50% gap incre led to

an appreciable rise in vibrations in the high-frequency range.

An increase in the piston mass with the gap in the piston-liner

pair and the side prensure forces kept constant leads to a rise in the

energy of the i.-'?act and to a higher intensity of liner wall vibrationG.

* Here one must take account of the fact that an increase in the piston

mabs leads to a rise in the inertial forces directed in the opposite

direction of the gaseous forces, and to a decrease in the side pressure

forces. This decrease in the side pressure forces leads to the

velocity of piston transverse wotion frog one cylinder wall to another

dropping off, To a large extent, this compensates for the i•,re-_e in

the piston mass in the resulting energy of the impact against the

1!4nrer in. thea vicinity of TDC.

Table 12: Changes in Vibrations in a lCh.,5/llDiesel

2II

_1 I _

I114

I 7 I .

7*; L7

ay:

1. Platpit weight it g. 5. Vibrational level of
2. Helad cylinder liners in db
3. Trunk 6. Liner
4. Points at which vibration was 7. Block

! in d.'



As experilments shn-icd, an inertuase in piston weight by a factor

of 1.5/2 does not cause an appreciable rise in the vibrations of liners

end blocks in'dlesel engines. When experimenls were conducted on

* dicsel engine-, the tcrncrature regimer, the gap in the moving members,

co.bustion pre-sure, cycle roughncus and several other parameters were

kept constant. This made it possible to avoid the effect of extraneous

factors on vibrations of diesel engine cylinder liners and block as the

piston weight was varied. The pistons were made of different materials

using the sa:m drawings and identical thermal gap was maintained.

The nature of liner vibrations proved to be strongly affected b7

piston design and the distribution of its weight between parts situated

above the axis of the piston pin and below it. This in because as the

impact against the liner is carried out by a corner of the piston. In

this case, the vibrations intensify compared with those that occur if

the piston scrikes the liner simultaneously with the entire gener-trix

cf its outer contour.i

As studies showed, when the piston weight is redistributed between

its head and skirt, the nature of liner vibrations is modified. Tests

conducted on a ICh 8.5/11 diesel engine (Table 12) confirmed that

minimum liner vibrations occur in the absence of canting of the piston

relative to the piston pin axis. When the pieton weight is redis:ributed

rela.ive to the pin axis, there is a change in the canting moment.

Similarly, minimum vibrations are observed in a Model Ch 8.5/11 when

the weight of the piston head is 525 g and the piston trunk weighi

395 g.

' ,7-,.



Thus, a variation in the ratio of weights of piston head to

piston skirt leads to a significant change in vibrations, whiY.e the

overall chanig. in piston weight has a small effect on the intenaity of

liner vibrations.

Reducing the sonersaulting action of a p1scon can be ac•hieves

also by incrasing the piston length. Table 13 presents diata on thz

intensity of vibrAtioo•i on several wodels of engineo as a function of

the ratio of piston diameter to piston length.

Table 13: Effect of Pioton Length on Range if Liner Vibrations

' 120

-7:1
S! -

S... • . ,.. .. . . . < * . - _ __.. 9

Key:

K. Diesel engine model

2. D6
3. Ch 10.5/13
4. Ch 8.5/11
5. D1548X
6. Piston diameter in mid.
7. Ratio cf piston length to piston diz:-ter
8. Range of intense diesel engine vibrations, Hz
9. To

From Table 13 we see that for a long pivton (D1548H diesel engine)

the vibrations of the engine become low-frequency as a result of the

greater area of piston contact with the liner at the instant of slap.

.he effect of increasing the length of the piston trunk on the

intensity of diesel engine vibrations was tested on a Chi 8.5/11 diese"

0 4



engitii :•hich provided an iwilrect estiuate of liver vibrations. Piston

length wan inci'eacd from 112..;n (aeriei-produced piston) to 130mm.

aho-, by studior, the minitt-m diesel engine vibrations were observed

when the trunk Ie',sth was increased by 9.-n and were 114db. A further

increasc in the Lrtnk length led to a rise in the intensity of vibrations.

Vibrations reached a level of 120db when the piston length was 130cm

* [should be mml z against 116db for a series-produced piston. This is

because the increase above o certain limit (121mm) in the trunk length

increases the wo, ent canting the piston and causes a rise in the level

of vibrations.

The canting of a piston during impact is also indicated by the

change in the spectral composition of the vibrational level.

For a seric3-produced piston (ll2nm), the highest levels of

vibrations are observed up to 2000 Hz, and when the piston length 13

121cm - only up to 1500 11z. As the frequency and amplitude of

vibrations are reduced, the acceleration is likewise diminished, which

leads to an abrupt reduction in cavitation damage.

The offset of a piston pin has some af ect on reducing the vibrations

of binders and blocks in diesel engines. Changes in vibrations for

different piston pin offset values were tei;-cd on the diesel engines

1 Ch 8.5/11 and I Ch 10.5/13. A special piston was built in which the

piston pin axis could be shifted relative to the piston axis by

replacing inserts with excentric openings for the pin.

The shifcing of the piston pin axis relative to the piston axis

(offeetting of the piston pin axis) changes the side pressure forces.

An additional noment appears tilting the piston. For the appropriate

selection of th, of foct value, a reductioa In thfe cnergy of impact of

iii
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Lhe piston a;-:-rnit the liner and a decrease In the intensity of liner

vibrationg can be achieved.

Table '.4: Vibration Frequency as. a ''tIiction of !,n( r Thickies s

I,' ", ... 7

Key:

1. Lirur thicknens in r.m.
2. Frequency of free vibrations Hz.
3. Vibrational spvcd in cm/r~cc
4. (.Sill rheas ribbini;),{

During the period of investigations, the offset value vaas varied

within the limits from 0.5 to 6swa, ýrnd the over-ill vibrational level

by 3db.

To estimate the tffect of cylinder liner ctiffness on liner vibr;.tiori,

tests were mLde on cylinders of various thic'ý.:nsses and on cylinders

fabricated fruoi different materials. Before the beg.ýnning of the acot -tic

tests of a diesel with different nylinder 3ineo'•, the free-vibratica

frequencies of the cylinder liners were detennitted in *ata;ic conditiens.

we know that the free-vibration frequency range changes with chzngj.$ in

structural stiffness. One must establish how the matcrial av4 chictlania

of the cylinder liner affects its free vibrations.

An increase in the thickness of a cyLinder liner made of the *azs

material leads to a reduction In the intensity of its vibrations

7 ,-'



(Table 14) in sp~te of an Incr ase in the vibration frequency.

Tests in ft,!I-eize conditione on operating diesel engines that

were conducted, on cylinder liners of various stiffness values confirmed

the •r0atic test rcýýults. VibrationBs of the cylinder liners decreased

with incr•case in: thickness. In approximate terms that can be assumed
*

that a decrease itt vibrations as the thickness of cylinder liners is

increased obeys the follow¢ing function:

L.- L] db

Here L and L are the vibrational levels tor the tests and the rated
2 1

cyll-der thicknesses. H2 and 11, are the t it and rated cylinder liner

thicknesaes.

Yrom these data it follows that doubling the cylinder liner thickness

reduces the diesel engine vibrations by an average of 3db (that is, by

nearly half). At the same time, when the cylinder liner thickness is

increased with a re.duction in the total levels, the vibrations it the

high-frequency spectral region becme less.

A typical method of seating a liner in a cylinder block is the

procedure in which the liner-has in its upper section a shoulder and a

guide zone, and in its lower section - a second support zone provided

with rubber sealing rings.

Under otherwise equal conditions, the liner vibrations will be

weaker, the shorter the span between the support zones and the tighter

the seating of a liner in the block at the support zone. Naturally, a

reduction in liner vibrations will be promoted by an increase in the

nuaber of support zones (if tight seating will be achieved between
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them arid the block, or when the gap is much italler than the ampl!tude

of the liner vibrationmr.) and, as an extreme case, fitting the liner

with scrcU-type rupport projections ever it-s entire height,

Pitgur- 44: Cavita*tion Damage in SpeciL(JIn as a Function of the
G:pL-h rt;Qcn T-" i for Different Frequencies of Exciting Forces
at CotlsLont Acceleraition:

1 -20 kHz - 10 k!Lz 3- 5 lz

Key: A- G, mg

CaviLd-ion erosion in diesel engines is somewhat affected, with I
the liner vibration intensity kept constant, by the design of the water

jacket, and above all by the thickness of the water layer surrounding

the cylinder. Not only does the flow rate of the water depend on the

distance betwcen the walls of the liner and the block (the thickness of

the water layer), but alno the resilience of the layer. It is noted

that the thinner (beyond some limit) the water layer in the water jacket,

the less resilient it is. Cavitation erosion occurs more intensively

in the narrow cavities for the same water flow rate not only vithin the

cylinder but also within the blocks. This becomes especi.'lly evident at

the locations of support zones if they have a gap sufficiently large that

waite passes through it.



Thr effect of the resilicnce of the water layer- in associatud with

the fA . the wit.ct layer L. .•.,do tjhiinrte, tensil aiid compressive

Stresrtvn arte produc.:d, for SrITlter itrline, which then Dive rise to the

incept i.., and coll.-. be of cavitution bubb]t!IP.

Tef:rt viado oi, ti:-V khowed (!:eure /41) that the weight loss of

"aluaivi t ,q,cciu.eu,; It. warked 'y affected by the gap/63 between vibrating

and fi-ed (actlin. ,: g shield) specimens. Tests were conducted in tap

water.

Thef dan'age intcimsity curvor. No. 1 and 2 plotted based on data of

tests aL 20 and 10 I:Hz have a well-defined maximum, however this occurs

for different gaps LbetAeen vibrzting and fixed speciimens.

S. P. Kozyrev [23J noted tViait the pross]Ice of a failure maximun

is avoci.it'd with t:be natural fre,:,ency, of tOe cvitntion bubbles.

which on entering into resonance -4ith the frequency of the exciting

force, collapse more intensively and, as a consequence, more strot-gly

damage the coolinS surface. The corresponding diameter& of the .- vi-

tation bubble can be determined from a forLiula derived by Sweet,

0.(6

where d is the diameter of the cavitation void in cm, and

f is the frequency of the exciting force in klz.

The diameters of cavitation bubbles capable of resonating as a

function of excitation frequency will be as follows:

f in kHz... 2 5 7 8 10 12 15 20 22
d in mm ... 3.3 1.3 0.93 0.82 0.6b 0.55 0.44 0.33 0.3

I



'From these data we see. that for vibrations of liners occurting at

fre4uencies up to 2 kHz, evidently one r'nust not expect a marked effect

of reoonance ',,el:o0oenn, sisice bubbles this large (diametere greater

th.in 3..1r.n for 2 klz and below) have freat lift zri surfa.:e without

collap.'lng. Tierefore the effect of the thicknesr, of the water layer

in th-i Jacket in ansociatcd ni:iinly wiLh changes in layer resilience.

* kMorcovcr, even %;Ith the .:;V it was notced that, beginning at excitation

frequfýuciee of 4.5 - 5kHz and below the damage values as a function of

the gap between rpecimens levels off (Curve 3, Figure 44), since at

this frequency the resonaraLe cavitation bubbles are m~ore than 1mm in

diameter and surface.

In several cases, in studies made on the MSV the data

on the effect of the gap between vibrating and fixed specimens do

10t C:CeC with the daca obtair.ed in iull-si2e dleesol engine tests,

Cn the MSV the failure of the vibrating specimen (a liner Aralogue)

Increa~.es with decrease in the distance to the fixed specimen (biock

analogue). The simulation failure of these tests is evidently associated

with the following observations:

1) in MSV tests, the higher vibration frequency was directly above

the intensity of the cavitation procesves, therefore the resilience of

the water layer played a secondary role; and

2) a flow of fluid from the vibrating specim.en to the fixed specimen

was arranged on the KSV, which altered the nature of the pressure distri-

bution in the zone of the specimen compared with the actual cooling system

where intense vibrations of liners caused a somewhat different distribution

of acoustic pressure.
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r- Figure 45: Liner of Diesel Engtlu with Cavitation

.. AAlong the Lnwer Zone

Figure 4u: Appearance of Lower Zone of Liner

tI
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Figur- 47: Damnage to Block in Lower Zone

Iutensce cavit�tion d.nauge in a nuraber of dienel engines in

n;arrow locations (in the areas of thL. tcating choulders) at times leads to

cracl.a in linL.n- aid blocks.

Figure 45 shovs the (yiinder lincr of a b (h 15/18 diesel engine

with Ji.tense civitation pitS along the lower seating zone, indicated

with &,^rows. The cavitation pits, up to l.Smm deep, are densely scattered

over t.ie surfae fin the area of the lower seating zone, where after

528 hours of diiel engine operation in a truck, a crack appeared in the

liner and the disel engine malfunctioued. Figuro 46 shows a severely

cavitated lowet scating shualder of the liner of a diesel engine from

the SKL (German Democratic Republic) Dicsel Plant having run

for about 2000 hours with the gap at the shoulder of about 3mm. on

another liner of this same diesel engine, the shoulder shows no

discernable traces of cavitation damage since the gap was much smaller,

1.2mm. In theme cases, the seating zones of the blocks also were

attacked besides the attack in the liners.
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Figure 67 chows witli -,n arrow significani d.amage areas in the

vicinlity of the lower seating zone of the block of a 6 Ch 15/18 diebel

eng ine.

It to shkin., by operetLiti practice cavitation dawage in the area of

the upper seating shouldvr can prove very dangeroua. Wlhen a gap u? to

S lr.t- is presenL between the cylindrical sections of the liners And th'-j

* bl.,c1:s beneath the upper seating shoulder, intensive cavitation and damage

can occur in the location of Intense vibration, both in the liner and in

the block.

21: Lff-ent nf Cooling System Deaign on the Cavitation Erosion of

Liners and Blocks in Diesel Lngines

Two systems of liquid cooling are used in diesels: flow type

PnA• typc.

The flow system, fresh water or sea water, after cooling diesel

engine parts, arrives at the overflow. Contrasted to this system, in

the clnGed cooling system, voter beyond the engine enters a heat exchanger

where it is cooled (with water or air) and returned again to

the cligine.

In both the flow type and the closed cooling aystet, devices for

temperature regulation can be provided so that the temperature of the

water exitivg from the engine for different load regimes varied

only 3lightly. To do this, w'ater is directed in two directions in

the flow system from the tharmostat (two-channel) installed at the outlet

from the engine to the overflow end along a diversion pipe back to the

water pump and to the engine. In the closed cooling tystem, the thermo-

1 -(,



st3 directs thle %~ter blaio !n two ('irect~ionl: t~o the hcat'-eychanger

and back to tilh -z-iý

-a~a *-J~ cz 34lz is beint;g operated at 1lrw loda, the

;rnouat of hez. ýI~vi-!n cl'.;f`n th~e i;.tcr is redul(-u , ti-.C ther-idl regUt-aLIuWl

that, c,:Iujyzii tccl yast&v vf the wateTr pansing theuuc,uIh the

en:.iri! bacl- to t!Le engir.,- i.-ust. tiali.tzin the repnfre' temptral-ure Ilevel

in the coolito, iryatem.

AL. thu ~U~ time, ccol iig ,yn%-t.*jI .fl 41nu5s either have no

te-xt~r.iture rvivil.tion s;ynu what.evr--r, or vlse if prevent, they exhibit.

a decree of 1-01 o] nuiFurini ty so high thaiA during the operatIng

time at low lozdG eniginc'a p;,:ove to t,(- Eupiercool'..d.

A key diuuzdva'ntogc of the flow ty-pc tystcri in Lthe ftact thait when

the Lemperat~ure of the w~itter £1cuwin), out t:f the engineL~ truat not exceed

50-55c1C to avGId depob 4tt8 of nialt (sciile) Iin the coAinS *ayate-, tha;t is,

the t~emperature reE~ime that is mokt rli.&~advAntagcovu frc~ui the (Atar. point

of ceAvitation clasige mruot be maintained. 1w ~the abaence of a temperat~ure

vetuJii-tifl8 oyatera, the teq~-crature of the water ait the Inle4t into a diesel

eny~in(: fluctua:.-tit vidf-ly J,.pvttding on the rnaVi-)i.atu1I conditclons of the

vetavel aind iv- trime of thr-- ycar, the diecel enginie often operates auper-

cooa(!6 and am a Te~iu1l gapt; a~re incr(*anoi-d and the level Of liner vibratioije

rives.

Fifvycing w4,t.('t contai~ns uciial1y 1iVr(' %IurIbe*' of Cavit~tioll nuclei

L-. t:e ý'I: I, bJubbleS of 41t- I&T~4 8B$, Lin~i nllo in theA fomWof solid

suST.ep~ded Pari~t1cles. All. this n ikej thel HOvW iype. ~ccoiLng aystem uifAvorable
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with rewect to c.avitation ,-.obion of cylinder liners and Llvckas Moro-

over, wihen sea water in used in a flew type cooling system, all the water

jack,,t.e of sn er,;,ine are tuhjs.cted to corrosive erosion.

T •critly, thL. ýlased ey~tew of cooling is 'Inding greater use in

dleccl r :lne-c ol aull typeo I'eginnin& with largt crocn.head, high-ckpAxcity

* engitn.vr down to t., ones.

A iystem in w.'hiclh w;-ter is pumped frout the water cooler into tlhe

cylvidJrr jackats, and thun arrivej in thi- cylinder hcd and cuvity of

thd exhaust maniiold, and then back again into the cooler is the otouv.

vider.-,rti.d clo5ed cooling nyrt-ra. The use of pure water with minnmum

alkdinfty, acidity, and gan content in the system reduces the r-calo

deporiti and dirdinloh,:s corrcsion d4 ',age.

floweve)., the clocad eyotem of cooling will be effective and justify

iteelf in the co&:trol of cavitatiin erosion only if the cooling temperature

regi•e. is 85 - 901C for a preipcure iv thn ty&tem close to the atuio~pheric,

1.1 - 1.2 ait, and when the coo'ling temperature regime is 90 - 951C for

a preubur'e of about 2 atm.

Thib Lewperature regime must be malutairied when the diesel is

being operated in all regimes. But in actual conditlons in many casee

when diesci enginco are oper&-ti'd at low loads, the temperature In the

coolin,' sy.,tem falls to 40 - (O 0C, that iL, down to a temperature that

is the must unfavorable from the standpoint of build1 up of cavitation

or*cvion procasaex.

The cooling system of the 150 marine diesel engines was modernized

at the Dnepr Steamashlip Companiy for hydrofoil rhips. The mod-rniszatifn of

tha cooli.ag •voLeui consisted oe 20 - 407 of the Water pumped wita, a
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water pomp into thp aft-jacket space and it-s bypans back to the intake

con-2ctLion of the water pu-ip. This madt: it possible, first of all, to

hurtzln the die:c:! engine warLt up time :nd to raise the Lemperaturea in

the coolint tiyrtcn by 3 - 5°G for rated-power operation, which became

78 - 82 0 C after (M) hours of operation of a diesel crntine with modernizcd

coolnniri &'ystez; it was found that cavitation erosion to the cylinder liners

"and b.-;,-k.: of tht engine vaB reduced ccpmiarad with the damage over the

si. , ti'e inttarvail, but w:ith a nerier-built cooling system. Aftex 900

houra u: operation: In seriec-,..uilt H50 dleael enginei; in the )nr_-pr

Ste4.±ah.p Li'e, piit; up to 2 - 2.Sem dee-p appeared on the cylinder liners,

while vith the n.odernized system damage was reduced.

Personnel at .'oi'thern PiAvur Steu:riship Line using 3D6 marine diecels

also increased the tcmperaturu regime in the cooling system by vodernizing

. T .u-L.iiG+. ul G.- coolLig syntcrn consiste.A iZn buyp4ling

30 - OUA of the coolart water past the block into the jacket of the

exhaust manifold. "hic measure was carried out by iustalling an i4ditional

3/4"-cectiorn of piping from the water pump to the exhaust manifole cavity.

As a resuit, it was porib]e to raise the temperature regime for 31V6

diesel engine cooling and, as a result, to prolong the service life of

cylinder liners in the diesel engines frow 2000 - O U0 hourB to 1~O0 -

5000 hours.

The moeaures adopted by the steamship companies made it possiple to

raise the temperature of the cooling system (in all velocity and load

regimen) gnd to reduce cavitation damage to liners and blocks in diesel

, ang.lnes. The same effect could have been achieved by improving the

temperaLure rogulation by increaaing the proportion of water bypassed over

i-'



the coolcr directly into the intke malnline of the w;t.er pump.

In evaluating the effect of the cooling system design on the

cavitat4.n .ai.iage, onp. must estimate the role of the water flow rate
in the cooling cavities.

The flow rate iv differetA diesel engines and at different points

in a warct- c'vity of the :area diesal engine varies vithin the liiLts

0.2 - l.!;+•/aec and c•iy in ser.( engines does it rise to 8m/sec at

veveral point&. As ct-chwn by the hydrodynamic theory of cavitation, this

velocity in clearly iimuifficient for the initial stages of cavitation to

build up. This was also confiri..ted by experiments in which water was

pumped through the •ngine's forced feed cooling 3ysteta in the absence

of liner vibrations.

A study of combine.d effect of vater flow rate and thc. vibratory

field of a material t;pccimen, using a MSV, showed that as the flow rate

of the watev is incre;sed the doriage at the same vibrational leval rises.

This can be accounted for by an increase in the flow rate vw (w -water)

of water layers with respect to each other and by a reduction in the

rupture strc.nrjth of water. Che ruptare of .zater and the implosion of

cavitation bubbles occur, under otherwise equal conditions, with lower

vibro-activily. When vibro-activity is increased, damage becomes more

intense (Figure 48).
k In some low-output diesel engines, the water pump capacity can be

so high that the pressure drops in the water system at the locatitno of

water inflow into the block will reuch the level required for cavitation

processes to occur. With the wateL pump capacity kept unchanged, this is

also observed in downrated diesel cngine models. The presence of liner

W16



vibratlo:is will promote the buildup of cavitation processes. Cavitation

bubbles arise in the zone of 1xLinimum preF.:uL'ea at the areas of water

supply narrowing, and on enteziug the increased pressure zone partially

collapsing in the e-:pr;nded cooling cavity, dn~aging the cooling burface

both in the block and in the liner. The damage at thvse location:; is

eliminated by changing the cross-scction and shape of the inlet and outlet

water connections ;,nt. by changi:-o the angle of inlet and outlet inclination,

that is, by reducing the pressure drop in the nearest cross section of the

water-inlet and water-outlet rohnnnels.

Figute 48: Dependence of Cavitation Damage to Specimens on the
Flovw Rate of the Fluid and the Vibratory Field.

: -' ---- I

: /5>--"- , -I
-u1

Key: A: AG, g
B: v ,n/sec

77: Eff"ect of Diesel Engine Opurating Regime

The diesel engine operating regim.e affect$ the intenaity of vibrations

of cylinder liners by way of changes (io accordance with the diesel engine

operating regime) in the clearancce in the piston-cylinder group, and by

chaittes i.t the side precture for,;es. Increatdng the rpri for a specific

dies.l engine is reflectx'd in a change in the side pvesoure forces owing

I 5 4

!i



.• ri:e h, the ti:ra corponcnc (the over,ýll side pressure force

Vorues -..iai.evr). W1rli on increase in rpm per unit diesel engine operating

1 ' !, .,)Cr of J.l tn impacts against the cylinder wall rises and

.... ' ,o ti .,- of i:' e cylinrc(.c liner vibraitions, leading to cayitation

A r4!-e ii, the sic;, pretasure force as a functlon of the extent of

* c-ng In , can pl:)y either the principle or secondary role. The

.y . ,-c.ure rcf.%ulation of the engine affects the intensity of

L..V. Lt:•, .:owi on when Jhe load regime is increased. If, for a reduced

te.,,: ure of thc water in the cooling system is sharply

!.-.zed~z�,h- .:•i the loo(! in increased, the temperature regime proves to

bi- L.ore ontLi.,al i.nd the c'vitaion eresion becomes less. Experiments

.Loi:!. .'i- ii~liud C ,;1 .5ii3 diesel engines (with aluminum pistons) a

.irie in thc load is acccr'panied by a reduction in cavitation damage, but

-in rw.dc Ch 15/i11 diesel engines, in'contrast, by greater damage.

An incý-(case in the rpm in all cases must lead to greater dam:'ge

pur unit dlctel operating tiie..

Figure 49 presents a nir,;sogram for estimating the vibro-activity

of diesel ::,ort flanges. Tho level of main-frequency and high-frequenc.y

c;u-:ld by opvtr:.tion of the piston-cylinder group and transmitted from

thu diesel engine block to the support flange is determined with the

no;-iiograw at the point at which the lines of power and' dLejel engine rpm

intersect with the inclined line characterizing the vibrations .f the

diesel engine block. The vibrationa arG read off upward.

11
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Figu'e 9: A~oxam o.-Calulaingthe Vibration of

I" J)i.:del En~;b&• Bcdplate.
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Figure 50: Vibi-atton Spectra. of the 6 Ch 15/18
Diesel riiigine Block

*. . . . . ° .- - .. . *.. . -. . . .

* ' I

I I ! I

Figure 50 shows the vibration spectra of a 6 Ch 15/lb diesel

engine block. Curve 1 charactcrins the vibration spctr', at 1000 rpm

Wýt a 10'ý load, and Cu~vc 2 - t~e spectrumn at D)UL rpmn ýYith a 100%

load. Vibrations of liners and lol1'cks inicrease as the cooling

temperature is lowered.

23: Effect of Propel-Liao of Coolant Liquid on the Intenwity of

Cavitation Daimage

It was experimentally observed that the frequency of turnover of

coolant vater in a die~sel or uater in which te_ýtz are conducted on a

MSV affects damage 1fltofsity.

When long-term experiments were conducted for a number of houra in

t~he same water, damge occurred spoewhat slower. The experiments

conducted in which water azs periodically changed show that cavitation

damage intennifies with respect to ecperiments con~ucted in the sage

water.



The bu1idu)p in cavitation da-a:e'in replaced water can be accounted

for by the prt.:,ance in It of a largcr amount of dissolved air than 5.n

the dater fro,.- which dissolved gases and air have already evolved.

Fi.wre 51: Iffect of Frcquency of Water Replac.ement on
thc! Failure of a Cast-iron Specim.Qn Tes9ted on

ba 18.5 kHz i V (SM-1370, Surface F3,nibh V3):

1 - and 3 - Water it; not changed
2 - and 4 - Water is chariged '

S-and 2. -1~l

-'=15-

-and 4 - T=65C

key: A: t, hours

Air disr, o~ved in water reduces the strength of water, which then

leads, for the sam~e vibracion amplitudes and frequencies, to the more

facile formation of vapor-gas bubbleb, Conver.aely, a sharp rise in the

number of air bubbles in water leads tc &n increase in ita restlience and

hampers the collapse of cavitation bubbles.

Prior treatment of water when it is warmed and sound-Lrradiated

reduces the intensity of cavitation damawh.
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I.51 uhow:: thi:. changc lit the weight loeass ol specimens

as a fuact ;•u of te:t 6,uration f-,r different tc•mperaturcs, in which

water was rcr.taced •sn• in which w.-ter was unchunged during the exptriments.

The ctirvc.:, in this f-.,•ro show ttrit the . intensity dcpends on

ti. nperaturic,

For -,:.-,:rLinents in water who':4c temperature was kept at 15- and

* 65 0 C, water r•'21ace.cn: was shov'a to have ,ni ekfect. It w-,. found

that the sloap of the curve charact-crizin6 d;,:i.vge when water was changed.

co:s.pared to curves obtained in ('xp'erinents uG1-,!a the or;2 water is 50

higzher and remains unchanged for ditf'erent w.atcr temperatures. On this

b-.sis the i;.tensification of danagi! can be datermined for cases in

which water was chanZgid.

Frcm Figure 52 we see that the build up in d&zaagSeZG is the

difference
G' . /

where G' and GI are the damage ljt:, nities in replaced and unreplaced

water.

Assuming that CY 5, we get

The ratio

for a given coolant water temperature remains constant and can be taken

as the coefficient ki. Then an increase in the intensity of damage to

a surface for the same duration, under otherwise equal conditions,
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expres..; in grams, will be as follows for the case of periodic

water replacement:

AG - kIG1 .

Thus., the cocfficieut k is a function of the coolant liquid

tn:aperatur., since tho djr:age at different temperatures differs (the slope

of the curvC. it different) and, therefore, the slope data of these

curves iii aLso different.

The total weight loss for da.aage in replaced water is found as

the sum

Go G' + kG' G G' ( + kl).

riettrue 52- ' gM-agra. for ¢.. -l. a--e" I.... .

?

- I

I Water unchanged 2-Water changed

KeyA: key, hours

B:° ACM.

The slopes of the damage curves for different, temperatures were

taken from materials of the preceding sectiona of this book. Thi

1 v.P I *
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c.efft,:nt,: calcultLCed based on thn cxperiPUTmts conducted are lieted

in Table 15.

Yr. 1 th ",'= dit i it fllowni tl;;ht in the tcriperature regimes

corc-nyc,, •i-, Lo t- .- ; or di,::1 eugitvtn with the flow-type cooliln

C&yatew (. '0.C~, . of c:.vttation dinge iztevsify by 20 - 2Y•.

Tl-e I 1:,'hvrt ict it.wicatio w eJ cavitatioa oi.curs at low temperatures

cc, Cres:,t .. _r,- to , reintcs. It is typical to noLp that in the

high tc: -- rao.ure ran-., 85 - 90CC, Lhe proccis slows dc,.n at, atmoephberic

Frcssur. ;nil is equ-c Ad to the proc¢ci occurig in water that has lost

iLG diso],avd air.

Tabl¾e 15: Coef~ficient 1

2 2.

Key 1. Tepeatr of wate in C , " x •

2. Angle

mainl by chage in~ ; th sauae vao presure

I .. .. i ")I ' .; i ' " '"

I ,, -. ,-

| I - [ -, j " :,' ' • '2 ' , ,,- I 9 |

Key: 1. Temperature of water in °

2. Angle ,8

The effect of the water temperature o•t cavitation damage is caused

mailny by changes in the saturated vapor pressure.

It bears noting that oxygen is the most corrosive component affecting

a buildup in damage. Figvre 53 shows the dependence of damage on

i(- €
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purging of ,at'cr "with various gases. The grete!-;t damage rcr'ults when

watcr is swept %.'10 oxyfen (Curve 1). Thie damau.e iG much riore intense

than 0.,oin t~i' water (C-arvv 2). Sv,.eping wt,ýr with gasen that do

not intcn!.ify th? oxidation of N2 ond CO2 leads, conversely, to a

•w a ' 0!:1, of . tattion da...r,.c.

I1,i tlht.& e ct': ! vhen t,.' iterial 0--":.gcd by cavitation is subjected

, to o'IdatLion (t, c:•a-;le alluy ,tenl) rv:,n Gwtccpi-,i water with oxygen

"roduce thŽ cavitU.tiou intcri: (Fig:Tie 54). lcre the preswnce of

gases 'n water intreases it- d.:nping properties and compressibility.

Figur: 55 shown Lh2 rate of czanage for nteel 60 as a function of the

frequi:ncy of spec.i.ren vibrations. The effect of the presence of oxygen

in water begins to 1)ecome evident at the frequency Z.5 - 3 kHz, that is,

preci.ely in the frequency range at which oXidation processes begin to

become evident in cavitation Ooa-age. Generally only machanical factors

affect damage in the lower ranne of vibration frequencies.

If a material is weakly affected by oxidation (Figure 56), the

preaence of oxygen in water is equivalent to the presence of any c :her

gas in w~ter and does not intensify :he damage proceiss even in the

high-frequency range, 10 - 20 k~z.

It is useful to examine in closer detail the effect that oxygen
dissolved in water has on the damage suffered by matcrials used in

diesel engine building.

Verification of the effect that the oxygen content has on

cavitation damage was conducted on aluminum and cast-iron specimens

30mm in diameter on a MSV in tap water, distilled water and also in

high-purity water (high-purity water is distilled water purified in

1 (;.



a -. 1 5r-cxc~i f ilixr, cntiiuriq -i~j tt.-. removal of oxygeni fxrom

w~t~:r) 11i~ ~ werc te-Ited in a1 litrotttc~.lly ccealed bath wit~h

stc.-y water rerd. c: n~t i~i Othe bLth vvr'ry 1.5 minutes . The s~pecimens

wer, d cv. :-. Il,%ur of c~j;Lration, litc water tc-,i-)'ratuxs ua kept

iot t in t1.L, of 18 - ?3C,. LDiring Lhe invcntigatictl., a

t4'~JJ1; ~t~~.~i~ m adec ui r'ater for c~;:ncontent, (Table 16).

F'igure 52: Dz: ; to Steel 671 in, Water S.'turated With
VarI 10:13 Gcia. ( 'AO 0>.., C3a
~and c('i Voun I utV ,' wl za/mzill.)" I ~

0~~~ ~ ~ 2 ihuIweig3N I

Key A:9 we/
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b~tur;l Lt.t k! G~':~( 19 It . A 0~ -0A2;sf
p L ]ati: , lnd Gas Vol 1. 1'A! rloii !,L ml/raiii)

In I.-t e ,~c I;IV

aA 1'7ntc. i ic V ba io r:

111,CIICY ~ ~ (A --. 0 5 1) 1 a .

b-'



r Fitillra 56. c of Gan Content in Water or. the Damage to

tliL ' :rtecl 1.1, 12 UNU188 -r#; a Functhit- of Vib-atJioL
r'rc.*.u]ncv 6% O- .C25r~w, p ) 1 atmD t U C, and
Coi 'Vn1 u~ne 'F Iow 5 0 m Di/n in)

I Wi th out ia r,'7 p~ lj nZ 0

irey It: A
11. f, kllx

7 ig:ui-o 51, ai nud b b .~.i& thp. intertit~y vC cavitat ion dom~age to

a1u~aiinum ,.n Caqt Stoat 'l "fA fUDLtLiOt of tile OX~y9011 CODUont iii water.

I'latil 111r)Wu-( ihai tiŽ 0101'!i* Ga1lrutioai of WiLCT' h~ia diffcorerit %A13CLS fit)

Llae iutt;.,iLy of CiAVI t-til ioaa iinagI o1 LA'ut iVron1 lLid alumitum.

Purifying~ Watcr of oxygen riankq it p~ntiible to significantly rQducd

cavltetiolk damwage to Cai-Lt irau apacimensn. Ii tu p water the dawage was

Approximatel~y 13- 17 mg/hour, wnillu Ili divLill.cad water It. ww 5 - 6 tug/ioumr

and Iin ligh-purity watorh I3 4 mg/hour. The natura of the urouiora

darmaj- t~o a tiumiple nufa~fc also varliad. The surface of a ifAinpLe tested

In top wi ter %,;a coa.t.d With plun up) to It-nm in dipatneter an~d 0.0 amu in



ec' , a,,''l ' uni for:, 1.ýyer of col. Yos ton product 6. The corrosion

10-.3 W.1t .;cclya-u oil tile of-icea theO specimen tested

i~. .2 wur tf . cr. '1)L .rutaion pi.ts wt-re not: wore- than 0.21 .an iii

tJ . iti I~.-i, 5 rt;&iller th.,! in ta&p watc'r, and at a d(epth

o: -~i. .. n Eus.ults cors .,-pond to rthe datai prv.ented in 010 Btody

I"..'.Ve-r, "A. 'Llin CtriyJ [to ConuVh.x:;Lion wa t[h'efl- to the corrosion

1. ..- ,~.'.d y k-Cc.v2S P.nif.:.'L 1 cn c'vA iron~ waa t'omted

it) I-t.~;-j;..irity S t4 c3 It, not. co:oted with1 curr'ocioi prodtictn int

thj'.,~ri 0X iW;.Ltr awl, ir-,ý w-jh 'c)&s ift amaller than in t~'p Wikter.

Fij.-irr 57:I~ r to npt.c!t .:,in In Witter:: -i - Cit 24 -44

G(ji~L I.C01; L, AtId4 (Altuzinurn Alloy)

1 - p Wi.(,i-p 2 D .isti.lled vz~t~c 3 Uf1ijipurity water

':.Y.I0e-iImlntut ricowipd th~it La elu £ct. of itIna g~al uaLuratijn of liquid

0n Lro.io' d1011~ cdn'bot; bc, coupilderi~d apart; from chiewical. acti~vity and

ct)%e cotrrcl-Jin xiicsiitu'ince of & r.w icil T?.Ls iu couidirmed by the fact

thAA W)IWI U'iMOa1 k tnotin of jgaa ara irosetio. in a 11.4jui6, the force

o)f Oi:h ly&&VAUiC ic impalct L.bll 41irUU LIM iw11piouion ut. cavitatioii bubblesi



dtccass, u~tisthe gas contalr.,d in the liquid ard in bubbles

býGR dM~l~j., Z~in o Gi, clla~jcofthe bu!.l: le and does not pt-rmit

it to complct%41y breirk do.:n. Thia is mcost ch:L.'ctcriotic f-ar aluminum

alloyst. Tec~s of alur~n!,rm fpecImota in distilled water and fýn high-purity

wa*form c;-v~tiAh in LiO ric'tal l½ to 2 times deeper thain ir, tap water

c~ritaining largu gyaS Cuit~enL.

T,4b~e 16G: G:,u Contoent tn Water

Ley./

r 11

5~~~i D I;r )I.-

Hi* -purity w~vacterlti2

It Must be ~riLed tit-it d.'nage to aluninuai in t*ni.~llud vo&ier and

in hi-h-parity %;dturi also diýtore cQ-r.paired to echd coth(-v, filthoiugh to

s. leAner e~tctin thsii thLL: duail:'go differs i.1 tap Water. WuLgl~t: ljocseo

and dimensuional1 chatigeu lit pitti.ng damaLge tit hiih-ntux-ity Wilt~r pro'.B1L

to be souaae1hat greateor and more localized. Wue irndicAt~ea the predomw...

siance oL mechanical factora of aLLtAk in this situatiuti. HechatticAl

dutuaj;au is somnur.hat leac in diet-lllpd WALC-, hownVer. htere the chemical



processes occur m;e ictivuly, where the oxide film i-, distilled water

proves to bu twicfe A large in area than in high-purity water.

Ca.ttiw, its A fLronger material aud at the snom ti[AL hae a lower

corrosion re.•iLtaneo, buring tests made in high-purity water, the

cavitation of cast irc.n proved to be four time3 less than in tap water.

When a vapor-7.as bubble cllapaes, the air contained in it it heated to

a high temperatuce. The presence of high temperature and high oxygen

content in water (the air dissolved in the water is somewhat richer in

oxygen than atmospheric air) p'owuotr& energetic oxidation processes

during cavitation.

In the cLosure and collapse of Cavitiee formed in high-purity

water, the qtrength of the hydraulic impacts is commensurable with tho

strength ot caSt iron, 85 kg/mm2 . The closure of vapor-gas bubbles

formed during cavitation in tap water reduce3 th, itcrcs of the hydraulic

impact which are commensurable only'with the stcength of aluminum 15 - 20
kg,/mru

A study of the effect that the gas saturatýon of liquid has on

cavitatio'c, eroaion during accelerated tests on magnetustrictivu vibratore

su1,gested prelim:iniary conclue.ions on the usvfulness of conducting full-size

tastr- Qn divuet engines using degasesng of water for engine cooling

system* made of differeCLIt coutruction materials.

The viscosLty of the coolant strongly affects all p1hysicoecl, ical I

processen occuring in it. First of all, tha compressibility ot the fluid

and forces of interaction of the molecules In thQ medi.m change. All

these quantities affe*ct cavitation and cavitatLou damage.
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Let us cun~id;-r t-he effeck. tbat the viLcos)ity of the medium h';

on cavitaiior gO only w.th respect to the dam-jge to the slip

bearlngs lubricaLed •ith oils of differetkt ViSCOWtie8. Changing the

viscosity of a f.uid in diesel engine cooling systems by using an.iA-

freezec av. o'~her fluids more viscous than water is not justifiea.

Figure 58 shoý-'s a curve characterizing the dawage to Babbitt

resulting from the viscocity of oil; oil viscoscity is regulated by

temperature. With an increase in viscosity, the daruage becomes less,

since It is difficult to rupture the fluid at high viscosities.

A study of the effect that the viscosity of a mnidium has on

cavitation damage to different bearing materials (A92 aluminum alloy,

lead bronze, and Bk-2 Uabbitt) shows that aluminum alloy proved to be

the -o-t .•a•.t! •Lii to ctiVLtatiol Lidwamae inf oil.

characterizing damage in Lermt; of the cavitation piL depth in different

materials in 1l2D oil at 60°C with a viscosity of 44.7 ceitiatokes in

1.5 - hour tests on a 245V were as f.llowos: Bk-2 Babbitt was damaged to

a depth of 0.6.=n during this time, lead bronze - to a depth of 0.2mm, and

aluminum alioy - only to a depth of 0.09mm.

The viscosity decreaueo and daziage intensifies with lncreai;* in the

temperature oi a medium. Thue, tA•en the temperature is raised from

60 - 90 0C, the intensity in damago increases roughly by twofold. The

tepaeratur't dependence of oil viscosity Is shown in Table 17.

24; Preliminary Evaluation of Factors Determining the Overall Damage in

Diesal Engine Cavitation

Eyperiwental 6tAdies conducted in the TsNIDI, C-eiitral Scientific

- --- ---
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P-search Diesel Institut~Aland a generalization of research studies

L15, 21, 35j show that caviLtation damage to the surfaces of liners and

blo.kAs swept by coolant water in most cases results from the combined

action of ::hanical and e.ectrc-chemical factors.

Figure 58: Cavitation Damuage of Babbitt as a Function
of Oil Viscos.ty:

L.M14V oil DIIS-20 oil ODP-1l oil

Key: A:AG, m.g
B: Ceritistokes

Table 17: KinemaýL-:- Viecosity of Oil& in Centistoke's
at Vario.iv Temperatures

.L I I 5 .',

Key: 1. Oil grade
2. T'emperature in degrees C.

3. DP-.11 oil
4. AS-20 oil
5. %, 14 V

6, ht2B
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Figure 59 shows the overall specimen damage curve, plotted in

coordinates of weight losr Pnd frequency, with the vibration acceleration

kept coastant. Al.&o plod.:ted in this figure are approximate data on the

coppnii.ats of overall damagle, mechanical and electrochemicial factors-.

At point A' in Curve 2, the damage was obtained on a magnetostrictive

vibrator, and at point A" in Curve 3 - the weight loss was for the same

specimen as at point A' but after the specimen had been cleaned free of

corrosion products In an oil bath with an ultrasonic device.

The dawage at point B, C, and D in Curve 1 were ibtained with a

magnatostrictive vibrator. Washing the specimens in an oil bath did not

prociuce decrements to the weight loss.

Figure 59; Specimen Damage

-- I "- --

I - Total damage 2 - Due to mechanical forces 3 - Due to electrochemi-
cal processes

Key: _4;&G k, g
Bt f, kHz

At the point B', C', and D' the weight values were obtained by

weighing uried remains of metal particles precipitating in the water

1 7]
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during th(t specimeni damage process, and at points B", C", and D", -

by filtering the corronion products from the water. Particles pre-

cipitalinL, were not Cakcn into account. In plotting the curves, no

considera;tion was given, either, to the fact that the electrochemical

processes pro:,ote more intense mechanical damage. Therefore these data

must be regarded as approximate.

Frou. preliminary data (Figure 59), it follows that in the region

up to 2000 - 3000 11z, the chief factor in the overall damage is

mechanical, that is, damage occurs mainly due to the mechanical separation

of metal particles under the effect of the shockwave formed during the

implosion of the cavity. In this vibration frequency range the

cavitation cavicies formed due to the separation of the liquid are

relatively large and attain a radius of a tenth of a millimeter. Upon

coiiaapse of a cavity of large initial volume, very high pressures build j
up in it capable of breaking apart metal particles. The cyclicity of

cavity formation is directly proporc:ional to the vibration frequency and

is relatively low. Here the higb t,•peratures building up in the cavity,

in turn, being responsible for electrohemical processes, are able to

be sharply reduced owing to heat removal into the ambient medium considering

the low cyclicity of the process and the relatively small number of

large cavities. Therefore, even though the electrocheuicai process is

observed in the vibration frequency range up to 1000 - 3000 Hz It does

not have an appreciable effect.

Upon inspection of the liners of several diesel enginea which

vibrated within the limits 1000 - 3000 Hz, it was noted that after 300

and 500 hours of operation an even thin coating of corrosion products
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appeared on thIr surfaces and only scattered points in the damaged

surface had da';e areas relatively free of corrosion products.

Thus, an-apparent contradiction is in effect. Initially the

studies stated that in this frequency range the electrochemical factor

plays a secondary role in failure. On the other hand, inspection of

* linern and blockv of diesel engines indicates the clear presence of

"* corrcsion products.

The electrochcmical process does tiot play a substantial role in

damage to cylin•er liners and blocks either In a gravimetric sense, or

by forming deep pits. Mechanical damage in this renge of vibrz'tions

many times exceeds electrochemical damage. But the presence of an

even layer of corrosion products is due only to the fact that here there

is no cleaning of the surface free of corrosion products by means of

acoustic vibrations. The effect of acoustic vibrations on surface

cleaning shows up in the higher freguency range.

Fractionation of cavitation czvities occurs in the range of

high vibration frequencies, 5000 - 20,000 Hz with voids produced in

the liquid. As shown by high-speed motion picture photography and visual

observation, cavitation cavities become very tiny and their initial

diameter is only thousandths and millionths of a millimeter which is many

times smaller than the diameter of cavities in low-frequency vibrations.

This phenomenon (fragmentation of cavitation cavities) is due to the

emulsifying of liquids when exposed to ultrasonic vibrations. Here the

number of vapor-gas cavitation cavities is very large and they are ob-

served in the form of clouded areas in the vicinity of the vibrating

surface. Individual cavities cannot be seen and photographed without
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high msagnification. As a result of the very iow initial volume of

the cavities, wh,-.i Lhey implfde lower prvasures build up in them than

the prIesoures.which are attained in the implosion of large cavities in

low-freqTu, inhe vi llapse fnd therefare, thilr kinetic energy is less.

Thie li ydrodynimic theory enables uo to evtimate, to the flrst e

oapproxL eathon,t the kinetic energy Tr in the implosion of a cavity in

terms of its initial diameter r

T, 0 .. a =pro,

where r 0is the initial greatest radius of the cavityc

Thus, in the colldapse of a small-voluise cavity the impact force da Ig

less. Because a larl~e number of cavities implode in a limited volume of

the liquid adjoining the surface of the vibrating part the removal of the

heat given off in cavity implosion is hirdered. The temperature of the

medium in this volume risec. The hydraulic impacts induced during the

closure of each of the cavities at tthe microsurfaces can form micyo-

houples with very low internal resistance. As a resulth an intenrso

eletrochemoieal process of the erosion of thd part can occur, which

based on the data in brackets [17, 59] is aggravated by the facile damage

to the oxide film by the mechanical action of the forces induced in the

implosion of cavities when the surface is undergoing high-frequency

vibrations.

Thus, In high-frequency vibrations, together with mechanical erosion

in the overall process of cavitation damage, electrical eroslon can be

more strongly evident.

The absence of corrosion products on the damaged surfaces of parts

(in particular in dierel engires) subjected to high-frequency vibrations

17,1



is accounted for by the fact the corrosion products are cleaned off the

surfaces Into solutions upon exposure to high-frequency vibretion, The

corrosion products can be separated from the water by filtration.

asaed on th2 data giveIl in [30], the teLIperature of gas within

a cavity Tg tax can reach very high values and is determined by the

"following expression:

g' ' L" :

S= endl

Here T is the initial temperature;

Sis the index of the cavity compression adiabat;

P and P represent the pressure at the beginning and the end of0 e

Since an exact measurement of temperatures in the microvolumes of

water thus far cannot be achieved owing to the high-frequency nature

of thc process and its instability, it is very difficult to estimate the

true temperatures during the closure of cavitation cavities,

However, indirect observation show that the temperatures developing

in microvolumes are 700 C and higher. This can be estimated by the

flashes of powder particles introduced into a cavitating volume of water

(the powder ignites) and by the opalescence colors which accompany the

Initial stage of damage. The opalescence colors are clearly discernable

in diesel engine blocks made of aluminum and cast iron, and also for

steel and chrome-plated steel liners. Further investigations will

doubtless represent the pattern of damage in various diesel engines with
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differ'ent frequency-amplitude characteristica, more exactly, which in

turn will determine v-ll-defincd ways of protecting diesel engines

against cavitation damage.

C0IAPTER FIViE

MiEF1lO1)S 01: RIAWLJCIN CAVIIATION PROCESSES IN DI)SI1 ENGINES

25: Design Miethods of Decreasing Vibrations in Diesel Engine Cylinder

Liners

In diesel engine design, special attention must be given to

eliminating vibrations in cylinder liners or decreasing their intensity

to allowable limits (18 - 20g).

It is always more rational to eliminate the sources leading to

cavitation processes in diesel engines than to find ways of controlling

their aftereffects.

Let us examine what then are the main design procedures for reducing

cylinder liner vibrations.

The most effective means of re ucing the energy of piston impact

against the cylinder wall is to decrease the gap between the piston and

the cylinder liner.

In estimating the requir'd gap one must consider that the diesel

engine operates in various load and velocity regimes, and when they undergo

changes in piston temperature and diameter change. To insure the operation

of the cylinder-piston group with minimum gaps in all regimes, the

preference (as far as possible) must be given to materials with low

coefficients of linear expansion, and also for pistons made of light alloy, -

aluminum alloys with increased a licon content (AL26). These alloys,
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exhibiting good streugth properties arq suitable for chill-casting of

pistons and have much lower coefficients of linerr expansion compared

with the ordinarily used forged AK 4 aluminum alloy.

So if one cortn-iders that the temperature of the piston trunk when

the engine is being ojcraLed at full power is 120 0 C, for an initial

diameter of 150amn (vL-t is 20°C), a piston made of AK 4 al.oy, depeniini$

on load, will vary by 0.39im, while a piston made of Al 26 alloy will

vary only 0.27rim.

In building engineis of the anmre type in modifications with

different operating levels, cavitation erooion in cylinder liners can

be reduced by manufacturing several groups of pistons (on. the same

production line) diffcring in diazeter to prevent installing a piston of

the smallest diameter in the low-uprated modification.

diesel engines of the locomotive class. Cast-iron and steel pistons are

also used for low-speed and moderate-speed diesel engines. Pistons made
of th-se materials change little in diameter when heated. Therefore,

the adjustrment (cold) in their use caa be appreciably less than for

aluminum alloy pistons.

Thus, cases of cavitation damage In cylinder liners in diesel engines

with steel and cast-iron pistons are encountered incomparably lees often

than in diesels with aluminum pistons.

To determir t the required thermal gap between a piston and the

cylinder liner, one must have experimental data on the piston te--peratuce

and the different zones along its height and also about the temperature

of the cylinder liner when the diesel engine is operating at maximum
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d i i~jai;t I in.'ý the it PLEL- iC Fiven1 th: optiMnAl shape wehich is

it-squontly Liw..'ured mi~d replaced wi.ih an: approximate but 1r,.ru

t.~~t~logc~ly cat.ibIl' cs;ipe, All thit maken it possiblo: to appreciably

r-l.uce t1.c tL:..'r-;l V,.,p J1 to sar~ply dbin.iaih linar vibvatJ.trt)M (ill

In p~&rtisi ';cclgr-nin, onc wtsst i~hao allow for Hi off.:ct Df Its

c-trit.ina durlwjl; itlip Ihti.1C vibr;~t-ioin, and here- iL is useful to

r..'~;lony, I..l,:ron, (0A".ut ] .4 cylii~dOle dih.oet.cru in langth) . !;horterI pif;Loris will V-ý.ve to be -aifar Lij;;L btgh-speed diosel eogines, however

W veŽr, here it Is :1.zcenaiALy thaL the platon langth not be~ lefic than its

in the~ catbu of %hL ý.;w iv w asy in uLotdmag of 61ts pior-on

dUi1:1.1j G~Lp X(:!uc'd, but the Weight is i~tionally cllsttthut~cd between

tie hc;.d and Lhe trunk.

"he offiot. of the plALora pin retlitive to the piston axis must be

side cll, %.1.thin the limir.. 0.2 - 1.5mm (for a 105MM diameoter piston)

towatrd the criu.kaihaft rotitzion side. For an offset value thim smalls,

the danger aikifcs of installing the pistlon with Oi1 e engine disuaantied vith

a l1(.i revoluUion, (that is, with the~ offset at the reverse side). This

f~actor aa well as the t4.ctto logical couuiliation of piston matiufactrure

lcd to the fact that usually ths pistut pill axis is not offset..

Ilia vibration of diesel engine cyl.4n-lr liners can be achic-ed

also by the damiping action of an oil layer. Thae damping oil. layer can be

produced in different ways. Whan oil-scraper rLn&.s are prraernt in thx

lower sectinn of the piaton aid over Ow~.. vl.sron pi1n, thf, lowalt 3!1-scraper
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beveled ring is rotL.Led, wal.Iiqg it an oil-thrower ring. In .kta cape,

an oil fil:., in reLained on th: plucon surface between the uppý-r oil-t&crapec

and th- ]owuv biL-tL!r-wer rit ,c Oil-ret-i1ilng groo, vta can be riachined

Sin' thcv T..;.oll tru;"k. A tent of th0. effcctiVwcu;U 01. tlhOS $c .over. inl

ithe di•cvl ,:n ina I Ch 8.5/1 1 id I Ch 25/34, where thu grov,,:e were

0.7mrm dep and 2_-'j wide in thc: f!.t)a. dict.4 I eyngine, ,,r'l 14--n wide 'A

A the seci,,d, ihowed ti. i L L.thL c;-ted tertLd Lhe li nr vibration rtlvel

was reduct.d by 2 - 4dib.

The oil laycr .ln be forr.ed .c- lo by iristallitag ro:.zlos fee4j:4-; QX .

onto th#e cylinder Lucf;ice. tibchri this in done, the oil-ncr;iper i i,;t,, r.,u.-t

be left on the ~ibLtun oliy sbove thle pistorn pin uxis. This was ,,rrIed

out, in• prticular, on t.he 11548 die~el. cn-lLe built by the NAN C,;,. S
A test oA this ac;-ru-'c on the onle cyllitd,.i- VIIPU-LienLal diesei .,K ...

Ch 12/14 or:d Ch 1i/20 bOowed th;at linur vib~arion wan r-ducn'd b .- 1 .,

liowuver, the oil cuiuiuurption in depocitu roau by 5 - 10-/..

R-ducing cavItation damar..t in designing cylinder lincrs and

blocks can be. achieved by Increasing the stiffness of the liner through

making it thicker and by recucing the height of its unjuppor,:et, ection,

and also by .. ght seating of the liner in t;o, block.

1he cffe-L of greater liner thickness Lhows up most strongly in light

high-speed dieselys in whidi thti-viall liners are commonly used. 11kre,

in designing a new engine the thickness of the liner %ialls is easily

inicreased. Besides adding to the stiffness of the liner, which promotes

a reduction in the vibration amplitude and in the accelerations (In lpit.e

of some increase in frequency), when the liner wall thickneas is Increased,

the liner will vibrate wil:h a amaller number of antinodes in th• inŽor

r -



c::oss section. For exauple, increazing the liner thickness in the

experimental CTh 15/18 diesel engine from 6 to 12 n_•n led to a reduction

iIn. the vibrati'on acceleraticn from 4Og to 14 g. The vibration spectra

arc :.hown in -Vigure 60. Th"e overal! vibration level L of a thinner 31ner

was 122 db, and for a thic];er liner - 113db.

FigZ-re 60: Spectra of Liter Vibrations Recorded Based
on Accelerations:

I • . '---j // " I.,r

1 - 6=m thickn.es L 122 db, W 40g. 2 - l2irn thickness L = 113 db, W 14 g.

Ke:. A; L, db
B: f, Hz

Thus in this case increasing the liner thickneas by twofold (in

spite of an increase in the distance between supports of 60O!ý) led to

nearly a threefold reduction in vibrations and removed them from the

danger zone with respect to cavitation damage.

After 1200 hours of stand tests, no significant damage was detected

on the liners and blocks of the experimental diesel engine. A bakelite

coating on the inner cavity of the block was well preserved, and traces

of the initial stage of cavitation damage was observed over the surface

of liners only in the zones at which the maximum side pressure forces were



activ,. (Fligure 61). Incipient foci of cavitation pits

(arro;- A) -id not z-ced in I.'i:e tenths of a millimeter and had practically.

no depthd.

A Lmr~idel7:]l: reduction in liner vib-rations can be achieved by

reduc> 'i,. hei-;ht: of its urýuzpported section. Here the following

circus.Ic -:,r'st b.Ž taken into account.

1. For a rigid thick-walle-d liner, shortening the diesel engine

piston st•_-oke (reducing the ritio of piston stroke to piston diameter)

promnotrt; a reduction in the length of the liner and a shortening of

the height of its unsupported section. The height of the water jacket

must be at a minimumn ow.;ing to the need to insure normal cooling of the

cylindp.--piston parts.

2. Supplecmentary intermediate supports can be introduced in

long-strokze diesel engines. Studies on Ch 15/1S engines made it possible

to find how effective the use of three support cylinder liners is.

lablc 18 shows the vibration levels of series-built three-support

liners of 12 Ch M 15/1-8 diesel engines.

Introducing the third support means a 10 db reduction in vibrations.

Photographs of three support liners are shown in Figure 62. The inter-

mediate support of the liner in mounted on projections in the diesel

engine block, which are made in the form of teeth to admit coolant water

(Figure 63). The gap when the liner is instolled in the block must not

exceed 0.1 - 0.2mm, since with a greater gap the detainment (stop) of the

liner on the block cannot be insured as the diesel engine warms up. The

location of the support must be selected by calculation and must lie in

the location of maximum vibration amplitude. If the materials used in



Figurc 61,: Magnification of liner Section

Figure 62: Liner viith Third Intcrmediate Support

Figure 63: Diesel Engine Block with Intermediate Support, of TM3 Design
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making the block atd the liners of the dieael engine are dissimilar in

thermal conductivity (block made of silumin, and liner )Oade of steel), thcn

e treaud , ring of alumrinum in tlke heated state with a large interference

must be instr.llod at the third intermediate liner shoulder; the ring

rests oa the support of the silurain block. This is necessary to provide

a tight fit at the thir-d liner support on the silumin block as the diesel

engine x'•amrs up.

A c •n,;iderable reduction in vibration by using intermediate supports

cake it po.2-ible to shauply reduce cavitation damage. Tests of diesel

engines wl.th liners uzirig inter:nc'diate supports showed that after two

and one half hours of operation, the liners and block had no traces

of cavitation damage. Series-built liners and blocks cavitated by

Some foreign companies also use multi-.support cylinder liners.

ror example, the multi-support seating of liners in the. block is employed

by the NOCOHAD Polar Company in a four-stroke 1800 hp diesel engine, 750

rpm.

Even more effective is the design of a liner supported on the block

over the entire length. In 12 Ch N 18/20 diesel engines (Figure 64) this

is achieved by fitting the liner with threaded ribs which then rest on

the block. These liners installed on 12 Ch M 18/20 diesel engines are not

subject to cavitation damage.

The proper selection of seating at the location of the liner supports

is vital in increasing the stiffness of liner installation in a block and

reducing liner vibrations. The seating of the liner with interference



leads to fornation of an hour-glam- shape irn the working surface and

can cause piston scoring. An excessive gap ( close to the spread of

the liner vibeations in magnitude) will not prevent the liner from

vibrating. The type of the seatin.g in each individual case must be

determined with allo'•:ance for the working te:-peraturea of the liner :.nd

the block and their n-aterials.

Figure 64: M4onoblock Construction

,'....... .:...... .. ..... • . ".

Table 18: Liner Vibration Levels

7

I CH

Key: 1. Nature of vibration
2. Diesel engine load in per cent
3. Liners
4. Series-built, two-support liner (1500 rpm)
5. Experimental three-support liner (1600 rpm)
6. Vibrations in middle of liner span, in db
7. Vibrations at lower seating shoulder of liner, in db



26: Reduciig Cavitatina Damage in Blocks and Liners of Diesel Engine•s

By Iiodifyi:;.; thie Properc.-ies of the Coolant Liquid

A chn-,. of the • content iTn "•ater and its resilicerce strongly

affects p•zss of cdv,-tation az.,,ge. Accordlingly, let us examine Ehe

qua.:ýtion of ',hethcr it i: possiblcl to reduce cavitation damage in diesel

, coolli- i;y)tstms by increasi.,., the resilience of the vater and by

g2i.vin1g it anLi-corrosi.on propertic-s by means of adding special additives

to it. This mr-/st be donc in those cases when in designing the diesel

engine not e-o..gh attention was given to reducing the liner vibrations,

increasing th-Iresistance of liners and blocka against cavitation erosion,

and when the selection of the optimal temperatkure regime in the cooling

systnm did not lead to elimination of the cavitation damage.

t •,,,L,,xe•sfo i LIhU coolaniL w:arer invo-.ves several operating

inconvenience.i, for example, some additives are toxic. Moreover, as the

diesel engince is operate(!, the additives become used up, therefore, it

is required to roonitor their concentration in the water and periodically

replenish them.

The use of additives providing a protective film on the surfaces of

liners and blocks by means of their practically complete precipitation from

the water is not reasonable, since the protective layer rapidly breaks down

by the action of the high-frequency vibratory field and no appreciable

protection against cavitation damage occurs.

Problems of protecting against cavitation by using additives have been

studies relatively recently. The papers [, 93 present data on laboratory

tests of various additives using magnetostrictive vibrators as well as full-



In the laboratory tests of individual additives on MSV, using a

Li.-ca-hour 1,vo.r•m, Lfh, following data were obtained:

Specimen Weight Loss
Type of Additive in rag/hour

Tap ;ater 110
62

V.'II1 NP-117 35
E'>:uýlzoid K~S 13
I 1K - S 46

Laboratot:y tests of various additives to be used in water showed

that. the best result in the Ghort-tern protection of the surfaces of

rpecimens of various materials against cavitation damage are sho'.1n by

the additive K2 (Urals Polytechnic Institute) and VNII - NP 117.

T~-w'V(-r ••ort-terir laboratory tev't on Vn(eI':ostrictive vibrators

did not make it possible to take account of a factor as important as

the t.ime during which the additives acts, that is, its serviceability.

There:ore, these tests are mteaningful only for a preliminary estimate

of how effective a given additive is. Based on laboratory tests, the

additive can be recommended only for long-term full-scale tests on

diesel engincs. Materials from tests made from aluminum and cast-iron

specimens in water containing these additives are shown in Figures 65

and 66.

Relatively good results from laboratory tests were also shown by

the Shell Dromus additive, and the Dikul 1 and Dikul 5 additives, of

British manufacture.

It must be noted that even for accelerated laboratories, the

effectiveness of the given additive will depend on the amplitude-
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frequency charactcric-tic of the vibrat•ory field of the stack, that is,

on the vibr.artional acceleration, since the process of cavity growth and

collc :'Cell as ca.vity size and cavity nuumber are asociated with

the vibrntiunal accr!;eration. This, in turn, affects changes in the ratio

of nechc:niczýl and ceectrochemical factors in the overall damtage process.

Thcrefore even results of laboratory tests conducted in different vibration

frequency ..-. s and at different amplitudes ma-'y not agree. Figure 67

chows the opecirmen da;tzge curves obtained vi:hen the vibration amplitude

i:as varied using different additives. The rate of increase in damage for

different additives is not identical, and depends on the vibration

temperature, and therefore, neither is the effective production in different

ranges of vibration amplitude the same.

Figure 65: D~nage of Specimens in Water Containing MS

Additive: a - Steel 10- h - Gray Cnt-iro-in
c - copper

"/ I

K : G

I - Water 2 -. Water and 0.017. KS 3 -Water and 0.I," IKS

Key: A:L•G, ing

B: t, min

Figure 68 presents curves showing the protection of specimens when

additives are added to the water, compared to damage incurred in tap water.
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Figure 66: Specimen D a•.a7ge: a - AL 4 Spccienr"n

b),

, '". " . . . /

/

I-In water containing V1TII - NI-117 2 -In water containing Shell
Drotmus additive

3 - In water containing, no additives

b - Unt-iron specim.ens:

I. - In water containing VNII NP-117 2.- In water containing no
* additives

r:ey: A: t, hr
E: A'G, mig

Figure 67: Effect of Additive dn Damage (f 6.2 kHz,
t 550C, p =latin):

1 -Distle water containing no additivesKe:A Gmgh

W - 6/p----:Am,,ensr

3 - nwateýr + otinn 2.5l NP-I 2. 2Cwre cntinng

1891

1. - istiled waer cntainng noadditvesvey:s gh

2FiWtr gur/l Ef of Additie tnnDirgee(fB: 6 2 micron

4 -- -)-.-c ..... f]
, 89 t,

S. .. . . . . . f .. . ..



1'igurc (01": Flrotectiori of Specii:.-:..n Using Various Additives:

I - RS, c.,;ulrof.d 2 - Akvia-Glar 3 - VNII Up-117

7-<

Z --:-A: i t., -

B: Pctcction,

Figu~re 69: Protfction of Specimens in W t c r Containin'g
Additivcs:

1. - VNII NIP-117 26 - KS cmulsoid 3 - Shell Dro-us
4 -IN~" 8 5 -K 2Cr 2 0 7  6-K 2Cr 2 07 +NaN02

Key: A: t, min

B: i/ro/ectior, %

Thc-e., teS were co.ucted with a vibration amplitude of 30 - 36 microns

at a vibration frc-tiency ola. 8000 11z.

rigure 69 presents the curves on the extent of protection for

specimiens when the ainplitud3.c vibration was 60 - 65 microns and the

vibration frequency was 8000 Hz. These curves were recorded at considerably

higher accelerations than the curves in Figure 68. Therefore the degree of

protection using various additives is not the same in both cases.

Conducting full-size teats of additives on operating diesel. engines

provides the final evaluation of the efficiency of a particular additive.
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IFor •-,':1e, t I- 13 additiv,' cannot rem:ain in aqueous solution for

i to:. tJ.ie, prý,c4'p.tates, Zr.i ,ihen di(-sel engine lincrs and blocks

und-:;:r.o hi gh- fr,:q cny vi'b:ttions ia strippod off their surfaces.

A. , , of t , openii,, up the water Jacketa ot a

.. 15/1-2 diescl ,ho<... d th':-t t-.: cast-iron Jacket of the blocks made

of C 5 1.5,'32 c,-r and wced with a 0.1% KS additivea conccrtration,

had ir.:ts•uas c'::: .•ir entire surfaces to a depth of 0.3 - 0.5=, that

is, t... saxna of pittl<ng;.; as in the acries-built engine operated

withCut the addi~lvoe. Doa•. e was observed also in the cylinder liners.

Similar rcsults ,arc obtaiicd from. testing MS emulsoid in other diesel

engin.e nodels a: well.

Tests were con ucted also on other kinOa of additives on diesel

engines of domctic and foreign manufacture. First of all, we must

mention the additive VNII NP-lI7 and Shell i)romus S additive. The

best result in ellninating d;;rizge effects in surface,,: of cast iron,

steel ,Pnd alumintuz olloys swept by wiater was shown by the additive

WIII ,?-117 in lo'i-rpeaed and moderaze-spzcd diesel engines with low

vibro-activity, of i.odels DN 23/30, D 30/50, D 43/61, and from SKL Plint

(GDR). Figure 70 shows liners of the 4 Ch 17.5/24 diý'-I. engine from

the SKL Plant havlng served 2000 hours in diesel enginL-- -,.th 0.5%

VNii tir-117 additive and Figure 71 shows liners after 2000 hours of

operating the diesel engine without use of an additive. The liners of

a diesel engine that had operated with an additive are completely clean

"and not affected by cavitation or corrosion.

Tt'e VNII NP-1l7 additive dissolves reac'ily in water and forms a

stnble highly dicperaed emulsion of the oil-water type, increasing the



d~iping pro~prties of the water. At the preosvnt time, reveral diesel-

building plants have recommended this additive for comii'rcial use an:d

production and are adding it in the amounts of nbout 1% of the volu=e

of coolant. 
.

In thoao. cases whV.n electrochamical processes predocminate in the

cooling syý'tez3 of diesel engines, a potassium bichromate additive haa

proven itself. This additive gives good results in protecting cylinder

liners and blocks of high-,.peed light diesel engines of r.odels Ch 10.5/13,

Ch 15/18, a-nd Ch 1.8/20 exhibiting high-frequnncy intense vibrations,

ogainst cavitation damage. In thene types of diesel engines, evidently

electrochemical processes also play a significant role in the overall

damage incurred from cavitation. The potassium bichromate type of

add!itivc i; a Mi7Z-ure Of potassi'wu bicaromate G2-r20 and technical

sodium nitrate NaNO 2 in a 1:1 ratio. The additive is introduced into the

cooling syntemn in the amount of 0.5% of the weight of the -water ir the

syatem. The time by which a next addition of the additive is made is

determined from the change in the color of the water in the system of

the inner circuit from orange -yellow te yellowish-greenish to green.

Whncn the potassium bichromate - nitrate additive is used, relatively

good protection of liners against damage is provided. A full-size test

of the effectiveness of this additive in Ch 15/18 diesel engines vas

carried out in many steamship lines with a large number of engines.

Thus, based on the data of the Leningrad Institute of Water

Transportation, the additive was tested in the 1959 navigation season

in 44 engines in the Gor'kiy Steamship Line and 32 engines of the



Northwest River Stc= ship Line. The dismantling of ten Ch 15/1.8 engines,

which had Cerved with the additive from 2300 to 4700 hours showed that

when this additivc is in regtular use, damage to lincrs and blocks of

dieic3l engines is. considcrably reduced. t,7n there is an extended

interrupttion in additive use, the damage process occurs with its usual

irtens i ty.

Figure 70z Liner After 2000 Hours of Operation With
0.5% XINTI NP-117 Additive

0i

101

The mean consumption of the potassiiun bichromate - nitrate additive

per 1000 hours of operation for the 3D6 engines is about 700g. The

additive of this type has also proven itself in Ch 18/20 diesel engines

without monoblock.

Figure 72 shows a section of the block of a Ch 18/20 diesel engine

that has been run for 500 hours with the KS additive. Damage areas in



the fo-'uvi of gle'i:;; patchet; of internal curface are clearly vi:;ible

in thlc bul,.ick. 14iiun the engin.. was operated with the pufassiuru bichromate

additive,.the initial stages of cavitation damage to the block appeared

only aftc 1000 hrs, Pigure 73 shows the cylinder: liners of the

12 Ch T IWO dLi:;d. cngine aiter 500 horAs of operaticn with the

pota ii:-• bichrc:;2La additive. The liners had no txraccs of damnage to

the porous chromiuma layer. A dinadvante-c of this additive is its

toxiciLy, cnd when it is prezornt in very -lightly higher amounts than

the spocCfied nor.-;.' for protection againzt cavitation damage, cronion

is inten~iified.

Figure 71: Liter After 2.000 Bourn of Operation Without

Additive

Figure 72: Block Dpag.o.

.1
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Figure 73: Cylinder Iiners of Diese4 Engine After 500

IlourG of Operation with PotasiULw Bchromate

Additive

Figure 74: Effect of Additives• n Cavitation Damage to

Cast-iron As A Function of Additive Concentration

in Water:

mr " :I ________-T" --- ,-'---I.. . i I l

1.- a N0 2 -Potassium Bichroxnate 3 -Barrate-nitrate

4 - Organic inhibitor 5 - Emulsion of Oil No 1 6 - Emulsion of Oil. No 21

7 - Emulsion of oil No 3

Key: A:Ag, n"g/hr
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Laboratory teert; on MSV ma1ze it psoi;ible to nelect the additive

concentration Kadd. Figure 74 ibows the cuv'ao of spr.cimen damajnge rates

as a function'of the additive concentration with respect to the voluve

of water usz•d. Thcze data show, that the tnaximum percentage of the

additive in the water that ctill affords an effective protection agn-I;8st

damnage does not exceed 2.5%. The optimal concentration is 1 - 1.5%.

However, the use of additives is desirable only in running diesel engines.

Using even the -ost efficient additives in coolant water is an

extreme weasure in controlling cavitation-erosion damage of newly de-

signed diesel engines. The most radical and advantageous methods must

be viciwcd only as design-technological measures to control the cavitation-

corrosion processes.

Of those tested, the additive VNII NP-117 and potassium bichromate

can be recon~ended.

27: Reducing Corrosion Damage By Bu'lding Rational Cooling Systems

Use of closed cooling systems '. preferential for diesel engines of

all models from the standpoint of reducing the cavitation damage to liners

and blocks, for the following reasons:

1) In a closed cooling "dystem the optimal temperature regime and

the required pressure, for example, 80-850 C at a pressure of I - 1.2 atm,

or 90-950 C at higher pressures, can be maintained;

2) The use of the same water for a long time in the system reduces

the gas content and diminishes cavitation intensity. Only with a closed

cooling system can additives for water be used to reduce cavitation damage;

3) It is no longer necessary in marine conditions, to use bilge

sea water in cooling an engine, ,,hich causes severe corrosion and leads
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to large salt deponits in the extra-jacket spaces;

4) The sysLem of temperature regulation in which rapid buildup of

the diesel enjInc after starting is maintained is achieved more easily

withi n closed cooling system than in a flow-through type. For operaticn

in all load and velocity regimes, the wnter temperature is near-optimal.

Tn designing the cooling system, one must take account of the

following factors.

1) The width of the water cavity must be not less than 10mm to

avoid intensifying cavitation. Here consideration is given to the

fact that when the distances between the vibrating liner and the block

are small, damage to the block walls is intensified.

2) To prevent abrupt changes in flowtrate and pressure, there must

be no local constriction in the water jacket. Selection of the water

jacket dimensionc with which abrupt changes in pressure and flow rate

are absent can be done by thi electr~dynamic analogy method. In this

case, the elements of the water cavity of the engine (block section and

liner) made of wvx or stearin are placed in a bath containing an aqueous

solution of copper sulfate. Using a moving rod one determines the

electrical voltages at different points of the model. The constant-voltage

lines correspond to the constant-flow rate lines. The flow rate of the

water in the jacket must not be greater than 2m per second.

3) The sites of water inflow into the jacket and water outflow

must not have pressure drops so abrupt that hydrodynamic cavitation can

be induced. Therefore the flow rate in the inflow pipes and ducts must

not be more than 5m/sec. Preference must be given to the tangential

inflow of water to the cylinder liners (although in most cases this does
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not play a decisive role).

4) The rupport zones of cylinder liner P•nd block must be

deoigned so that vater does not enter the gap between the liner and

the hblock. -1.zre it is nccerary to insure the highest possible stiffness

of both liner and cylinder block.

5) The capacity of the fresh water, pump must be selected so that

the drop in the temperatures of the water flowing into the engine and

the exiting water must not exceed 7 - lO°C. Only in this case can the

optimal watcr tcmperature means be maintained in the region of the

cylinder liners to reduce cavitation damage. The .ystem of temperature

regulaticn must include a 2 -valve thernostat and exhibit low regulatory

non-uni formity.

6) The heat exchanger for cooling the fresh water must exhibit

resistance to corrosion that may be caused.by sea water. Flowing sea

water enters the heat exchanger in a self-suction water pump made of

anticýrrrosive materials.

7) The cooled surfaces must be as smooth as possible.

Dissimilar materials forming pairs must be voided. The cooling system

must be provided with a filter to trap contaminants and corrosion products

and to insure complete drainage of the coolant fluid when the system is

emptied.



CIIAPTER SIX

METillOI)S OF INCREA ;ING CAVI'TATION M-S]S'TANCH OF LI Nf:ii; MND BLOCK
"SURI:ACES

28: Requivements of Metals Used in Diesel Engine Liners and Blocks

Selectic-n of the mvterial uýiod in liners subjected to cavitation

erosion must make allowance for the mechanise of metal damage during

cavitation. In its initial stage, danage is expressed in the formation

of opalescence colors on the metal followed by formation of micro-relief.

The macroscopic damage nattern consists of a cluster of individual deep

pits, grooves, gouging of metal particles and so on. The nature of

damage to parts in cavitation differs and is determined by the characteristic

of the vibratory field of the diesel engine (vibration frequency and

amplitude), the flow rate, and th-,.*nature and structure of the alloy.

The area of damage on individval surfaces extends from fractions

of a millimeter to hundreds of squa-e centimeters. The process lasts

from several minutes to thousands of hours. This is associated with

the intensity of the diesel engine vibratory field. Metallographic

examination shows that in steels the initial damage foci arise primarily

at the ferrite-perlite interface, and then spread into the ferrite.

With time, this leads to chipping out of metal particles. An examination

of the damage foci occurring when cavitation due to vibration at frequencies

up to 3000 Hz occurs showed a 20 - 30% local increase in micro-hardness.

The nature of the damage depends on the character of the metal. For

example, damage to armco iron occurs locally, by forming deep pits,
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%;M'ile da;,:,0e to metals such as aluminum and copper occurs initially

due to deorecsion of the metal, followed by the formation of funnel-

shaped pits.

Cavitation caused by high-frequency vibrations forms damage areas

in -which •:_'l fusion is observed. M.acroscopic analysis of these

1:zuaged ar-as indicate that during cavitation temperature also plays a

certain role, theref6re, the edges of pits in mincrovolumes are melted.

Fromd the initial stages of damage with the formation opalecence colors

and by the mrelting of pit edges in a given material, one can indirectly

estimate the tc-mperatures in the microvolumes. In all probability they

are high -and are in the hundreds of degrees. Damage foci appear

csrccially distinctly when tests are made of materials on MISV.

Cavitation damage to surface& occurs gradually, initially there is

first a c hrnv,' in thbe enioren lf, P-ja then grea!ter dnmgen sate in,

characterized by the formation of clusters'of deep pits.

Traces of plastic deformation ranifected in slip lines are observed

in the metal layers lying at the dz-iaged surface areas, and manifested

in fine structure in iron, in individual grains. Plastic deformation

at the structure of cavities in copper occurs somewhat differently.

Crystal-like structures form'in copper. Deformation of the surface

beneath the damaged metal is in the form of viscous flow. Extension of

the deformation is uneven. In some grains severe form modification occurs,

while in others there is a nearly complete absence of traces of deforma-

t ion.

The presence of high temperatures in microvolumes in a damage area

when high-frequency cavitation is underway causes thermal and electro-
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chemical damage, which io aggregated with the mechanical damage. Because

of this, the 9vrall damage process in a surface is accelerated.

Thtus, the mechanism of metal damage in cavitation is highly complex

and dcpends; on numerous factors. First of all, they must be regarded as

including the intensity and frequcncy of surface vibrations, pressure in

the mediwmm, and the properties of the surface being damaged. Materials

subject to cavitation erosion must exhibit the following main properties:

high surface hardness, which can be attained also by using a protective

coating, uniformity of structure, heat resistance, and corrosion resistance.

29: Role of Machining Finish

The machining finish of a surface significantly affects the

intensity of surface damage in the same time interval. We know that a

rough surface is damaged more intensely due'to the accumulation in

scratched depressions of vapor-gas.,tnuclei which intensify the cavitation

process. Discontinuity produced in a fluid is facilitated when vapor

and gaseous cavitation nuclei adhering to the surface of a solid are

present.

However, it is assumed.that the intensification of cavitation and

cavitation damage on a rougher surface is caused by the the presence of

turbulence in the liquid owing to the presence of lands. This increases

the rupture stresses in water and promotes more favorable conditions for

the formation of cavitation cavities under otherwise equal conditions.

During the investigation tests were made of cast iron, steel, and

aluminum specimens on a a magnetostrictive vibrator (Figure 75). In all

cases the weight loss (damage intensity) for the same time interval
I 9 "~



increased if the machined surface finish wan degraded. However, the

intensity of damage for different materials differs and is characterized

by the hardness of the given material and the structure. For example,

.AL4 alu.=um, when the curface roughness is increased from 77 toV 3

over the scne time interval, the intensity of damage based on weight rose

by roughly 1.5 - 1.6 times, for cast iron - by 2 - 2.3 times, and for

steel - it increased by 2.3 - 2.5 times. Therefore, the greatest effect

of surface finish on damage is observed in steel, and the least - in

aluminum when the rating is made on a basis of weight loss.

In estimating damage volumetrically the opposite situation is found.

The greatest volume is lost by aluminum, and the least - by steel. This

factor must play a definite role in selectio• of materials for each

specific part subject to cavitation erosion, since an aluminum alloy

can have deeper damage pits than steel or cast iron with a lower weight

loss.

I- must be noted that the better a surface is machined, the

less initense is the damage in the initial period. This is readily seen

in a plot of the damage to a surface with V 9 of a cast-iron specimen

(Figure 76). Conversely, a rougher surface is damaged more intensively

in the initial period, and then the rate of damage decreases, which can

be seen from the test data in Figure 76.

The variation in the rates of damage in the initial and subsequent

periods for a well-machined surface is accounted for by the fact that

until its surface roughness is increased by damage, it is damaged more

slowly; in contrast, a rougher specimen, on being intensively damaged in

the initial period, has its surface smoothed resulting in the damage rate

th .m 1, *: o•; u•,, do~:.n

2Ots,
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Figure 76: ULiaije to a Cast-iron Specimen (f 1..8
k1iz, A = O.036 mm)

A

Key: A: t, ,win
B: A;, g



It must be noted that the time interval after which a change occurs

in the damage rate either toward a higher or toward a lower value

dependa entirely on the intensity of the vibratory field,

For accelerations of 50 - 60g, this interval is hundreds of hours,

and for accelerations of hundreds and thousands of g's - it is in the

minutes.

Thus, studies with specimens having different machined surface

finishes show that increasing the surface machined finish in any case

leads to a reduction in cavitation damage, especially in the initial

period.

30: Damping Coatings

To eliminaLe cavitation damage to the cooling surfaces of series-

built diesel engines, basically two types of coatings can be recommended.

The first type of coating includes &11 damping coatings attenuating the

vibratory field of the liner or blo• r of the diesel engine and eliminating

the phenomena of cavity formation and collapse, and the second type of

coating includes all hard and refractory coatings which cannot eliminate

the effects of cavitation and bubble collapse, but which, due to their

hardness and refractoriness, protect the surface against the action of

pressures, temperatures, and electrochemical processes induced in the

collapse of cavities.

Any materials exhibiting relatively high coefficients of internal

friction can be used as damping coatings. One must only consider the

fact that the suitability in diesel engine building of a given coating
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Oepeiwds on the thickresu of the dz~mping layer -applied. If the coating

will exhibit good da'pTirg propertics only for thlcknesses of several

tailllmeters it will not be useful, since in this car, the passagez

for the coolant liquid will be Significantly constricted.

To cutablish the type of coating exhibiting the best da-mping prb-

pcrties for minimum thiclanesses, numerous tests were made on apeci-ieos

using magnetcstrictive vibrators. Varnishes, -poxide and polyester

resins with fillers, elastomers and Nairit coatings were used as damping

coatings. The test results shewed that varnishes, epoxide resins ani

polyester resins and G:: elastomer, even though exhibiting damping

properties, still owing to their high brittleness do not protect the

surface against cavitation damage. In vieKof their brittleness, they

do not remain on the surface for a long time, but crack and scale off.

~ Hn iv,~ c'"~ ..- M modcrantc vibrc-zcti-vity of

20 - 25g protect the surfaces only for 30 - 70 hours. This brief protection

is meaninglnss in practice.

lae Nairit type of coating is stronger. Results of tcsts made on

WV and in diesel engines showed that they exhibited several advantages

in protecting cooling surfaces against damage. Figure 77 shows the

breakdown time curves for coatings deposited on a cast-iron specimen

in relation to coating thickness b. Curve I characterized the breakdown

of a coating on a 12khz NSV with a vibration amplitude of 10 microns for

S = 5100, and Curve 2 shows the breakdown of a coating tested on ac

19kHz MSV with a vibration amplitude of 5 microns for Sc - 8000. From

these curves it follows that the coating breakdown sets in more rapidly,

the higher acceleration of the surface vibrations.
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ReIults of tests made on XISV establinhed that the service time,

of th• npecimen before coating breakdown deepends on paramater'; such

as tic coating thickness, vibration accelerz-tion, and the material of

the cinea on v:hich the co valux, •;as deposited.

PI;'urc 77: Da-mage of Coated Specimens Tested on
a 1, IV

IN

Key: A: t, hr

B: b, microns

Fail-ire pits zppeared on the ccatings of limited thickness, 50-

60 micronzý, in 4 - 5 hours of servi~e. The initial failure in thicker

coatings of 200 - 500 microns set in after 25 - 30 hours of service.

More intense damrage to coatings occurs when tests were made on

1MSV producing hig~her e:celerations * Thus, the damage to a-200 - micron

1Nairit coating on a stsel spechimen tested with a 12kHz 1ISV with a vibration

amplitude of 10 microns and with Sc = 5100 occurred in 23 hours. The

same damage, but on a 19kHz MSV with a 5 micron amplitude and Sc = 8000

occurred in 17 hours, that is, the higher the acceleration of the

vibrational motion of the specimen the more rapidly the breakdown and

damage to the coating sets in.
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Using tho data of thc time scale factor characterizing the

ý,ependence oi di-age on the acceleration of the vibrational motion of

r"Irface, o,' con derornnicze how much time a given coating deposit on

th-:: c':ter•v.1 •-:rrce of a diesel engine cylinder liner will elapse before

"Ca;down, if toe die el engine liner c,-' ibits a vibratory field

c acterizud by S . Such reconversions were made and are plotted incX

curvas in Figure 78 for a Nairit coating deposited on steel and cast-

iron cylindec liners of various diesel engines. Coating a steel liner

with Il-arit, for the sama coating thicknesses and vibration accelerations,

lengthened the service tine longer than coating of a cast-iron liner.

This evidently is associated with several poorer adhesive properties of

the coating with respect to cast iron. A 300micron coating, with

S = 10, will function before breakdom for 1580 hours on a steel liner,C

and for 1000 hours on a cast-iron liner, with the very same acceleration.

These data show that in diesel engires of increased vibro-activity

(Sc>20), the operating time of a coating is sharply reduced. For example,

in a diesel engine with cast-iron liLings in which the vibrational level

S,>60, a 300 micron coating will prolong the surface life of the liner by

no maore than 400 hours.

Full-scale tests of a Nairit coating were made on Ch 10.5/13 and

Ch 15/18 diesel engines. To accelerate the breakdown count the vibrational

fields of the diesel engines were intensified by increasing the thermal

gap between the piston and the liner by 0.2 - 0.3mm. For a 0.61am gap,

the vibrations of cast-iron liners in a Ch 10.5/13 diesel engine amounted

to 140 g and coating breakdown was achieved in 130 - 150 hours of operating,

that is, the service life of the coating was checked by accelerated



h .ethods. F7,ll-size L(,-L• of Nairit coa tings on diesel eugines agree

well with tAhet data of ac,_elerated tests on iSV.

"I',ure 78: Service Tn.c of a Nairit Coating ( Various

Thicklrcss b on Steel Liners with Different
Vibrational Levels

Key: A: t, hr
Bt b, microns

In the tests the effect of coa.. ing on the internal surface of

the liner, the surface facing the combustion chamber (Figure 79), was

established. From Figure 79 we see that in the area of the combustion

chamber ( the TG area), the liner temparature rises by 81C for a 100%

load, (Curve I and 1'). 1,1casured downward, the liner temperature increases

by 200C and did not exceed 13010, which is wholly acceptable. The

posnibility of using coatings with low thermal conductivity must be

decided for each specific case in relation to the initial temperature

condition of the engine when operating at full load.



Nairit coatings will prolong'the life of diesel engine

cylinder liners. Calculatcd data on coating service life arc in agree-

ment vith exeoriments.

The type of coating of c':lindar liners or blocks of dietol engines

muist be selected in relation to the vibratory field of the diesel engine

deterenined frcm tests of coatings mde on M4SV using material specimens.

Thus, any coatings can be preliminarily tested on MSV and re-

calculated for the operating conditions of cylinder liners in diesel

engines.

Rubberizing compocitions of the NT Nairit consist of 50 - 707.

solutions of rubber mixture of liquid Nairit (low-molecular chloroprene

rubbers of different types) in a solvent. The solvent includes 76%

solvent naphtha, 19% turpentine and 50% butanol. Damping anticavitation

coatings consisting of liquid Nairit cxhibiting the consistency of enamel

paint, can be applied on liners with brush, sprayer, and immersion of

parts. When painting with a brush, i layer of 150 - 200 ihicrons is

applied in each stroke. The p-.opert~es of liquid Nairits, methods of

preparing parts for coating, and the coating'itself are described in

this study [53 and do not require a detailed presentation. An advantage

of this method of coating is the fact that it can be used in service in

the repair of diesel engines and can be applied even on liners and blocks

where partial cavitation damage has already occurred.

31: Solid Coatings

Since the mechanical factor is fundamental in cavitation damage to.

cooling surfaces of liners and blocks in diesel engines, that is, damage



Fignre 7~9: e':i'c of Temperatture ilt: Dif ferent LLner
Points in a Di .I Iigine on Load

I -7

I - Upper ring t, 'C 2 -30rni from thc TDC 3 -60vr-n from the TDC

4 - in th.s area of the BDC (bottorm dead center)

Figure SO: In~crease in the Surfac6 Life of a Liner 'Wen

Hcard Chromium is-*Dcposited on its Surface

Key A:: thur

B: b, microns



CHAPTEIR SNVEN

CALCULATION OF CAVITATION DAMAGE. TO DIESEL INGINE CYL]NDEIR LINERS

37: Determy,½ntion of Linar Vibration Accelerations

Based on the data of theoretical ;'nd experimental studies, an

-nro-:imate method of calculating the accelerations of liner vibrations,

and liner cavitation daz7tgc, in which the absolute weight losses and

the maximum opcratlng timn, of liners before replacement because of

cavitation d:m~age to surfaces swept by water are determined.

To define the maxirvum time of surface liners, it appears necessary

to determine several intermediate paramctcrs, which must be regarded as

including firzt of all ,th,• frce-vibrat.•on frequency, the amplitude, of

liner vibrations at a giver, frequency, vibration acceleration, and

abcolute weight loss. One must calculate the free-vibration frequency

to cal :ulate liner accelerations. In calculating free vibrations, it

is provisionally assumed that a liner vibrates without the piston pressed

against it by the side pressure forces. The calculation is made in the

following order for the specif'ied quantities: n, is the number of cylinder

waves (1, 2, 3, ... ); m in the number of axial half-waves (1, 2, ... );

a is the mean liner radius; 1 is the liner length; h is the liner thickness;

oT is Poisson's ratio; P is the density of the liner material; E is Young's

modules; and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The coefficient 2 of the axial wave length and the quantity b are

determined:
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,,.. • , and I' -

T'ho frequk'cy, c- f icicnt s K, K~ and K( are found from thse

calcu.:!•tud va],'s:- of ,' A.d a

SC,)~"_ ' a• • .. . . ' yA' - s (1 - d ('=_.. ,.-:' _-_ (;; _ ._Y. ;, ,_, 2c )

... -* t, (3.. - ...

Then, one dctcrmine3 .

A ... - I-.,-\,

thbn the free-vibratio'i frequency of the cylinder liner in

calculated:

ff = I ' / ... *"- -

fr Ta r ri

The frequencies of free vibrations are determined for the following

cases:
4

n 2; :3: n1 2:

in 1 :n~.i; n-z2.

The amplitude of the liner vibrations is determined as the difference
between the amplitude Amax for dynamic exposure to side forces Pmax and

the amplitude of the static deflection of the cylinder liner Ast in the

static opplication of t,:'de forces P of maximum value:
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A =A -A8

tta

T-e Static leci. n found fror, the expression

A Pz /

Krcd - ., v i t-he reduced stiffne-s red = reduces":red L. "e

The reduý-er mass of thc! liner is doterrnir.-d by the following formula:

M
red

Here c 1 =C0 + 0.067 H, the distance from the upper edge of the cylinder

liner to the point corresponding to the position of the piston pin for

a 300 crank angle (it is ass-.zxn'd that here the maximum side forces will

be o nerative): c is the distance bctw-2cn the upper edge of thte cylinder

liner and the piston pin axis when the p.It¥en is in the TDC; and H is

the p:.ston stroe.-,

'i.le maximun side force is determined with the expression:

Pmax. - 2, 7 V\PeF p piston]

where ?'= R/L is the ratio of'the crank radius to the connecting rod

length of the diesel engine;

Pe is the mean effective pressure;

Fp is the piston area.

The dynamic displacement of the liner A is found fr3m the

expression

A -A !4
max St "



zi.:ri, k' te period of liner vibrations determined

from the calc'ilated vibraLion frequoency ffr; T is the rise time for the

load of the zide prep!stre force, from zero to P deterrlned from the

o of the fo.ree. or ten to bc the time ohcn the crankshaft rotates by

tho a•agle 1that in, T = / 6n soe

In the calculations it is convonient to -sumeq 15 - 30' CA

-CA = crank r-.in'1c, since here the raximum side force P in the direction
max

of the piston against the liner will be operative.

"Therefore, the amplitude we -eck will be

A •-A (1" -l).
St 

ik

Inserting the values of A and k'1 , 4t us write the final

equation for the vibration amplitude in the forn:

,' -,I -. '_F ' -- " ' ' '•

In this expresion, '' Peg FP, a, I, h, and m are specified b.'

the design and the calculation, while the values of I-,T, and cI are

calculated.

The acceleration of the vibrational motion W1 of cylinder liners

is calculated based on calculations of the vibration frequency and

amplitude, using the following expression:

WCal Z A(Z lfr = A ( 2.rf fr)

For further calculations, it is useful to convert the liner

vibration acceleration thus obtained into a dimensionless quantity,
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using the follow.Ln; exprersion:

S t2W /g.
Cca

33: ý"etermination of -.bsoluto Liner Uaight Losses

From experience we know that when S < 20, cavitation damage toC

cylinder liners proceeds slowly and is commencurable with the service

life of a lincr based on wear of the cylinder surface.

WThen S c>20, cavitation damage proceeds intensively, and the higher

Sc , the fas:er the damage process.

To estimate the intensity of cavitation damage to cylinder liners

in diesel engines, let us use an empirical function characterizing the

intensity of darwage to cylinder liners ( based or, their weight loss) as

a function of vibration acceleration and service tive.

--AO. •
IA Y"-1,1 (32)

where A-G, is a dimensionless coefficient'characterizing

the weight losc of the cylinder liner;

xGx = i0"3 kg are the weight losses of the cylinder liner

during its service;

LGo = 10"3 kg is the weight loss of the liner taken as the

zero threshold;

t is the dimensionless coefficient characterizing

the service period of the cylinder liner; t =

t,'/ to (here tx is the service period of the

liner in hours; to is the service period of

the liner taken as the zero threshold in which

;... ,...o °. f r. ~ ~ di? - b 1.

SZI25,



Data for the empirical function (32) were obtaincd frcoa experim~ents

on diesel enlginL' and on speci.mens tested on mngnctostrictive vibrators

cnd ore plotted in Figure 81o

Figure Si: Nomogami for Estimating Weight Losses
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Since the intensification of cavitation damage Jis significantly

affcted by the tcsperature of the coolant liquid, one must take its

effect into account in the calculation, since the cooling temperature

car. dif-fer in different diesel eng-ines.

",ata characterizing danage intensity, represented as the empirical

formula (25) were obtained for a 65 - 75°C diesel engine cooling

temperature, that is, for sore moderate effect of temperature on

cavitation damage.

In general form, the dependence of cavitation damage on temperature

is shown in Figure 82.

Figure 82: Damage to a Surface As a Function of
Cooling Temperature

t . I .

30 ---- -I ! ' f ri i

Key: i - Zone A

"mne actual cooling temperature of diesel engines in extended tests

in operating conditions is 75 - 800C ( Zone A Figure 82). At this

temperature cavitation then occurs'at Ui:- surfaces of liners swept by

water.- Therefore, it is useful to introduce the dimensionless
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coefficicet I, ch-:;rcteriziTg the true damage to liners at ri)' cooling

temperature, but cven at 75 - 80°C, into the; derived empirical formula

for,ýG, . Table 1.9 lists the values of the coefficient I.

Dz:..:gc to cylinder liner' in diesel engines, with allowance for-

the "act of te-perature, car be determ-ind from

,\• =5.1o/V 4 "•"(3:h

In its final form, the absolute danage to cylinder liners is

found as follows:

(16

AG, AG,5. !0I (- to( S3)

Thbl 19! V!-1e" of the T ",

i 2

2.I .,o _____ _,,,_'_...
n I "

I I i
_ _ _ ' _ _ *

j2~ o~j;~mhir 1 ,26 1, 113 0,089j 0.0 0.S9

Key: 1, Cooling temperature in 0 C.
2. Coefficient I

Considering the experimental data, the surface finish, gaseous

composition of the coolant liquid, flow rate of the liquid and the use

of additives increasing the damping properties of the water play a

definite role in the buildup of cavitation damage, by attenuating or



intce.cifying it. Ho-.ever, these factors are not taken into account: in

the calculation, sivco they play a lesser role than the coolant tempera-

ture. Their ef'fect ranut be allowed for, additionally, by experimental

rvcaris.

34: Dctcrn.ination (if the Maximum Service T-hem of the Cylinder Liner

Before if-t Is Repiced Decause of Cavitation Danage

CoDzlidering that the maxinum allowable damage to a cylinder liner

is the dcmage for ihich the liner is cavitated to three-fourths of the

wall thickness in the most dsnserouis location and has to be replaced,

a function (Figure 43) of the din:cnsionles- coefficient c , characterizing

the ma:-:iT.um permissible damage as a function of liner wall thickness was

calculated based on operating data

A6
S

Here So = .0-4 m2 is the area taker. as the unit area for the maximum

allowable damage.

Considering that the liner suri~ce cavitates at specific locations,

the extent. of the cavitation srea of a liner'S. was selected as a function

of the cylinder liner dimensions:
S =0025irD 2U m2

where Do is the external diameter of the cylinder liner, in m;

I is the length of the cylinder liner, in m.

Thus, the time required for the onset of the maximum allowable

damage is determined from the expression (33) with AG -ts-6

max i" fi, ,... ii .. hr. (35)
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The main factors affecting the intensity of cavitation damage to

cylit)der liners - vibration intensity and coolant temper~iture - are

allcd for in the prcposci method . The rate of damage to cylinder

lin,!rs is al.Lo affected by the thickness of the layer of water in

the water Jacket, the pressure in the cooling syt.f:i, the flo-ý: rate of

the water, the composition of the water, and other factors .hose allowance

in general form is difficult at the present time. Their effect must be

taken into account by experimental means, as the diesel engine undergoes

final adjustm•ents.

35: Examples of Liner Calculation in Vhich tno Maximum Service

Period Was Determined

To calculate the cavitation damage to a liner, one must know its

linear dimensions, as wall as the character)istics of its material. The

calculation is carried out in the bMCSS system. As an example, let us

calculate a liner with the dimransion% given below.

a - 7.8 - 10-2 m is the mean ra•ius of the cylinder liner;

1 = 0.277 m is the liner length;

h = 6 ' 10-3 m is the thickness of the cylinder liner;

cy - 0.26is poisson's ratio for the steel 381%•!IYuA;

P- 8.67 , 102 kg see2/m2 is the density of the steel 38KhMYuA;

, M 21 10 kg/mr2 is Young's modulus of the steel 381KhYuA;

g = 9.8 m/sec2 is the acceleration due to gravity;

Dot, 0.162 m is the external diameter of the liner

- 3.3 * 104 m is the thermal gap between the piston and the liner

of an operating diesel engine with a 1007. load;
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mo 0.626 kg "sec2/n is the a:ss of bodies in translation;

n = 1500 rpm is the diesel engine rpm (rated);

2' =0.20 is the ratio of the crank radius to the connecting rod

e =7.85 "10 kg'/2 is the mea•n effective pressure of the diesel

engine
-22

1 1.76 '10" m is the piston area

co= 7.1 - I0o2 m is the distance between the piston pin axis and

the upper edge of the liner when the piston is in the TDC;

H = 1.8 0 i0o-I is the piston stroke;

n, 2; 3 is the number of cylindrical waves;

m 1; 2 is the number of axial half-waves;

= h 2 /12a 2 = 36/ 12"6084 = 0.000493 is a coefficient;

Pmax = 1050 kg is the maximum side force.

The time required for a 150 crank angle from TDC is

T -P/6n 0..)016 sec.

The distance from the upper edge to thd piston pin axis for a

30° crank angle is cl -C = 0.067 H - 8.3 W0- m.

The further calculation is presented in Table 20.

Thus, according to the calculation, a liner can function in diesel

engines for 3090 hours, after which it must be replaced. In practice,

liners function for 2800 - 3200 hours in diesel engines.

The time required for the onset of the maximum allowable damage

can even be somewhat less if one considers that the temperature regime

of cooling is somewhat lower than the regime assumed in the calculation.
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A cooling regim-c of 70'C was assumed in the calcul.ation. Actually,

in several sectors of the national economy diesel engines operate with

cooliig tomper;.tures 55 - 70 0 C. This rcduces liuter surface life.

Table 20: Calculation of Quantities

1 3. 1

] i ,0 el•q 0.85 1,77

, "" 1,51,25 3.758
; .;": I ~!0,977 7~,S 5- ?.:.

K.: , 7,55!4,4.10,775

A ou267 0 • 6. 5
A']•, .,:]SJ2 1 1(;u,1i00

, "G,t7O)G .1,97. 10- 10-, 4

-0 (, 1,6 '1** 4- lO62-~ IGON

; ,.: -':::'O g,.(, 5. 0.9

.. 4,4.10" .23,7 - W
.175 390.

[ 7
J S, 26,8

:M " . .. . ... •0, 591 1

3(4:)' 3io 10 .1790

, : 1' I 57.5. i0-:1 57.5- 1.: I 57.5. !0-1_

Reproduced from

Key: 1. Quantities best available copy.

2. fir in Hz

3. 'r in sec

4. O02 in see' 2

5. A in m

6. WCal in m/sec 2

7. Se Ing

8. t in hr
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Lr!t us show by the following calculation example that introducing

additional intermediate supports dividing a liner into several parts,

( two-part in -this casc) makes it possible to lower the vibrations and

cllinate the cavitation damage.

Th. initial data for the calculation are as follows:

n.E 2; 3 is the num~ber of cylindrical waves;

m =1; 2 is the the number of axial half-waves;

a 7.85 . 10 -2 m is the mean rodius of the cylinder liner;

I 0.11m is the distance from the upper edge of the liner to

its center supporting shoulder;

D 0.164 m is the external diameter of the cylinder liner;
ex

h = 7 e 10-3 n is the thickness of the cylinder liner;

a= 0.26 is the Poisson's ratio for the steel 38 KhIYuA;

f= 8.68 • 102 kg - sec 2 /m 4  is the density of the steel;

E = 2 e 1010 kg/M2 is Young's todulus;

g = 9.8m/sec2  is the acceleration due to gravity;

= 3.3 , 10-4 m is the thermal gap between the piston and cylinder

of the running diesel engine with a 1007% load;

m= 0.626 kg *see2 /m isthe mass of the parts in translational
0 motion;

n 1500 rpm is the diesel engine rpm;

R/L = 0.28 is the ratio of the crank radius to the connecting
cod length;

pe = 5.2 104 kg/m2  is the mean effect of pressure;

F - 1.76 10-2 m2  is the piston area;

= h 2 /12a 2 . 49/12 e 6160 = 0.000664 is a coefficient.



The i,ýaimum side pressurc acting at a cylinder liner is

P =2.7• rp = 692 kg.

The ,tive required for a crank angle of 151C from the TDC is

T A/n - 0.0016 sec.

"Thc-- dintnnce fre- the upper edge of the liner to the axis of

the piston pin, for a 300 crank angle is

c, = c + 0.067 H = 8.3 • 10-2 mO

The further calct, laion is presented in Table 21.

Table 21: Calculation of Quantities

I I

;,. "-2,57 2•.37 i ".'-

,12,7,45 20,6 293

K .c2,8887 I89, 1433 2, c;9,75 1

24,17 . 21,0 37,3
!IA . 0,325! .2 2 , 1,516

i -, .:•-~ • 7")"0:: ~ :

"r cej; 1.7t .10- 9,27 .! --z
•,,'' n!dre:: 3,05 10• 9.85-1011('

i S. 12, 45 13,9

Key: 1. Quantities

2. ffr in Hz

3. TI in sec

4. W, in sec"1

5. A intm

6. WcaI in m/sec 2
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The calculation shows that introducing an additional support

sharply reduced the liner vibration and shifted it into the posteritical

region.

UC-r thc cavitation dage occtirs so clouly that the liner mlust

be replace-i not because of cavitation damage but becaure of cylindtr

surface wear.

36: Parts And Assemblies 1,1nose Service Periods Can Be Limited by

cavitation When Uprating and increasing the Seýrvice Life of

Diescl E.•,ines

In spite of the large volume of research on ca:.tation and cavitation

erosion conducted in various fields of techbolo :, there are still a

good many questions and, directions associated with the physics of the

These problems, directly bearing on cAvitation damage in diesel

engines, can include the following.

.. The mutual role of mechanical and electrochemical processes in

cavitation erosion caused by vibrations of various intensities has not

been clarified. Neither have the physical basis for the inception and

nature of electrochemical proceSses accompanying cavitation been

established with reference to the possible role of the double electrical

layer at the surface of the metal being damaged, formation of microcouples

with small internal friction when microvolumes undergo deformation at

the surfaces of the metal being damaged, and the effect of these on the

pressure peaks observed during the collapse of cavitation bubbles- as

well as the high temperatures that Accompany this process. Clarifying
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the mutual role and conditions for n;cchiinical hnd electrochonical

procc!,,-ses in c:rvitation Erosion caused by vibration would promote a

z.or: w.•Ml-defircd development of the effect of methods of protecting the

cylinder liners ard blocks against cavitation damnage.

2. According to the major difficulties in mcesuring the high prscz;.urez

in microvol u:•:e.•, the pre.:oure change (with determination of its final

valu ), in cavitation bubbles obtained for different vibration conditions

has not yet been adecquatcly studied. The entire rechanism of the

gradual buildup of metal damage when exposed to cavitation erosion in

conditions when the initial damage foci are present or when they are

absc¢nt, is not clear enough. No adequate explanation has been given as

to why, for the same intensity of vibrations~in liners installed in

experiments with the same clearances at the very same place, as a rule,

ne cf zvity....y ..... e... - and sometimes only one or two cavities

in this site, and in both cases the deepening of cavities proceeds at

virtually the same rate.

3, Problems associated with the actual basis for the effect of

the properties of a liquid on cavitation damage for vibrations have also

not been adequately studied, including the effect of the distance between

the vibrating and fixed walls. Only general correlations have been

studied in this direction.

4. At the present time, a quantitative account of the mutual effect

of changes in flow rate and vibration on the buildup of cavitation

erosion is difficult. Clear data on this problem would promote the

designing of more rational diesel engine cooling systems. Cavitation

erosion is a complicated procesn that depends on numerous factors.
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Therefore, detaiII:d atudien of the quantitative and qualitative effect

of thcte factorr on damage will, assist in operating the reliability

and -crvice lifO of diesel engines.

in recent v.,a there has been a trend to reducing dienel cngine

w:eighLS by operating the rpm and the =-an effective preasure. This, in

turn, leads to higzher vibro-activity of diesel engincs, higher liquid

flcw rate, and an overall rise in the dynamicity of loads on diesel

engine assenblie3 and parts. The potentials for cavitation and. cavitation

denage are latent in the slip bearings and in the, fuel equipment.

Figure 83: Damage to Fuel Pump

.1 Reproduc." brle cpy
best Ovailab~ oY

There have been cases of premature malfunctioning of bearings in

DI00 diesel engines and others for reanons'of cavitation in the oil

wedge, and also in the fuel equipment. Cavitation in these diesel engine
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aszcrW~cs occurf; principally as a result of *hydrodyllaliiic factors,

which firn.t of all include precssure.- drops. Vibrations of these

Sas~e:.Iias can pf-o-i:ctc a buil)dup of cavitation, but are not the primary

factar, The rel.3tive pattern of damage in material tecsted on A'ISV shows

that to lessen cavitation da&iage in chcse assemblies, in all cases

efforts rmust be wade to reduce the pressure drop.

In neveral cates, for bearings, it is expedient to somewhat increase

the viscosity of the oil or to reduce its outflow through the faces,

Cince N;'4•n this in done, cavitation damage is diminished. In the event

of developed cavitation, this proves in equate, and it is neceszary to

use a more cavitation-resistant antifriction alloy for the bearings.

It must be noted that subsequent studies made it possible to associate

the initial stages of cavitation and cavitation damage in bearings with

at the different points in the oil wedge a6d also with the design

dimensions of the bearing and the extent 3f its vibration., which permitted

devising a method for calculating t• e functioning of a bearing in a non-

cavitation regime.

In fuel equipment, especially in the plunger pairs, cavitation

leads to the malfunctioning of the plunger and liner after 10 - 20 hours

of operation. Figure 83 shows damage to the plunger of a fuel pump.

Work-hardening and damage cause jamming of the plunger pairs and the

diesel engine loses its serviceability and malfunctions. Therefore

cavitation in a plunger pair is an altogether undesirable phenomenon.

At the present time we know that cavitation in fuel equipment can be

eliminated only by increasing the duration of the cyclic feed and by
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to a -act:;i occurs ,.'-ndcr the eff¢ct of high pressures cancentrated

over micro-areas, c-cec-ding thce rtrength of the given mwtertial, one

of the 1.c' -,. of ';urfaca protection can be to increa-e nurface hazr-d-

nrs . Th"I's is especially valuable for diesel. erngines in wVhich the

predom£i-nte liner vibration freq.;.,ncy is in the range '}0O - 200011z.

in thi , frec.•:ncy rnaLo:,, the mechanical factor is dominant in cavitation

dtage to surfaccý. An increaae in liner r.urface hardncarý can be

achieved by work.-hardq...g, nitr.ding, and the uoo of solid coatizgZ.

Chromiium hqs proven itself in solid protective coatings. The use

of coating. of porovs chromium i's most rational, since it provides

a uniform layer without micro-cracts that can serve as corrosion foci

..nd subsequent cavitation damage. 1licro-cracks can be present when

the surface ic coated u-ith solid glcaming chro.:ium. However, the

intensity of liner vibration is high and the coating with porous

chromium does not provide protec.tico- against cavitation damage, .hern

a coating with hard gleaming chromium must be used.

Chromc-plated liners are used in various high-rpm diesel eng1nes

of the models Ch 8.5/11, Ch 10.5/13, and Ch 15/18, Ch 18/20 and so on.

The use of chromium coatings either completely eliminate_ cavitation

da•nge if individual pressure peaks in the implosion of cavitation

bi;Dbles do not exceed the stresses exceeding the strength of the coating,

or else considerably prolong the liner surface life. Everything depends

on the intensity of the cavitation processes in the specific diesel engine.

Experience showo that in the locations where clusters of cavitation

cavities form on uncoated liners, a layer of porous chromium acquires a

gleam due to work-hardening during cavitation.
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Vhrn eoati~l- of poroua chro-tium of different thickneoseh wcre

tested on cylii,zr liners sc-bjected to various vibration inten-ities,

and il-o in. te-,;t:; of chronium coatings on specimene placed on IVSV,

curv-% %;,c plotte of the increase of the liner surface life (Figure 80).

Thocý; d show; tha.. the su,-Zace life of a liner incr:cies with coating

thicl-nc-s and deicreases with inzrease in vibration acceleration-. A

20 - 25 ;micron thick layer is the most suitable (with allowance for the

time r,!qi-_!red for clrcae-platinv). Increasing the thicLaess of the

chro-miuM layer to 50 microns is inadvisable, since cases of layer

spalling and sCalIng-. . du. to vibration are observed for thick layers.

When liners coated with a chromium layer are used, one must consider

that the energy developing in the implosion of a cavitation bubble is

not cxr.nd.ed in t. failu".re of the liner .urfac- and i . re __

it. Accordingly, the damage to the opposite walls of a block can increase.

Damage to opposite surfaces will be the more severe, the narrower the

passage in the water jacket. Accordingly, the passages in a water Jacket

must be wide. As we can see from the foregotng and from inspecting

Figure 80, the use of chromium coatings increases the surface life of

cylinder liners.
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lowering tLhc pressure drop at th- point of fuel cut-off. Increasing

the hardn':u; of plunger and liner surfaces prom.-otes a reduction in

cavitation da~i~igc. Tihcre is no doubt that cavi.tation in fuel equipr.ent

merits furt,-:r invcstitation in orcdcr to find the physical causes for

its inceptioa and to control it.
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